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SPACES
This edition presents the conclusions reached by Valencia University’s Econcult’s research unit, within the
framework of the European 3C4 Incubators Project.
Focusing on the interdependent relationships that
appear between space as a context, culture, creativity
and innovation, the work is presented as a theoretical
reflection that links and relates different sections and
approaches. The subjects that are treated are illustrated
through a broad selection of international case studies.
Finally, fleeing from the temptation to create an individualistic and narrow discourse, the contributions of
external voices through individual articles complete the
discourse, simultaneously highlighting other threads of
continuity.
Sections
The content presented in this edition is divided into
eight sections:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Public space
Reactivations
Spaces for engagement
Paying attention to the process
Working and living
Reviewing models
Exchange spaces
The Urban stage

Even though these sections interlink, each one works
as a specific field of study. Limitations are discussed by
Econcult in a leading text.
Case studies
Each section contains a selection of 6 case studies,
with a total of 48 references spanning different origins
and approaches in the edition as a whole. Considering

the links between the selected case studies generates
a dialogue that broadens the theoretical discourse
through practise and precision.
Each of the case studies considered is presented to
the reader through a draft version, an executive summary and an illustration through two photographs.
These documents were created with the collaboration
of representatives from all the initiatives. Econcult is
responsible for the final analysis of each study, but we
have tried to ensure the original approach is still recognisable, as are the language and intentions pertaining to
each example.
Expert voices
Each section closes with a contribution from an individual voice, which develops the subjects discussed from
academic or professional experience. Thus the framework of each opening is broadened and possibilities
half-introduced in previous discourses are developed,
inviting reflection on the content to continue beyond
the text.
Thus, we want to present the material gathered
through our research as a starting point for the study
and analysis of an emerging scene that we are eagerly
observing.
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A brief review of the history of the
relationship between culture and space

Creativity as a resource and space as
a subject and context are elements
that condition each other and lead to
the development of dynamics built on
the exchange of symbolic information
that generate transformations in the
aesthetical, emotional or spiritual
dimension of the individuals that
make up a community. Spaces, their
configuration and the ways in which
they are managed have always been –
explicitly or implicitly – at the center of
cultural processes. Historical evolution
has required a constant reformulation of
spaces according to the different cultural
creation, production and distribution
modes of each time.
In the West, before modern cultural
policies were formulated, the space that
fostered creation, thought and social
interaction took the shape of the Greek
Agora, Plato’s Academy, Aristotle´s
Lyceum or the Roman Atheneum.
All these spaces were based on the
interactions between erudites, and in
many cases offered accommodation
and funding to those dedicated to
creation and thought. Other founding
spaces such as the Alexandria Library
or Museum not only served erudites’
interactions but also concentrated a high
volume of cultural assets, acting as basic
elements in the transfer of knowledge
and the preservation of cultural tradition.
Theatres and circuses were used to
bring performing arts and other social,

festive or sporting rites to the broader
public.
In the Middle Ages, all these functions
were absorbed by the Church. Convents,
with their privileged libraries, and
churches, decorated with paintings and
sculptures created by the best artists,
supported the creation and dissemination
of the arts with the explicit intention of
spreading God´s word.
Simultaneously, and even contradictorily,
the development of cities led to the
emergence of other spaces of creative
and cultural manifestation. Public spaces
(streets, squares, markets) became
stages for travelling artistic expressions
that later consolidated in the courtyard
theatres or, in a once again closer
association with power, in the spaces
reserved for courtiers, rich members of
the burgeois class and nobles.
The European Renaissance brought
an increase in cultural expressions
sponsored by political, economic
and religious powers. These powers
competed to attract and support the
individuals that were considered to be
part of the star system. That period also
witnessed the consolidation of the artist
workshops and artisan guilds, which
acted both as a space of creation and
learning – for the apprentices– and as
an emblem of a certain brand or artistic
tradition.
11

The 19th century saw the consolidation
of the academies, spaces for the
canonical normalization of artistic
training. The period was also
characterized by the appearance of
the first large cultural institutions
accessible to the general public, such
as museums and libraries, which meant
the expropriation of the artistic riches
and the knowledge of the old regime´s
traditional institutions. Sometimes
presented as cultural temples (theatres,
opera theatres and large auditoriums),
these spaces also fulfilled the function
of communicating the position of the
big centers of power, the capitals of
the new nation-states. At the same
time, and almost shying away from
these institutions, Romanticism leaned
towards the notion of nature as a refuge,
a space for inspiration, for thought and
creation.
At the turn of the 20th century, the
tense environment was the perfect
breeding ground for the avant-garde
movements and their rejection of the
canonical and institutionalizing spaces.
Alternative spaces were created to
highlight the value of the expressions
that broke away from the officially
accepted. Such was the case of the
Salón des Refusés (1863), which
showcased works rejected by the jury of
the Paris Salon. The first contemporary
art museums (MOMA, 1929) were
established as a counterpoint to
the traditional fine arts museums.
Academies became outdated institutions
and the artist workshops consolidated
into a singular and distinctive
autonomous space that determined the
spirit of the pieces, becoming an integral
part of cultural production.
Well into the 20th century, with the
formulation of modern cultural policy
on the basis of Malraux´s proposals,
12

the democratization of access to culture
became a general goal. Cultural centers,
created as a way to cast aside the
elitism of the large cultural temples,
acquire a certain prominence. With their
approachable and almost householdlike quality, these centers tried to bring
culture and arts to common people and
were especially important in small to
medium-sized cities, compensating the
imbalance of a geography of cultural
spaces that tended to concentrate in
large cities.
In 1960s Britain, part of these ideas
crystallized in publicly owned spaces
that were specifically orientated towards
artistic creation in a very specific form
but at the same time sought to share
the results with the general public.
The Barbican (1982), located in London
and focused on music and performing
arts, is one of the most renowned
examples. In the same vein, the Centre
Pompidou opened in 1977 in Paris with
a complementary uses programme
that included the Musée National d’Art
Moderne, a centre for musical and
acoustic research and a library with a
capacity of 2,000 people. The success
of these proposals, which managed to
combine high quality cultural contents
with the general interest, became a
model that was used repeatedly in
contemporary art centers established
later on.
A decade later, the anti-authoritarian
movement in the United States and
Europe started to vindicate public
space in its symbolic condition as a
culturally produced substance. Pop Art
turned advertisement into a source
of inspiration, while the Situationist
International group defended the
quotidian as a space for artistic creation
and political empowerment. In its
physical sense, public space became
once again the stage for alternative

In the last few years of the 20th century,
the obsession to claim a place in the
globalized world meant the construction
of a great number of large cultural
containers, many of them based
on architectural spectacularization,
pompously presented and surrounded
by a sparkling discourse. Despite their
allegedly great ambitions, some of these
icons were unable to generate contents
and uses by themselves. In Spain,
where this trend acquired a particularly
significant dimension, its apex was
represented by the “City of Culture” in
Santiago de Compostela or the “City
of Arts and Sciences” in Valencia.
Distorting the idea of city, these models
left out the natural diversity (of uses,
functions and people) that define them.

out in the midst of changes that are
affecting both the predominant cultural
policy model and the creative and artistic
production model. As for the first once,
since the beginning of the century,
cultural and creative activities are being
placed at the center of environmentally
sustainable human development theories
due to the impact of creativity on social
and economic innovation dynamics.
In terms of creative production, even
though it might sound contradictory, we
are living in a time of pronounced duality
between institutional initiatives and
spontaneous dynamics, motivated by the
setback in administrative action due to
the economic crisis and accelerated by
the development of new technologies.
This separation has created a complex
scene full of intermediate positions,
revisions of previous models and radical
innovations.

Preamble

artistic expressions – such as
performances – totally liberated from
aesthetical and spatial conventions.
Thus, the idea of creativity started
to shift from the perspective of the
individual creator towards a social
process that requires interaction and
attention from the surroundings.
This tension between the individual
perspective and the need for
context prompted a reflection on the
geographical and spatial dimension
of creative and cultural processes. In
the 1980s, the discourse incorporates
notions such as the cultural districts, the
creative milieux and the creative cities
borrowing concepts from the industrial
economy. Even though these concepts
were based on an almost idealized
confidence in citizen creativity as long
as it was given space to intervene in the
city, the geographical reset that seemed
to announce the arrival of the internet
caused great confusion.

Focusing on the contemporary
relationship between space – physical
or virtual – and the creativity process,
we propose eight sections that, far from
being a rigid categorization, try to identify
a series of trends that currently define
the “where” and the “when” of cultural
processes. In an attempt to achieve
a comprehensive definition of these
trends, we have invited a series of expert
voices and included a diverse range of
study cases. With these materials, we
will strive to analyze the perspectives
and opportunities of a rich and complex
panorama, bearing in mind that the
discussion on the topics that we cover is
far from exhausted.

This episode leads us to the present
day, concluding this preamble and
introducing the main body of the
publication. Our study has been carried
13
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F1 Centro Portátil de Arte Contemporáneo.
Antimuseo in collaboration with the collective
Arte Nativo. Pantitlán, México
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Public space

As a declaration of intent, we start off
with public space. Taking this commonly
used term as a starting point, we will lay
the foundations of our understanding of
the concepts of space and creativity, the
main objects of study of this publication.
Although the interpretations of the term
public space vary greatly depending on
who uses them, they generally underline
the juridical conception that refers to
common property or, from the point of
view of form, to the free access spaces.
Both descriptions are rooted in urban
planning, which uses its normative
criteria to demarcate, distribute and
define public space in opposition to
private space. The interpretation that
we propose here goes beyond the idea
of a public space defined by designed
and described in terms of property,
encompassing the social, cultural and
political links that really define the public
sphere.
Liberal tradition understands public
space as the physical scenario of
democratic dialogue, linked to the
concept of public sphere1. This public
sphere encompasses all the places
where individuals meet to discuss
common interests or, according Hannah
Arendt2, the common world that brings
us together and prevents us from falling
on top of one another; the theatres of
modern society where participation
happens through the use of language,

the institutionalized arena of discursive
interaction3.
Beyond the democratic game, public
space also works as a cohesive
element in the construction of any
city, a physical and symbolic thread
that turns the ensemble of buildings
and infrastructures into a system.
Public space is the scenario for social
interaction par excellence and has
important implications: economic, as a
space for exchange; political, as a space
for transformation; and social, as the
scenario for everyday uses. Therefore,
public space is not neutral, because its
design, norms and uses have important
implications4.
When we talk about public space, we try
to avoid the tendency to think exclusively
in squares, parks and streets. In a
conversation between Antoni Muntadas
and Juan Herreros titled “Unveiling the
public”5, the former says that “pointing
to a place and saying ‘this is a public
space’ does not turn it automatically into
a public space. Instead, it gives it the
authority to be public”. The Antimuseo
project focuses on the instituting
practices found in the public domain,
specifically on their relationship with
culture and art. The framework proposed
by artists Tomás Ruiz-Rivas and María
María Acha-Kutscher is based on the
idea that any administration implies an
elimination. Working from a point of

1 Jürgen
Habermas.
The Structural
Transformation of
the Public Sphere:
An Inquiry into
a Category of
Bourgeois Society.
MIT press, 1991.
2 Hannah
Arendt. The
Human Condition.
University of
Chicago, 1958.
3 Nancy Fraser.
“Rethinking the
public sphere: A
contribution to
the critique of
actually existing
democracy.” Social
text (1990): 56-80.
4 David Harvey.
“The political
economy of
public space.” The
Politics of Public
Space (2006)
5 Juan Herreros,
y Antoni
Muntadas.
“Desvelar lo
público.” CIRCO
#123 (2004).
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view of critical opposition, Antimuseo is
presented as an “emancipation space”,
liberated from institutional forms of
exclusion and control. Similarly, the
project lagaleríademagdalena takes
art to the streets to highlight the
value of urban space through citizen
appropriation. Asserting surprise as
a way of fighting the coldness of
normative uses, this spontaneous
initiative promotes social interaction and
the enjoyment of the city.

having breakfast to “unveil the public”,
Cabanyal Íntim and Redetejas act in
the opposite direction, introducing the
public into the private domain (the house
and the rooftop, respectively) similarly
altering the separation between the
individual and the community, effectively
intervening in the public. Private space is
charged with individual meanings left by
its inhabitants. Thus, fostering collective
exchanges in this kind of context implies
acknowledging singularities.

Social space as a scenario of permanent
conflict between power and resistance
to power has been widely covered
by Michel de Certeau6. According to
the French philosopher, the everyday
practices of those who inhabit a territory
have the capacity of subverting the
standards imposed by the dominant
order. The Desayuno con Viandantes
reconquers public space through a
gesture as simple as taking a mug out
to the streets. Thus, citizen use appears
to be the most potent tool of citizen
participation, building public space
beyond design.

“How can artists keep creating signs in
the city?”. By way of synthesis, Muntadas
suggests three possibilities : working on
the basis of the idea of temporariness,
focusing on the relationship with the
context or promoting an interdisciplinary
collaboration”8. The first refers to the
contract with the inhabitants of a given
place, the legal dimension of public
space. The second possibility highlights
the need to act in certain circumstances
in a specific moment, while the third
one refers to the dissolution of individual
work in common structures. All three
lines describe to perfection the ideas
behind Idensitat, a longstanding and
heterogeneous project whose aim is
intervening in public space through
creation, at the same time revising the
ways of art.

More than any pre-established
categorization, what makes a space
public is related to the way in which
people use it. “The most contemporary
feature that gives a place the character
of public space is the extent to which
a citizen, consciously immersed in
an urban culture, can exercise an
individuality or a freedom that we would
traditionally associated with a private
environment”7.
Let us analyse the last part of this
quote. Intervening in the frontier that
separates the public (as a space for
community homologation) from the
private (individuality) would be a way
of impacting specifically on the public.
While Desayuno con Viandantes takes
to the streets an act as domestic as
18

6 Michel de
Certeau. La
Invención de
lo Cotidiano.
Universidad
Iberoamericana,
1996.
7 Juan Herreros y
Antoni Muntadas.
“Desvelar lo
público” (2004): 5.

Antimuseo

---------------------------------Description
Institutional tests of
legitimized exhibition
spaces
Location
Although it does not have
a specific geographical
location, it has developed
mainly in Latin America
Initiative
Artistic (Ruiz-Rivas and
Acha-Kutscher)
Type of space
This initiative takes a
critical stance in the
analysis of the symbolic
conception of public
space, although it often
uses it as its physical
medium.
Type of innovation
Opening to counterpublics, institutional
criticism from within
the institution itself
and incorporation of
the spatiality of artistic
practices into the critical
discourse
Web
antimuseo.org
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Antimuseo is a curatorial project directed by artists Tomás Ruiz-Rivas and María
María Acha-Kutscher that works as a management structure for their own projects
and is always open to multiple collaborations with other artists and social actors. The
project experiments on the legitimization mechanisms of the work of art. Focusing
on the social process where the work of art acquires symbolic and economic value, it
reflects on art as an institution, constantly putting it into question.
In that same line, Antimuseo has explored other topics like the projection of the
State in the museum, the relationship between institutional and commercial circles,
the political dimension of artistic practices or the effects of globalization on these
practices. As a response to these concerns, Antimuseo has consistenly tried to
facilitate participation mechanisms, promote the contextualization in specific social
fabrics and introducing territory as a source of meaning for the work of art.
Antimuseo has promoted initiatives such as ‘How do you imagine a museum?’
(Alicante, Spain 2013), a research project on the collective imaginary of the
contemporary art museum carried out by the Universidad de Alicante in collaboration
with its students, or the “Mobile Contemporary Art Centre” (México, 2009), a lowcost mobile device – a proper museum – designed to hold art exhibitions in public
spaces.
Antimuseo defines itself as an institutional criticism project. In contrast with the
forms of exclusion imposed by cultural institutions, this project is offered to the
public as an emancipation space. Striving to have a direct impact on the urban fabric
and fostering contacts beyond the social classes that usually have an easier access
to culture, Antimuseo has developed strategies to help marginalized groups (racial
minorities, street vendors, prostitutes, immigrants, homosexuals living in repressive
environments ) reappropiate the city, working from “outlying areas, cast aside by the
new production models, whose residents see, somewhere beyond their reach, the
utopia of the creative city and the redesign of urban centers as cultural merchandise.”

case studies

--------------

Public spaces
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lagaleríademagdalena

---------------------------------Description
Collaborative
ephemeral exhibitions
on scaffoldings and
construction fences
Location
Most of the activity
has been carried out in
different locations around
the city of Madrid (Spain)
Initiative
Spontaneous urban and
artistic initiative
Type of space
It intervenes in urban
public spaces, looking for
underused or abandoned
spaces to assert the value
of the built environment
Type of innovation
It highlights the condition
of the public space as the
place for meetings and
cultural exchanges par
excellence
Web
lagaleriademagdalena.
com
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Understanding public space as an opportunity for exchange and creativity,
lagaleriademagdalena uses the street as the main venue for art exhibitions. These
exhibitions are held every week, normally in undervalued spaces such as construction
fences, scaffoldings or empty sites. Thus, this ephemeral intervention visualizes the
opportunities of these spaces of freedom, generally unnoticed, and embodies the
citizen conquest of the urban space.
This initiative is open to anyone wishing to exhibit their work. Be it professional
artists, amateurs or occasional artists, everyone is invited to participate. There is
only one rule: the artworks will be offered to the public as a sort of “urban gift”.
Anyone will be able to take any artwork at any time and take it home. That way, the
intervention opens itself to the spontaneous and the unpredictable, and the “giving”
gesture is understood as an avenue of social change with an optimistic spirit. By
bringing art within people’s reach in the most literal sense, the project prompts
reflection on its function and value beyond the dominant market logic, trying to build
an emotional bond between the artist, the recipient of the artwork and the space
where the exchange takes place.
Another one of the key topics explored by the lagaleriademagdalena project is the
understanding of digital space as a possible extension of public space. Through the
use of social networks and content hosting, the possibilities to multiply contacts and
exchange the information found on the Internet were used to merge the physical with
the digital, amplifying the initiative’s reach. What started with a couple of architects
and friends living in Madrid now brings together a whole delocalized community of
people who interact in the physical and virtual environment.

case studies

--------------

Public spaces
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Desayuno con Viandantes

---------------------------------Description
Shared breakfasts in the
public space aimed at
transforming it through
use
Location
The activity has been
mainly carried out in
Valencia (Spain)
Initiative
Collective-non formal
Type of space
These breakfasts take
place in different locations
throughout the city,
always in public spaces
or spaces that should be
public
Type of innovation
It understands the use
of the city as a way
of participating in its
construction, asserting
public space as a
quotidian and shared
stage for interaction
Web
desayunoconviandantes.
org
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Desayuno con Viandantes is an “artivist” proposal based in Valencia whose main aim
is reflecting on public space, building it through its ephemeral use.
The last Saturday of every month, the organizers – a group of friends involved in
the architecture, culture, art and gastronomy sectors – put together a breakfast in
a certain spot in the city. They provide the infrastructure (mainly tables and maybe
some surprise) and let passers-by bring their chairs, mugs and food to share with the
rest of the participants. The place chosen for the breakfast is different every time but
always fulfills the same condition: it has to be a public space or a space in need of
becoming public. Up until now, there have been breakfasts in squares, intersections,
bridges, gardens, vacant lots, roundabouts, heritage elements or even in the subway.
Giving a new meaning to a household ritual and redefining it as an exceptional
collective experience, the breakfasts activate urban space as a scenario for social
interaction and identification, getting people involved in a shared urban, theatrical,
artistic and gastronomic act of an open and celebratory nature but at the same time
socially and culturally relevant.
The main goal of these breakfasts is fostering an active civic participation by making
passers-by aware of their leading role in the important task of shaping their own
city, with the conviction that public space, beyond its mere physicality, is built and
acquires meaning when it is put to use. The breakfasts unveil urban and social space
through its practice.
The festive nature of these activities has attracted citizens and social groups. The
initiative has had direct participation from neighbourhood associations, shop owners,
cultural institutions and a significant number of individuals.
Organizers claim that their ultimate goal would be creating the conditions for the
breakfasts to go on without them, so that in the end there would only be a group of
citizens enjoying public space and turning the experience into a natural and regular
occurrence.

case studies

--------------

Public spaces
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Redetejas

---------------------------------Description
Transformation of private
rooftops into cultural
micro-spaces
Location
It began in Sevilla
(Spain), but it has already
extended to other cities
Initiative
Private (La Matraka),
under a Creative
Commons license that
allows open use
Type of space
It uses rooftops, a kind of
private space with high
availability
Type of innovation
Any user can act as a
cultural manager in their
own space, creating
closer ties between the
public, the programmer
and the artists.
Web
redetejas.org

In the collective imaginary, rooftops are associated with the idea of a space shared
by neighbours, the intimate and yet distant contact with the strangers living in the
surrounding buildings, the extension of the household into the open space and the
secret possibility of looking at the city from an exceptional position.
The Redetejas project activates these places of opportunity, often under-used, turning
them into cultural microspaces. Its aim is generating an alternative network of cultural
spaces, offering citizens an instrument to organize activities of their choosing within
their own highly available spaces.
These “Rooftop meetings”, which usually include concerts, recitals and talks, become
the key nodes of a cultural route that links several private rooftops. These activities,
organized in a variety of settings, give participants the opportunity to experience
the city in a different way, looking at it from otherwise inaccessible viewpoints. The
host offers his or her guests a private space that is at the same time closely linked
to the city, bringing rooftops closer to the notion of public space. The link between
organizers and participants (referred to as “guests”) is reinforced through cooperation
and self-management. Usually, guests choose how much they want to pay to help
defray the costs of the activity in which they are taking part.
Redetejas is a non-profit project conceived and produced by the cultural management
Company La Matraka, which offer their idea under a Creative Commons license
and provides support to anyone that wishes to replicate the project in another city.
To facilitate the development and proliferation of the project, Redetejas offers free
manuals with recommendations based on experience, as well as the proper legal
framework. The project began in Sevilla (South of Spain) in 2012 and has already been
replicated in Córdoba, Huelva and Resistencia (Argentina).
Redetejas laid the foundations for the Entretejas project. This independent variation
is aimed at the development of cultural activities in the rooftops of public institutions
and private entities. The coexistence of both projects brings forth the possibility of
connecting citizen-driven activities with more institutionalized initiatives, highlighting
the potential value of that interaction.
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Cabanyal Íntim

---------------------------------Description
Theatre festival in the
houses of El Cabanyal
Location
Valencia (Spain)
Initiative
Private (Francachela Teatro
and Salvem el Cabanyal)
Type of space
It inserts the public
into the private sphere,
bringing the public closer
to the situation of a
historical neighbourhood
threatened by
urbanization pressures
Type of innovation
It uses art as a tool for
vindication and social
commitment liberated
from institutional
commands
Web
cabanyalintim.com
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Cabanyal Íntim is an unusual and independent urban performing arts festival that
takes place inside private residences in the Cabanyal, a seaside neighbourhood in the
Spanish city of Valencia that once served as an artistic refuge for creators like Blasco
Ibáñez and Joaquín Sorolla.
Organized by the Francachela Teatro theatre company in collaboration with the citizen
platform Salvem el Cabanyal, the festival embodies two demands. On one hand, the
defense and conservation of built heritage in this old fishing village which, despite
being declared “Cultural Interest Good” in 1993, is still threatened by an urbanization
plan promoted by the local government that would mean the demolition of 1.600
homes. On the other hand, Cabanyal Íntim tries to fill the gap left by València Escena
Oberta (VEO), another performing arts festival that turned away from traditional
venues to stage events on the street. Cabanyal Íntim combines artistic production
with social commitment, turning art into an instrument for the defense of the public
interest.
The festival, which has been held annually since 2011, is funded through micropatronage formulas and relies heavily on the voluntary collaboration of artists and
neighbours. Through its programme, the festival traces an artistic itinerary through
the neighbourhood that includes shows that approach theatre from multiple
perspectives. With a daring staging and a content that is closely linked to the space
where it happens, in Cabanyal Íntim, theatre, dance, music and video art fill the
bedrooms, living rooms, kitchens and balconies of El Cabanyal.
Introducing art in a space as private as a house creates an atmosphere full of
strangeness and possibilities. At the same time, the spectator gets to feel the daily
concerns of its inhabitants through the presence that permeates each room. That
interaction alters the preconceived relationship between public and private, creating
a closeness that feels very different from the distance from which art is normally
presented in institutional settings.

case studies

--------------
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Idensitat

---------------------------------Description
Intervention in public
space through art
Location
It began in different
towns in the province of
Barcelona (Spain), but
the project has already
achieved an international
scale
Initiative
Private/artistic, in close
collaboration with social
agents
Type of space
It acts on the territory in
the broadest sense with
the aim of intervening in
the social space through
art
Type of innovation
Through contextualized
work, art expresses its
commitment with the
social sphere, thus broadening its own patterns
Web
idensitat.net
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Idensitat is an independent project that tries to reflect and intervene on public space
and territory through art. Since its launching in 1999, the project has been broadening
its scope, becoming an umbrella for itinerary production projects based on
collaborative dynamics. Idensitat’s work includes publications, workshops, seminars,
ephemeral actions, one-off intervention mechanisms and long-term processes, all of
which highlight the active role that art plays in any given social context.
The Idensitat projects are always associated with specific places, promoting
involvement in the local environment and articulating collaboration networks.
The development of mechanisms or strategies that stimulate participation,
communication or opinion building is understood as a way to act and rebuild the
social space. The use of art in this process facilitates intervention on its own
structures, which in turn fosters its expansion. According to Idensitat’s promoters,
the project attempts to “experiment with space to transform artistic practices and
experiment with artistic practices to transform space”.
With its markedly interdisciplinary nature, Idensitat understands art as a transversal
discipline capable of connecting different agents and contexts. Therefore, its
promoters have strived to develop the connection between citizens and artistic
practices, proposing collaborative work dynamics that bring together individuals,
groups and institutions from the same local context. Based on the idea of microprojects and autonomy of means but with a broader perspective in terms of time and
space, Idensitat builds networks and articulates processes that pay attention to the
“before”, “during” and “after” of each project.
Idensitat’s production is divided into different lines of work, such as ID*Sports or
ID*Barrio. Although the project started in Calaf, a neighbourhood in the Catalan city of
Barcelona (Spain), its geographical scope has expanded nationally and internationally
through initiatives developed in Barcelona, México or Sao Paulo, achieving worldwide
recognition.
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Narratives in public spaces
David Estal, architect

Since 2011 I have been the coordinator
of a course that gives this article
its name, at Valencia’s Escola d’Art i
Superior de Disseny de Velluters. This
course considers public space as it is
perceived, and according to the use
we make of it. We deconstruct the
conventionalities imposed on it by our
education and convey different, more
subjective (di-segno) meanings that are
inspired by individual ways of life.
The knowledge we share derives openly
from observation and representation,
to attain action and/or intervention. The
narrative builds itself. Against that which
is pre-established, which is adaptable.
Against limits and excesses. To get lost,
to un-learn. If routine makes things that
happen around us become invisible,
the public narrative need not submit to
a fixed order. And yet, why should we
approach public spaces from a cognitive
perspective?
At present, the western city has
recovered its interest in creating meeting
spaces that go beyond the canonical
persistence of the local square. Backed
by activation formulae, most of which
are ephemeral or progressive in nature,
different creative exercises experiment
with relationships between city dwellers;
sometimes running the risk of becoming
no more than a simulation of a public
space, other times even managing to
obtain sponsorship.
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If, in the eighties, models of cities
were designed with their purpose
already in mind, nowadays a bottom
up process is favoured. In this process
technicians and politicians are actors
who find themselves alongside the
citizens. Defining themselves as a
community, they act on their immediate
surroundings, creating micro-community
spaces. Thus, we observe the transition
from local, fertile ground to a living
space.
As follows, the projects that appear in
this publication belong to the type of
integral experience where design exists
alongside management and identity
models. They are aware that the content
of a place needs to be unveiled before
its categorisation is possible. Having
covered almost all essentials (health,
transport, equipment, urban furniture,
etc) the neighbourhood unit has begun
to evolve in such a way that it transcends
from vindication to action, emphasising
relationships above materiality. This
leads to a change in the discipline of
urban design that was inexistent in the
orthodox approach.
In the reasoned dialogue between
nature and the city, the standstill of
economic development policies in the
metropolis allows for the multiplicity of
‘re-naturalisation’ spaces and deregulated
places or islands of freedom. Seduced
by this multiplicity, the attempted

We believe that something has been
happening in the street lately, or that we
want something to happen. Adoration
for the idea of the Mediterranean city
is nothing more than a memory of the
pre-motorised city. It no longer exists.
Nevertheless, the re-born identity in
neighbourhoods that were previously
independent agglomerations exposes
a reflection of that model of communal
living. But let’s not fool ourselves, the
concentrated use of public spaces is
intrinsic to lower or working classes. In
contrast, its design and conceptualisation
correspond to middle classes or the
bourgeoisie. The contrast between the
imaginary collective and the search for
dignity produces the displacement of
marginal uses, which are vulnerable to
any necessary change.

tourists appear; if you renovate, hostels
appear: if you dignify the city, freedom
disappears.
If we can’t see these links, we can’t
anticipate. The public space is a
tendency that jumps from city to city.
And, although I admire run-down corners
near orderly agora, it is worth repeating
the mistake of trusting the residents
of a place to hold its transformational
capacity.

Public spaces

displacement of what happens here
to a normalised space produces decontextualising effects. Although these
offer new opportunities, they sometimes
result in forced situations, disguised
as innovation and rarely understood.
Common sense must be brought to the
forefront of such contagious fascination
for the hyper-social.

Regarding the public sphere we speak
energetically of rights, of enjoyment,
of coexistence, and of giving positive
events a value. We value intangible
space as essential to a city’s meaning.
You walk by, and you say hello. Your
car is parked just next to theirs. Earlier,
the grain was spread in the field. Today
it is a warehouse for the visitor and
somewhere to be for the inhabitant.
Analogous to this, exactly the same
thing happens in the lower side of the
city: dynamic community living. We can
no longer think (dream) only statically
(attentively) on pavements, tarmac,
painted lines and bye-laws. If you take
away the cars, the terraces appear;
if you promote a commercial brand,
33
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F2 La Carpa, birdeye view. Sevilla,
Spain
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The industrial crisis of the 1970s and
1980s liberated a huge number of
factories and infrastructures. For the
first time, it became necessary to
address a massive problem of disused
built heritage. De-industrialization
forced a functional redefinition of the
large urban areas, triggering different
processes. Some of these processes
were spontaneous. Creators that had
been driven away from the center of the
cities occupied obsolete spaces. Other
transformations were organized and
carried out according to sophisticated
urban restructuring strategies, in many
cases inspired in previous ones.
The post-bubble scenario that we find
ourselves in at the moment shares
some characteristics with the deindustrialization processes, since it has
uncovered the market imperfections
of an urban planning model based on
horizontal expansion1. Today, our cities
accumulate a large amount of untapped
resources. At the same time, the
administrations, which tend to cling to
traditional ways of using urban assets,
are incapable of offering solutions and
believe that the only way to recover
empty buildings is investing hefty sums
in design-related interventions such as
refurbishments and restorations.
In the last few years, the lack of tools of
traditional urban planning and achitecture
to deal with transitional situations

has led to new ways of working2. The
construction of these new methods is
based in most cases on a progressive
articulation through action, paying more
attention to the value of the process and
the things learnt during the journey rather
than the objectives set beforehand in the
framework of a specific plan. The noninstitutional examples that dealt with the
obsolete industrial tissue three decades
ago have become a reference for a new
kind of urban planning. Learning from
the excesses of the expansive model,
the new technical stance aspires to
incorporate to urban planning practice
tools that link use, design and the
management of the built city.
Under this prism, and with the New
York-style loft as the epitome, creativity
has proven to be an excellent way of
filling empty spaces. In contrast with the
standards of orthodox architecture, which
conceives space according to a strict and
pre-defined distribution of the available
surfaces, the overabundance of square
meters offers great opportunities for
creativity, whose processes tend to be
ever-changing and difficult to separate.
As Jane Jacobs once said, new ideas
require old buildings3. Creative uses are
a powerful tool to redefine urban space.
In fact, the attraction of artists and other
members of the creative class towards
certain areas is related to the existence
of affordable spaces4 that constitute an

1 Josefina
Gómez Mendoza.
“El caso de
Madrid: 1977-2012.
Del urbanismo
explosivo al inane.
Sacar lecciones
de la crisis.”
Cuadernos y
Posiciones (2013).
2 David Estal,
Ramon Marrades y
Chema Segovia. La
Ciutat Construïda.
Del Pla Urbanístic
al Procés Ciudadà.
Fundació Nexe,
2014
3 Jane Jacobs.
The Death and Life
of Great American
Cities. Random
House LLC, 1961.
4 Charles R.
Simpson. SoHo:
The Artist in the
City. University
of Chicago Press,
1981.
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opportunity for creative work due to their
location and physical characteristics.
That is the philosophy behind Theatre
Delicatessen, a British theatre company
that considers the character of the
unused buildings as an essential part
of their work. The way in which the
company arranges access to this kind
of spaces is specially interesting.
Through specific contracts that fit in
perfectly with municipal incentives, the
agreement between owner and tenant
offers improved conditions for both
parties, creating a win-win situation.
Tobacco Factory is another proof
of the capacity of creative uses to
overcome the stiffness of a prearranged
programme. In this case, an empty
building was progressively filled with
content to address the demands of the
creative sector, eventually becoming a
local pole of attraction. Tobacco Factory
understands use as a development
mechanism. Each activity that settled
in the building brought new users, who
in turn attracted new uses. This kind
of reactivation reverted a situation of
abandonment and had a multiplying
effect.
This example shares some similarities
with ACTA, a reprogramming project
that turned an old odontology school
into a creative incubator and residence
for students. This radical change was
achieved through minimal interventions
in the architecture, entrusting the
definition of the space to the users
rather than to prearranged design. The
ACTA reactivation was coordinated
by Urban Resort, a technical team
that acquired a great deal of expertise
through their participation in the
successful NDSM-Werf in Amsterdam5.
In Spain, in the face of the halt of
many of the projects unveiled before
the bursting of the real estate bubble,
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there have been numerous bottomup initiatives that, following the path
charted by longstanding international
experiences, have tried to find solutions
for spaces in transition paying more
attention to social needs. Examples
of these initiatives include La Carpa
(Sevilla), Campo de Cebada (Madrid)6
and Solar Corona (Valencia)7. These and
many other experiences focus on tactical
action, demonstrating a great capacity to
involve people and generate remarkable
effects with limited material resources.
Despite the value of these initiatives,
many of them are carried out without
the support – or even with the hindering
– of an administration that does not
appreciate these forms of development,
understanding them as a way of
keeping young people “entertained”
until economic recovery reinitiates the
property market model. The case of
ZAWP, in Bilbao, is one of the emergent
urban practices with greater capacity
to get closer to political decisionmaking spaces due to its magnitude,
the governmental support that it has
managed to gather, and the fact that they
are fully aware of the method that they
are trying to turn into a protocol: “urban
planning in transit”.
Despite the difficulties, and thanks
to the constant appearance of these
grassroots initiatives, the awareness
of the need to work out procedures
to reactivate immobilized urban
resources is slowly penetrating into
the Spanish administration. The
project estonoesunsolar8, launched
in 2009 by Zaragoza´s City Council,
can be considered as one of the
pioneering initiatives promoted by
the administration. Currently, we
are following with great interest the
development of Pla Buits9, a proposal
articulated by the Barcelona City Council.
In the framework of this initiative, the

5 Shipyard
recovered as
a space for
creativity, one of
the most important
examples in the
field (ndsm.nl).
6 Campo de
Cebada intervenes
in the empty
space left by the
demolition of the
La Latina sports
center (www.
elcampodecebada.
org).
7 With the
occasion of
the Collective
Architectures
meeting in 2011 in
Valencia, different
citizen associations
were granted the
use of a privately
owned vacant
lot (solarcorona.
wordpress.com)
8 An initiative
directed by
architects gravalosdimonte in
the framework of
Zaragoza Vivienda.
(estonoesunsolar.
wordpress.com)
9 Barcelona City
Council, 2012
– Present (bcn.
cat/habitaturba/
plabuits)

Essentially, the objective of Pla Buits is
identifying inactive resources, offering
them for citizen use and facilitating
communication between all parties
involved. The same principles can be
found in the foundations of several
mapping and database compilation
initiatives. 596 Acres (Nueva York),
Conversaciones Urbanas (Valencia)10
or Casas Tristes (España)11 are good
examples. Other projects take a critical
stance and make inventory of the
excesses of the previous development
model. Incompiuto Siciliano12 in Italy or
Nación Rotonda13 and Ruinas modernas14
in Spain encourage us to look at the
aftermath of the battle to promote a
more sustainable and coherent urban
development model.

Reactivations

City Council will cede a number of large
vacant plots throughout the city to the
promoters of several citizen-led projects.

10 Open map
that shows the
unused spaces
and puts forward
ideas for their use
(conversacionesurbanas.com)
11 Tool that
helps visualize the
features of decent
housing (casastristes.org)
12 Research
project that delves
into the relationship between
incomplete public
works in Italy
and their context
(incompiutosiciliano.
org)
13 Visual
inventory of the
changes in the
use of territory in
the last 15 years
(nacionrotonda.
com)
14 Julia
Schulz-Dornburg et
al. Ruinas modernas, una topografía
de lucro. Àmbit,
2012.
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Theatre Delicatessen

---------------------------------Description
Reuse of empty spaces
through win-win
agreements
Location
London (UK)
Initiative
Private (CurvingRoad Ltd.)
Type of space
Privately owned empty
buildings such as office
buildings or warehouses
Type of innovation
Making the most of
municipal incentives,
access to empty space is
facilitated through private
agreements with the
owners
Web
theatredelicatessen.com

London-based theatre Company Theatre Delicatessen promotes “immersive” pieces
where the stage is as important as the audience or the performers. That is why, from
the very beginning, the company chose to build its own stages rather than depending
on the spaces of the traditional theatre circuit.
With its increased autonomy and decision-making power, Theatre Delicatessen has
found spaces of possibility tailored to its needs in the versatility of empty buildings,
which are used to create, rehearse, perform and work with other artists. The
company´s proposals absorb the spirit of these spaces, becoming imbued with the
vagueness that defines the void and blurring the separation between the different
phases of artistic production.
A significant example can be found in Theatre Souk, a sort of theatrical performances
pop-up market that brought together 14 companies performing continuously and
simultaneously in an abandoned building during a whole month. The audience moved
freely from one performance to another, deciding “which performance to buy and
how much to pay” and thus becoming performers in their own right.
Theatre Delicatessen gains access to these empty spaces through temporary
agreements with private companies and owners. The company manages to get
significant rent reductions, arguing that giving those spaces a social use instead of
keeping them empty would also means paying much lower council taxes. The owners
give the company a percentage of the taxes that they´re being exempted from so
that it can fund its activities, considering the improvements on the building and the
maintenance tasks carried out by its members as another kind of return.
This negotiation leads to a win-win situation, allowing both sides to benefit from
the results. Through their collaboration, the owner sees maintenance costs reduced
and protects the property from decay and vandalism. On its part, the company gains
access to working spaces at a very low price. At the same time, the community wins
spaces of creativity that would otherwise have stayed as abandoned sites.
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Tobacco Factory

---------------------------------Description
Progressive definition of a
mixed-uses programme in
an empty building
Location
Bristol (UK)
Initiative
Private (Ferguson Mann
Architects)
Type of space
It recovers part of an old
tobacco factory, turning
it into a center for artistic creation and social
exchanges
Type of innovation
It combines different
uses, stressing flexibility
and taking into account
the existing demand
Web
tobaccofactory.com

George Ferguson’s account of the rescue and reuse of the Tobacco Factory building
has a certain emotional component. In the early 1990s, the current mayor of the British city of Bristol was a local architect who firmly believed in the possibilities of the
old tobacco factory Franklyn Davey & Co. In 1994, while the factory was demolished
in order to build small bungalows, a horrified Ferguson made an impulsive decision
and bought one of the few parts of the factory that has survived until today: a huge
red brick building covering 44,000 square meters.
In the beginning, the reactivation process of the Tobacco Factory was something of a
personal challenge for Ferguson. As opposed to the automatism with which investors
tend to develop typical monofunctional projects, he tried to create a mixed-use space
that was sustainable and at the same time flexible enough to adapt itself to the demand. Thus began the reprogramming process that has turned Tobacco Factory into
one of Bristol’s most dynamic spaces.
The recovery process was gradual. From the beginning, the promoters made it clear
that the process had to be guided by artistic creativity and be closely linked to the
local fabric, since they were convinced that these elements would be the ideal drivers
for the development of the kind of vibrant and inclusive space that they were after.
Ferguson started renting out some of the spaces as workplaces and allowed some
artists to occupy residual spaces to prevent vandalism and curb decay. Later on, he
gave an auditorium to a theatre company which, despite being unable to afford the
rent, attracted a large audience. The presence of an increasing number of spectators,
in turn, led to the opening of two restaurants. One activity generated another, and the
theatre performances were followed by the house-workshops, spaces for residencies
in the old parking lot, parties in the courtyard and adjoining street markets.
Tobacco Factory is a never-ending project that slowly overflows its own limits, an initiative with a high capacity to react, transform and readapt itself to the circumstances
while maintaining strong ties with the local environment.
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ACTA

---------------------------------Description
An odontology school
transformed into a
creative incubator and
student residence
Location
Amsterdam (Netherlands)
Initiative
Private, with external
technical coordination
(Urban Resort and Tijdelijk
Wonen Amsterdam)
Type of space
Through minimal
interventions, it
transforms a building that
was set to be demolished
into a residential and
working space
Type of innovation
It changes the use given
to an apparently rigid
building, proving the
ability of the creative
industries to reactivate
empty spaces
Web
actagebouw.nl
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Although examples of recovery of obsolete industrial infrastructures are fairly
common, Acta proves that any building in disuse can be rehabilitated with little effort.
The starting point could not be more atypical: the old Odontology School of the
University of Amsterdam. When the school moved to a new location in 2010, it was
decided that the building that it had been occupying would be demolished to make
space for a residential development, even though, because of the time required for
any urbanization process and the impact of the economic crisis, it was difficult to
determine when the construction works would start.
In this situation, the company that owned the abandoned building agreed to hand
over the building’s management for a ten-year period to Urban Resort, a Netherlandsbased foundation specialized in reactivating urban resources in disuse through culture
and public service which started its activities with the acclaimed NSDM-Werf project.
The building’s reprogramming was launched in 2012. The transformation, which
was carried out gradually through minimal interventions that mainly affected the
distribution of the interior spaces, was aimed at creating sectors with complementary
uses. The first and second floors are now a large incubator for creative enterprises.
Around 80 working spaces of different sizes serve the needs of over a hundred
creative professionals such as musicians, photographers, artists, fashion and graphic
designers, among many others. The upper floors are now used as a 460-room
student residence managed by TijdelijkWonen Amsterdam, a foundation with an
ethos similar to that of Urban Resort.
Acta’s users and inhabitants participated in the rehabilitation of the building in
exchange for reductions in the rent, which fostered a feeling of self-motivation,
community and belonging.Emphasis is placed on the need to transmit Acta’s
dynamism to the immediate environment, organizing open-door activities, creating
community gardens in the areas surrounding the building and promoting outdoor
working sessions.
While the owners keep waiting for the construction works to start, Acta is
making the most of its successful present without thinking about the future.
The precedent for this kind of urban intervention can be found in the Volkskrant
building, also rehabilitated by Urban Resort.In that case, which also started as a
temporary arrangement, the transformation added value to the building, saving it
from demolition and overtaking those who were too focused in future large-scale
developments.
case studies
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La Carpa

---------------------------------Description
Artistic camp, self-built
and self-managed in an
empty urban space
Location
Sevilla (Spain)
Initiative
Private (Varuma Teatro),
under an agreement with
the local authorities and
with the involvement
of several social and
professional groups
Type of space
The camp was installed in
a vacant lot owned by the
municipal authorities and
reserved for the future
construction of cultural
amenities
Type of innovation
Coordination between
actors and citizen support
of a totally self-managed
initiative that contributed
to the decentralization of
the local cultural offer
Web
lacarpasevilla.wordpress.
com
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The cultural project “La Carpa” (“The Circus Tent”) started in Sevilla (South of Spain)
in 2010 with the participation of eight collectives and 1,500 members. Thanks to a
four-year cession agreement reached with the local government, this artistic space
was installed in a publicly owned plot of land reserved for cultural and social uses
in the official planning in the suburban neighbourhood of Miraflores. The activities
programmed in “La Carpa”, as well as its location, contributed to decentralize cultural
production in the city, filling the void left by official institutions.
For four years, “La Carpa” took an urban resource in disuse and turned it into a place
to work, meet, develop projects and experiment following a strict self-management
philosophy without receiving any financial support from the administration. Guided
by Recetas Urbanas, the project was built collectively, relocating projects that had
been launched elsewhere, seeking help from other collectives and institutions,
with reused materials and an easy-to-assemble architecture in which nothing was
fixed and everything was flexible. Thanks to the joint effort of its participants, “La
Carpa” set up a camp covering more than 2,000 square meters, self-built and selfmanaged, which served as scenario for a stable performing arts programme, as well
as courses, technical and artistic workshops, cultural visits or theatre campaigns for
schoolchildren.
In April 2014, the agreement between Sevilla´s municipal government and “La Carpa”
expired and the company did not manage to renovate it due to an apparent lack of
political will to support the project, which had already proven successful. “La Carpa”
was dismantled and the plot of land where it had been installed became empty
once more, but the initiative survived. With its itinerant and circus-like spirit intact,
“La Carpa” is now looking for a new city to settle in while organizing activities in
alternative spaces to stay alive and attract more support.
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ZAWP

---------------------------------Description
Management of the
“in between” in an
industrial sector under
transformation
Location
Bilbao (Spain)
Initiative
Social (hACERIAarteak), in
agreement with the local
authorities
Type of space
“Lighter-quicker-cheaper”
activation of urban
resources in transition
Type of innovation
It proposes an urban
planning “in transit”,
capable of achieving
significant immediate
effects through the
exclusive mobilization of
available resources
Web
zawp.org
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The Zorrotzaurre peninsula is a strip of land covering more than 800,000 square
meters that penetrates the Nervión Estuary in Bilbao (Basque Country, North of
Spain). Occupied by an old and now partially abandoned industrial neighbourhood,
Zorrotzaurre is also the main area pending renovation in the framework of the
profound urban restructuring process initiated by the local authorities in the 1990s.
Today, the area is waiting for the radical transformation outlined in a master plan
formulated by Zaha Hadid (drawn up in 2004, revised in 2007 and approved in 2012).
The long waiting period inherent to this process has been prolonged due to the lack
of resources caused by the financial crisis, seemingly condemning Zorrotzaurre to
an indefinite suspension that threatens to squeeze the little life that remains in a
neighbourhood that has been suffering from deterioration for years.
It is in this “in-between” that the Zorrotzaurre Art Work in Progress is born. ZAWP
is an initiative promoted by the cultural association hACERIAarteak that understands
this period as an opportunity rather than a non-operative waiting time. With this
philosophy, ZAWP tests a kind of urbanism that attempts to achieve significant
immediate results mobilizing little material resources and making the most of existing
possibilities.
ZAWP is driven by a group of creators who promote initiatives to revitalize the area,
looking for formulas to rehabilitate spaces and organizing activities that generate
dynamism. Thus, the project combines an artistic dimension, supporting creation and
provoking synergies among participants, with a social dimension, advocating for the
preservation of historical memory and bringing citizens closer to an almost forgotten
neighbourhood.
ZAWP’s success is helping to overcome the skepticism initially shown by the
Administration, which is now starting to support the initiative by including it in
“Creation Factories”, a programme designed by the Basque government to support
culture. The “urbanism in transit” model pioneered by this project introduces the
value of the journey in a complex urban transformation, understanding the “during”
not only as a transitional period between the starting point and the end, but also as a
space of opportunity to test ideas that bring us closer to a participatory solution.
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596 Acres

---------------------------------Description
Visibilization and
facilitation of access to
vacant urban soil
Location
New York (United States)
Initiative
Professional/citizen (596
Acres)
Type of space
They map unused spaces
and help citizen and
neighbour initiatives to
gain access
Type of innovation
They activate urban
resources in disuse, at
the same time improving
communication between
decision makers and
citizens
Web
596acres.org
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Like many other cities, New York features hundreds of publicly owned plots of land
with no specific use planned for the short or medium term. These plots of land tend
to concentrate in suburban areas with a low percentage of green areas or social
amenities. When this project was launched, just in Brooklyn, the area of all the plots
pending construction added up to acres (approximately 2.5 million square meters).
That piece of data gave name to a citizen-led initiative whose aim was facilitating
access to these vacant spaces for community uses.
The 596 Acres team offers tools and technical advice, fostering a proactive mentality
among citizens and involving them in the rehabilitation of deteriorated spaces in the
city. The first step is visualizing the existing opportunities, carrying out a complete
online mapping of the vacant plots and even identifying them physically. The mapping
includes useful information such as ownership, soil classification, possible uses and
contact. The platform also provides assistance to private owners willing to cede their
land for community use.
Furthermore, 596 Acres offers legal advice to communities in order to support their
applications for the use of these plots, participates in the launching of the projects,
teaches citizens what are the channels and spaces for action available to participate
in the decision-making process in their immediate environment, creates relational
and exchange networks and works with municipal agencies to improve citizen
participation mechanisms.
The whole project is based on the idea of open source and aspires to be replicated in
other cities around the world. Currently, it has already led to the foundation of ‘3000
Acres Melbourne’. Lastly, 596 Acres belongs to Community Land Access Advocacy,
a growing international network dedicated to managing access to available urban
resources. The network has already brought together organizations from the US,
Canada, Brasil, Germany and Australia.
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Seizing space
Sergio Martín Blas, NuTAC-UPM
research group

Over the last few years, Spain has seen
initiatives, policies, and research projects
on social innovation and new creative
spaces multiply. Beyond the reasons
and consequences that motivate this
interest, the most evident factor is
that we are facing an extraordinarily
diverse and fragmented landscape. This
is defined by a variety of situations,
agents, intervention scales and results,
all of which make it very difficult to
express generalisations.
This text shares a partial vision, based on
the analysis of case studies in Holland
and Madrid that adopt a particular point
of view: the spatial definition of new
spaces for creativity1. In other words, it
involves paying attention to the physical
qualities that, when added to other
equally important factors, turn spaces
into pillars for social processes and
economic innovation. Creativity plays a
crucial role in both cases. The aim of this
paper is to establish a comparison that
allows for the extraction of a hypothesis
in the medium-term.
Let’s begin with what has already
become commonplace: the use of the
concept of “emptiness”, in the strict
sense of a purely morphological (gap or
cavity) or physical (lacking materiality)
condition, to refer to the spaces in
question. The potential of emptiness,
which actually refers to spaces and
structures in inner cities that have not
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been prescribed a particular use, was
precisely the subject matter of the
creation that occupied the Dutch pavilion
during the Venice Architecture Biennale,
entitled Vacant NL2.
Upon entering the pavilion as a visitor,
you found an empty space, a space that
could potentially be filled with anything,
where imagination and creativity found
no obstacles. As you rose to the higher
level, a landscape of miniature models
revealed itself, presenting Dutch public
buildings that were not in use. At that
time, over 1,000 buildings were in
disuse, as well as approximately 11% of
the total built-on surface in the country.
The pavilion, symbolic of the Dutch state,
tried to raise awareness of these empty
spaces. It suggested the potential of
temporary occupation of the buildings
by entrepreneurs, regardless of their
type: cultural, artistic, designers, new
technological businesses, scientists and
researchers. This was presented as an
important development opportunity in
the Dutch creative industry. State politics
consider this industry one of the main
drivers of long-term development, in line
with its strategic backing of knowledge
and innovation as the basis of the
economy.
Without a doubt, the pavilion revealed
the institutionalisation of a specific
discourse: the potential of emptiness as

1 he content
of this text is
mainly based
on the results
of the research
project “Holland
in Madrid”,
promoted by the
research group
NuTAC(UPM) with
the support of
the Netherlands
Embassy in Spain,
and directed by
Sergio Martín
Blas. A broader
exploration of the
research will be
available in the
book Holland in
Madrid: social
housing and urban
regeneration, not
yet in publication.
2 The full title of
the creation was
Vacant NL: where
architecture meets
ideas. The creation
was promoted
by the Dutch
Ministry of Culture
through NAi
(National Institute
of Architecture),
commissioned by
Saskia van Stein
and projected
by Rietveld
Landscape study.

ROTTERDAM
How do a country’s institutions become
aware of this? To explain it we must
first go back in time to the 70s, the last
crisis before 2009, to the Dutch city
that was most affected: Rotterdam. In
the 70s Rotterdam was defined by its
great emptiness: the one that was left
behind after areas in the commercial
harbour were dismantled. The same
harbour which, as everyone knows, was
starting to move its activity outside the
city, towards the west3. The crisis the
city was going through was not only
financial, but also one of identity, as it
lost what had historically defined it. Only
a large hole was left of it, especially in
one area on the south of the river called
Kop van Zuid. At the time, this area
failed to attract enough investment,
from private and public sources alike, to
undergo a transformation.
What Rotterdam’s emptiness did attract
was a group of young people trained
in artistic and technical disciplines
who were in search of space for
their creativity: designers, architects,
new entrepreneurs in culture and
leisure. They chose Rotterdam, and
not Amsterdam, which had a much
stronger and thriving cultural scene. And
they chose it precisely because of the
absence of an established scene, and
for the potential of undefined, unused
spaces. In other words, the potential of
urban emptiness.
To specify the elements that define this
capacity of attraction it is convenient
to remember one particular case: the
so-called DWL Terrein. This was an

empty space on the right bank of the
river Meuse that, even in the 70s, was
already completely surrounded by city in
a relatively central location4.

Reactivations

a space for innovation and creativity, and
its temporary use as an investment in
viable innovation during times of crisis.
The project’s own report confirms all
this.

The territory accommodated a filtering
and storage facility for the city’s water
company, which counted about 16
hectares to the east of the old city center
and in the mid-70s was in a state of
total neglect. Some of the conditions
that defined this space, and its potential
for creativity and innovation, can be
categorised as typical:
1
On the one hand, the centrality of
the location that reinforced the idea
of a ‘hole’, of ‘a missing piece’ in an
urban patchwork that was relatively
continuous; and which at the same time
made it accessible from the large urban
infrastructures amongst which we find
the most important structure in the
whole city: the river itself.
2
On the other hand, the aspects of
absence and neglect, produced in reality
by the downfall of a great project – in
this case a water park that failed to
attract investors. The land belonged to
the public, but the administration did
not have the means to carry out the
necessary transformation.
3
A more specific feature, also apparent
in DWL Terrein, is spatial definition:
the abundance of free spaces and
an industrial architecture of clear and
relatively neutral interiors that make
projections of different images or
creations (occupations, activities,
transformations) possible even in a first
creative action. The place isn’t empty
in the strict sense of the word, but its
shape is open and easily allows for
appropriation and transformation by the

3 For more on
the transformation
of Rotterdams
harbour areas,
compared to
other cities,
see Han Meyer
City and Port:
transformation of
port cities, Utrecht,
1999.
4 All information
about the
transformation
of DWL Terrein is
found in the book
by Patricia van
Ulzen Imagine
a Metropolis:
Rotterdam’s
creative class
1970-2000,
010 publishers,
Rotterdam, 2007.
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occupier or potential user. We could say
that it is an incomplete form, in this case
literally, as facilities, infrastructures, etc.,
that needed to be built were lacking,
making that first action of appropriation
necessary. This condition sharply
contrasts with the common concept
of an institutional production ground,
which tends to offer more immediately
complete and available spaces. Amongst
the defining elements of DWL Terrein
the value of open space should be
highlighted for its potential as a public
space where anything can happen.
4
Finally, we must note another
fundamental and specific element: the
national heritage value. DWL Terrein
offered historical industrial architecture,
linked to the city’s memory, that implied
a need for preservation and conditioned
change. This factor, which usually
dissuades big projects and investors,
was amongst those that most obviously
attracted the creative occupants of the
70s, due to its preservation element.
They found features that defined their
identity in the permanence of the
architecture and spatial elements,
relating it to the place and a collective
memory. In this sense, the case of DWL
Terrain noisily highlighted the milestone
value of the old water deposit tower.
We shall now observe how the first
occupation came about. In the 70s a
group of creators who called themselves
Utopia, and included a significant
number of recently qualified architects
from the Delft school, identified this
space and developed a project to fill it
with houses and workshops dedicated
to the production of culture. The project
hoped to encourage a relationship
between art, technology and science,
and also included spectacle and event
spaces dedicated to a deep and wide
ranging use of “emptiness”. A list with
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various activities appeared alongside
the poster that was created to raise
awareness about the project.
In reality, as the picture in the poster
showed, Utopia wanted to fill empty
space with a picture of great vitality
and urban intensity, mixing different
activities and people to attain complete
occupation. They associated the image
with the metropolitan life of big cities,
something that Rotterdam was not.
The group presented its project to the
owners of the land, the local government.
At that moment, one of the most
peculiar and problematic conditioning
elements in the transformation of
unused urban territory became apparent:
the crucial importance of the different
people who intervene in the action. One
single individual, the Culture Councillor
at the time, simply handed over the
key to access DWL Terrain. He did this
without any democratic filter, without any
consultation or competition, no assembly
and no knowledge of the people who
were in Utopia. The motto of this
member of Rotterdam’s authorities was,
“if it is a fiasco, it will be an interesting
fiasco”. Because he was interested in
Utopia’s proposal, he simply handed over
the key, thinking to himself that in times
of crisis it was better to have the place
occupied than in a state of total neglect.
Not only was the result of his decision
not a fiasco, but the group managed
to adapt and transform the space by
their own means, with their own work
and without a dime of public money.
They activated the project with an selfmanaged programme that included selffinanced events and attained undeniable
success. Utopia’s members could pose
as proud occupants and authors of the
new centre for creativity, as the period
photographs prove.

Other architects in the city were working
on the same idea at the same time.
Rem Koolhaas for example, projected
an interesting tower-viewpoint over the
river. What was significant about this
experience was that when economic
recovery became stronger, in the mid80s, the same potential of empty spaces
as a stage for metropolitan life, with
cultural events as an attraction factor,
turned into a basic element of political
debate on a local level. This argument
originated directly form the ideas of
Utopia and other groups and guilds, not
from a strictly institutional strategy or
policy. Moreover, the metropolitan vision
was not only applied to the promotion of

new areas for creative agents and artists
(the so-called ‘vrijstaten’, or creative
incubators, as advertised by the harbour
authorities), but also to local urban
policies.

Reactivations

As long as there was no money, that is
to say during the financial crisis, it was
easy to maintain and justify the position
taken by the institutions. However, what
is most notable is that when money
began to flow, the local authorities didn’t
only let the spontaneous occupiers
of DWL Terrein stay on the land, but
also made them responsible (together
with other groups) for the organisation
of a series of cultural events in other
abandoned areas of the harbour: the
great emptiness in the heart of the
city. What actually happened was that
the same Culture Councillor had come
to be in charge of the harbour areas,
bringing the importance of people
in public positions to the forefront.
Thanks to his new position, members
of Utopia and other artists were able
to organise PONTON 010: a floating
stage and restaurant that held concerts
and plays with the abandoned harbour
as their background. This was how the
great emptiness first became visible to
Rotterdam’s citizens (the harbour was an
enclosed space), and how its potential
as a defining element of Rotterdam’s
identity became apparent. This potential
offered a starting point from which to
promote or imagine a future.

Since the 80s Rotterdam’s urban
development plans projected images
based on the concept of the great
metropolitan city onto the harbour’s
empty spaces. These represented a
vital, intense and crammed city that
was responsible for the concentration
of people and activities as envisaged
by groups such as Utopia5. Since then,
plans have explicitly followed the form
of the metropolis model, New York.
In a timely fashion, 1978 saw a very
influential book published, which urban
planners used as a guide: ‘Delirious
New York’, by Rem Koolhaas6. The book
actually re-established Manhattan as a
model based on high-density conditions
and mixed programmes and uses similar
to those advanced by Utopia and other
groups. On the other hand, ‘Delirious
New York’ could be seen as a version of
another book published in 1961, by Jane
Jacobs, entitled ‘The Death and Life of
Great American Cities’. This book already
considered diversity and density as key
conditions that large cities could turn into
spaces for development using creativity:
“Large cities are natural generators of
diversity and prolific incubators of new
businesses and all sorts of ideas”7.
As is well known, the city Jacobs was
talking about was also New York, and
Rotterdam adopted that model to drive
a transformation process that explains
an important part of its economic and
cultural take-off, and its current position
within Holland. The process is truly
surprising. In a recent book entitled
“Imagine a Metropolis”, Patricia van
Ulzen explains the relationship between
this process and the rise of the so-

5 For an example,
see: BOUT, J. van
& PASVEER, E.
Kop van Zuid. 010,
Rotterdam, 1994.
6 Rem Koolhaas,
Rem. Delirious
New York: a
retroactive
manifesto for
Manhattan.
Thames & Hudson,
1978.
7 Jane Jacobs.
The Life and Death
of Great American
Cities (1961):
p.145.
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called creative class that has existed
in Rotterdam since the 70s8. As is also
known the term ‘creative class’ was
coined and popularised by a north
American researcher called Richard
Florida, to affirm amongst other things
that the new class was the economic
driver in the more developed regions.
This is a controversial argument that will
be mentioned towards the end of this
text9.
It is now convenient to mention some
of the conclusions in van Ulzen’s book,
which could be understood as lessons to
take from the Rotterdam case study:
1
The first one is that the change that took
place in Rotterdam was not directed
from above, with institutional plans and
projects, but responds instead to much
deeper and hidden movements.
2
The second is that the creative class
demonstrated its ability to anticipate
the deeper movements, identifying the
spaces and elements with the greatest
potential in the city, and projecting
concrete urban visions onto them.
3
Finally, institutions leaned on the
processes that were already in action
and on their vision to elaborate their own
plans and policies.
On top of this, the book eloquently
explains how the 70s rebels, those
that worked on the margin of the
establishment, turned into the new
establishment. It also describes how
alternative ideas became central, a part
of the system. The movement was
typical of Holland, where pragmatism
allows any rebellious act to be swiftly
admitted, regulated and consequently
absorbed, all at the frustration of real
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rebels.
Whether as a consequence of this
experience in the 70s and 80s or
something else, Rotterdam has
become one of the most daring and
open cities in many fields, including
innovation and urban development.
Furthermore, the temporary occupation
of buildings and urban spaces that are
not in use has since then become an
institutionalised tradition, not only for
public administration but also for private
companies.
This is evidenced by recent examples
such as the so-called Schieblok, an old
office building near Hofplein, that even
allows us to perceive relevant changes
against the background of previous
experiences:
On the one hand, Schieblok represents
the passage from industrial emptiness
as an essential opportunity to the new
tertiary spaces provided by the overabundance of office space in times of
crisis.
On the other hand, this case highlights
how occupants develop a new degree
of organisation, in this case with a
vision for a temporal type of education
guided by an architecture company (ZUS)
and a financial management company
(CODUM).
After agreeing with the private owner
of the building that they could have
its use for five years, the occupiers
transformed it into a kind of urban
laboratory located right in the middle
of the city’s financial sector. The idea of
an interdisciplinary workshop appeared
against this background, together with
the concentration of various uses and the
intensity and vitality of urban life that also
guided the 70s’ pioneers.

8 Patricia Van
Ulzen. Imagine
a Metropolis:
Rotterdam’s
creative class
1970-2000. 010
Publishers, 2010.
9 Richard Florida,
Richard. The Rise
of the Creative
Class: And how
It’s Transforming
Work, Leisure,
Community and
Everyday Life.
Basic Books, 2002.

The policies that direct the management
of empty spaces in Rotterdam have
become a reference across Holland. In
fact, this is so much the case that for the
first time in its history, the old industrial
and harbour city of Amsterdam,
Rotterdam’s greatest competitor and
traditionally Holland’s cultural city, has
emulated it10.
It is enough to remember the wellknown case of the so-called NDSM
docks to prove this. These docks
presented a large urban emptiness
produced by the neglect of old shipyard
works on the north bank of the river lj,
at a location that was relatively close
to the city centre11. The features that
characterise the area are a large expanse
of land with a slope that reaches the
water, and the old warehouses found
in a large and transparent industrial
building.
This is where, once again, we find
the features that define the potential
or urban emptiness as spaces for
creativity: centrality, lack of a project,
spatial indefiniteness, large free spaces,
national heritage values.
In the 90s the abandoned state of
the place attracted artists and a group
of skaters who occupied it illegally.
Amsterdam’s Council found itself face
to face with an illegal situation, and
decided to confront it by, quite simply,
legalising it. It announced a competition
amongst local organisations for the
temporary occupation of NDSM. The
competition was won by an association
of artists and creators, Kinetisch Noord,
and they were granted a concession
contract that lasted 25 years. Most of
those who were amongst the winners
were in fact, the same people who had
participated in the original occupation.

What is interesting to note is how
much more organised the operations
of supposedly spontaneous occupants
in the 90s were, compared to those
that took place in the 70s and 80s. The
winners of the competition suggested
a gradual refurbishment of the place so
that they could have living and working
spaces in a creative and informal
atmosphere, and spaces for events
and a wide range of activities in a large
concentration of urban vitality. This is
how NSDM came about, the city that
was made to measure.

Reactivations

AMSTERDAM

This proposal included a financial viability
plan, through which they managed to
get fellow users to contribute a third of
the total cost of the refurbishment. A
large part of this was done on a loans
basis, and the rest was financed through
appeals for public subsidies. The result is
a self-managed centre that is also largely
self-financed.
From a spatial point of view their
organisational ability is also obvious.
The clearest example of this is the
Kunststad NDSM, which occupies
the old transparent industrial building
where we found the warehouses.
The Kunststad NDSM was organised
through a two-phase intervention.
First, a basic infrastructure project: an
orderly and systematic structure that
allowed for the division of space into
floor and section. Then, the structure’s
filling, defined and often realised by
the user himself. The result preserves
some of the ‘do it yourself’ philosophy
practised by the original occupants. Once
again, the idea is to offer some sort of
support, sufficiently undefined and yet
to be completed, that is able to favour
appropriation on behalf of the user.
During the 90s the council simply
overlooked what was happening at

10 See,
amongst others:
BUCHEL, Pety &
HOGERVOST, Bert.
The Turning Tide:
the user’s role in
the redevelopment
of harbour
buildings in NorthWest Europe.
Amsterdam, 1997.
11 About this
particular case
see Peter Klomps
contribution to
the book Holanda
en Madrid:
vivienda social
y regeneración
urbana (Martín
Blas, García
Sanchis, Urda,
eds.), not yet
published.
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NSDM by not getting involved in the
activities and even ignoring potential
legal conflicts, for example the existence
of residences. The administration
maintained this position until it realised
the repercussions this new centre for
creation and culture would have in the
media.
Amongst other incidents, a photograph
of the so-called Kunststad NDSM
appeared on the front page of Holland’s
annual directory of architecture 20072008, evidencing the project’s cultural
repercussions.
That was when the Council understood
the potential of the activity generated
by the spontaneous occupation to
attract investment. As a result, it has
since developed urban planning and
development projects in the area, relying
on a collateral effect, which receives
a very cold welcome in these creative
spaces. This effect is the generation
not only of cultural and social values
in their surroundings, but also of
financial returns. In other words, plans
that provoke a rise in prices and the
displacement of financially weak groups:
gentrification. Local plans employ a
flexile framework at NSDM to attract big
investors, who have since considered
relocating their headquarters there (MTV,
Red Bull, Discovery Channel, etc).
It thus seems that one of Richard
Florida’s hypotheses is realised: the
prediction that concentrations of
the creative class don’t follow large
investments but, on the contrary, it is
that concentration, previous and without
other motives of the creative class, that
attracts big companies and investment.
In any case, leaving the inherent
problems of public policies aside
for a minute, in Amsterdam the
establishment has revealed its flexibility
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to take on and drive non-orthodox
transformation processes within the
city. Thanks to that flexibility NDSM
has become one of the most important
poles of cultural creation, extraordinarily
active and increasingly well-known on an
international level.
To conclude, we can state that in Holland
institutions don’t only incorporate the
spontaneous processes that turn their
empty urban spaces into creative spaces,
but they also use these as inspiration
to develop their own cultural and urban
policies. Furthermore, over the past
few years this concept has attracted
interest organisation and research
groups, becoming a crucial subject
for institutions. This was shown in the
already mentioned Dutch pavilion of the
Venice Architecture Biennale, Vacant NL,
which installation included an interesting
morphological study presented as the
“atlas of emptiness”12.
MADRID
The research that endorsed Vacant
NL in 2010 is similar to that which has
recently been developed on Madrid’s
unused spaces at the Architecture
Department of the University San Pablo
CEU. Evidently, this deals with a different
socio-economic context than the Dutch
project. The study, entitled ‘The Value of
Emptiness’, graphically and numerically
analyses available land and buildings in
ruins and disuse in the centre of the city.
Its total potential value has been fixed at
€12,000m, and is based on 421 empty
spaces13.
This interest in the potential of empty
space is what brought us closer to
Holland, even though the study in Madrid
was carried out from a University rather
than from state institutions. Moreover,
initiatives claiming these empty spaces

12 Ronald
Rietveld & Erik
Rietveld. Dutch
Atlas of Vacancy.
NAi, 2010.
13 The research is
limited to what is
known as Madrid’s
central “almond”
(the inside of the
M-30 motorway).
The work was
carried out by final
year architecture
students in
a module on
Territorial and
Metropolitan
Order: issuu.com/
urbannetworks

The example that illustrates this
polarisation most clearly is Tabalcalera.
It is an enormous container, almost
30,000m2 in size and found to the
south of the old centre, between
the neighbourhoods of Lavapiés and
Embajadores. Its story is well known:
in 2007 an ambitious competition
to refurbish the whole building as
the National Centre for Visual Arts
was launched. Architects Nieto and
Sobejano won the competition, with an
impressively clear and orderly project.
Then the financial crisis arrived and in
2009 the process stopped: now only
the empty hole of an unused building
remains.
Giving up on financial expectations,
the Board of Directors at the Fine Arts
department in the Minsitry of Culture
temporarily granted the management of
part of the building to associations in the
Lavapiés neighbourhood, who had been
asking for local facilities for some time.
They were allowed to utilise 9,200m2
of the space for a period of two years,
which could be renewed for up to 8
years. This is how the Self-managed

Community Centre La Tabalcalera was
born, taking off thanks to a small subsidy
that helped prepare the building for use.
The Ministry’s contribution was truly
symbolic, and it was really achieved
thanks to the contributions of neighbours
and future users.

Reactivations

have multiplied over the last few years.
They claim the holes left behind by
the financial crisis as spaces for social
innovation and different cultural and
creative initiatives: Campo de Cebada,
Tabacalera, Esto es una plaza, La
Neomudéjar, etc. Many of these places
presented the typical features that were
already mentioned in the Dutch case
studies: centrality, a lack of direction
and lack of definition an identity linked
to a collective memory. However, there
is a fundamental difference between
Dutch pragmatism, its tradition of
institutionalising informal elements,
even illegal ones, and the distance, even
polarisation with citizen (or spontaneous)
and institutional initiatives that
characterise most of Madrid’s cases14.

The Community Centre opened,
and spaces were organised to host
workshops and other events managed by
users through an assembly-type setting
and completely autonomously, actively
searching for ways to be independent
from the Ministry. At the same time the
Ministry began to take over other parts
of the building, developing a centre for
visual arts where it organised exhibitions,
as a kind of symbolic remains for the
project that it has not formally given up.
Since then both centres have cohabited,
ignoring one another but unable to
separate from each other, as if they
were Siamese joint at the back. This has
produced radically opposite results in
spaces that were originally similar, for
example, in each of the symmetrical
patios that featured in the original
building.
The self-managed part of the building
has become a model for some social
groups, but it excludes any contact with
the establishment and avoids subsidies.
In turn, the establishment expresses
scepticism about the quality of selfmanaged activities, particularly their
cultural quality.
Polarisation is less notable in Campo
de Cebada, a more literal hole left by
the crisis right in the middle of the city.
Its story is also well known. In 2009
the local sports centre was demolished
for health reasons. The Council also
suggested demolishing the local market
and organised a competition to build
a new market and recover part of the
public space, in line with the historic

14 The following
paragraphs
develop some
of the ideas
summarised in
the article “Una
emergente clase
creative ocupa los
espacios urbanos
sin uso” (Sergio
Martín Blas),
published on
October 16 2013 in
the digital edition
of El País.
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condition of the local square. This is
how the great project of the architects
Rubio and Álvarez Sala came into being.
It consisted of a shopping centre with
sports facilities and a small public access
space. But in 2009 the project was
blocked by the financial crisis.
In 2010, as part of Madrid’s ‘White
Night’, an initiative organised by the
government public and other buildings
stay open into the night, the French
group Exyzt organised an activity in the
open space left behind by the sports
centre, entitled ‘Island City’. Thanks to
this, neighbours had access to the space
and became aware of its potential for
the neighbourhood. Local organisations
then began to demand use of it as a
self-managed public space, and the
Council authorised its temporary use.
Soon after this, groups of architects
began to appear hoping to collaborate
in the design of different interventions.
This is how a public space managed
by neighbours appeared in Cebada.
This space brought high hopes that
a new type of participative urbanplanning would develop, from below,
characterised by the pluralism of its
assemblies and also open to institutions,
which are integrated as one more
piece in the puzzle. Here, the attitude
is perceptibly more pragmatic and
conciliatory than that of Tabalcalera. The
new building is even offered as a new
setting to fulfil the expectations of the
great transformation project, in what
was a very significant concession.
On the other hand, a decidedly defined
aesthetic has developed with the
adaptation and transformation of the
space, which somewhat contradicts the
assembly-based and open workings of
the place. It is a low-cost aesthetic that
reverts to ‘do it yourself’ techniques and
recycling, and that has had indubitable
success in the media. Amongst other
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accolades, Campo de Cebada received
a prize in Spain’s XII Architecture
Biennial, in 2013. Its aesthetic has been
able to pierce different ideologies to
produce unexpected and even delirious
reflections, such as the scenography
of the previous national convention of
the Partido Popular’s new generations
(November 2013). All of this reveals
an ability to identify and develop the
potential of the emerging creative class,
formed by groups of architects whose
fit in citizen movements and citizen
expression has not yet been determined.
In contrast with what happened in
Holland, Campo de Cebada’s relative
success in the media has not developed
greater interest in institutions. For their
own part, institutions assume a distant
role in this and other examples across
the city, possibly waiting to attract the
necessary investment to complete bigger
projects. It is because of this that it’s
difficult not to associate the ‘laissez faire’
attitude practised by Madrid’s institutions
with their financial circumstances and
the hope that a new wave of growth will
sweep away what could be considered a
type of ‘occupational therapy’ for times
of crisis. In addition, the difference with
Holland is highlighted by the very nature
of the initiatives. In Madrid they have
a much more marked social element;
an element that indicates the potential
of empty space as a generator of longterm social and cultural values as well as
financial ones.
But let’s come back to the financial
aspect to end on a more general
thought, remembering Richard Florida’s
theory on the creative classes. To put it
simply, Florida links the presence and
concentration of the creative classes to
economic development in the world’s
most competitive regions, that is to say,
economies based on innovation and the
generation of knowledge. According to

15 For an
example, see:
“El talento
emigra”, article by
Josep Fira in La
Vanguardia, June
5 2013.

If this concept of the creative class as a
dominant class is generally questionable,
it is certainly difficult to prove in Spain.
We could understand that what Florida
actually suggests, without being explicit,
is not so much an interpretation of reality,
but a true project of more advanced
economies, where there is an awareness
of the strategic value of creative activity.

Dutch amongst them.
In exchange we would have to accept
a loss of strength and intensity of
rebelliousness or institutionalised,
domesticated alternatives, let’s say, in
the Dutch way. This is a contradiction
that makes us think about an eloquent
sketch in El Roto: “everybody has a right
to rebel, as long as they have the right
authorisation to do so”.
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his figures the creative class is dominant
in the US and in Europe’s most advanced
countries, such as Sweden, Finland,
Denmark or Holland, amongst others
(where they can represent up to 30% of
the working population).

In Spain a very important part of that
so-called ‘class’ (researchers, scientists,
designers, engineers, architects,
etc.) is emigrating, precisely to those
economies that prioritise innovation and
knowledge and amongst other countries,
to Holland15. This situation allows us to
question if the reasoning behind Florida’s
argument is not, in reality, just a process
of spatial specialisation on a global scale
that causes some regions to focus their
economy on creation and innovation (an
economy dominated by services with a
high added value and great competitive
and autonomous strength), and other
regions to specialise in low-qualified
services with added value, for which they
have to be economically dependent and
aren’t very competitive.
Madrid’s institutions are the only ones
that legitimately represent the general
interest. On top of this, they still have
time to understand the strategic value
of creative and innovation institutions
as comparable to other models in other
places, generating a future creative
industry that brings us closer to the
knowledge society that is so generally
aspired to. This understanding would lead
the region to compete on a global level
with the most advanced economies, the
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F3 Benimaclet Urban Gardens general
view. Valencia, Spain
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Spaces for engagement

The participation of the community,
apart from being an indicator of
democratic health, is essential when
public policy aspires to allow, catalyze,
or in the best case scenario promote
creativity and innovation processes. The
participation of the policy beneficiaries
adds value to the development of the
processes1, because they provide a
direct and subjective knowledge of the
context, put aims before means without
any inhibition and have a great capacity
to make proposals even if they do not
have the resources to offer solutions2.
Therefore, participation in decisionmaking processes has to be addressed
in a comprehensive way, overcoming
the traditional discretionary and vertical
model in which it is merely used as a
tool.

That is the case of Can Batlló (Barcelona)
or the Benimaclet Urban Gardens
(Valencia), two citizen-led initiatives that
not only assert but also work to improve
their neighbourhoods, moving ahead of
the administration.

Paradoxically, the increase in the
number of voices that actively call for a
greater presence in the decision-making
spaces is mainly due to the inability
to assimilating them of a government
subject to static and increasingly opaque
patterns that affect the ways in which
resources are organized and managed3.

From the perspective of this learning
process aimed at redefining public
policies, it seems appropriate to go one
step further and talk about engagement,
paying special attention to collective
construction mechanisms and shared
learning.

As a reaction to this discrepancy,
autonomous spaces for decision and
action appear where public policies cannot
reach. Covering the gaps of the institutional
system, citizens decide to carry out direct
actions on their own without waiting for the
authorities to do so.

Through practical success, initiatives like
these progressively gain awareness of
their impact. Even though they highlight
the deficiencies of public power when
they offer proactive responses, the State
should understand these dynamics
as an example to learn from and not
as a form of competition from which
it has to protect itself. The cracks that
these citizen initiatives open from top
to bottom will serve as the basis for
subsequent transformations, and that is a
good thing.

This is the key issue addressed by
Autobarrios, a project that tries to bring
the community closer to their shared
environment by promoting citizen
management dynamics as a way of
empowerment. Acting in neighbourhoods
that lack a clear imaginary, the project
helps to build a collective identity by

1 Fung,
Archon, and
Erik Olin Wright.
“Deepening
democracy:
innovations in
empowered
participatory
governance.”
Politics and society
29.1 (2001): 5-42.
2 Fischer,
Frank. “Citizen
participation
and the
democratization of
policy expertise:
From theoretical
inquiry to practical
cases.” Policy
sciences 26.
3 (1993): 165187.3 Suzanne
Mettler uses the
term “submerged
government”
to describe the
State´s tendency
to hide its actions
by carrying out
invisible public
policies: The
submerged state:
How invisible
government
policies undermine
American
democracy.
University of
Chicago Press,
2011.
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reinforcing social cohesion. Shared
management is also at the heart of
Montenoso. This initiative fights for
the survival of the Galician Communal
Mounts, a longstanding practice that is
currently at risk of extinction because
it falls outside the dual public-private
management model. The revision of
said model serves as testing ground
for horizontal management modes
articulated around the concept of
the commons. Thirdly, Bals à Fives
represents the intense work that
is being carried out in Lille in the
framework of the Agenda 21 for Culture
to promote a sustainable development
based in community engagement,
cultural diversity and facilitation of
access to culture.
The last of the case studies included
in this section is New York´s High Line
Park. Even though it is a widely known
project, which has also contributed to
its success, little attention has been
paid to the efforts that the park makes
to get closer to the community and
gather itssupport. As a privately owned
public space, an a priori paradoxical
combination, the park has been accused
by some sectors of proposing a space
tailored exclusively to the tastes of
those it attempts to attract.
This internationally renowned case helps
us to introduce the issue of the partiality
of certain participation processes, in
which the incorporation of the collective
clashes constantly with the definition of
the public, generating tension. Despite
the great transformative capacity of
these engagement-driven initiatives –
from the most spontaneous to those
articulated by specific sectors –, the
definition of what needs to be done
often depends on the perspective
of those summoned (the involved).
If these initiatives are proposed as a
substitute for public action, when in fact
68

they should be filtered by it, the only
thing that they achieve is replicating the
inequalities.

Can Batlló

---------------------------------Description
Citizen-led appropriation
of a municipal space to
prevent administrative
action
Location
Barcelona (Spain)
Initiative
Citizen-led (“Can
Batlló belongs to the
neighbourhood” Platform)
Type of space
Restoration and
protection of an old
factory, considering it part
of the city´s urban, social
and cultural landscape
Type of innovation
Due to its coordination
of volunteer efforts and
shared decision-making,
the center has become
a reference at the
metropolitan scale
Web
canbatllo.org
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Can Batlló’s reinhabitation process is a prominent example among those in which
citizens take action in the face of the administration’s standstill. Through horizontal
coordination, the participants in the project achieved immediate response solutions,
as well as an efficient use of resources and a high level of involvement.
According to the municipal General Plan of 1976, the 14 hectares where the old
textile factory Can Batlló is located were to be used, after demolishing most of it, to
build amenities and green areas. After waiting for more than three decades for these
plans to become a reality, the inhabitants of the La Bordeta neighbourhood decided
to take control of the situation and turn that space into the communal area that they
wanted with their own resources.
On 11 June 2011, the Barcelona Municipal Government responded to the neighbours’
pressures ceding the use of Block 11, one of the units of the factory, to the citizen
platform “Can Batlló belongs to the neighbourhood”. Since that day, the neighbours
have managed to progressively restore the previously abandoned space, turning it
into a place full of activity. And they have done so on their own, with a very efficient
organization, shared decision-making and volunteer work.
Can Batlló is the result of the energy and dedication of citizens time and time again
frustrated with the reduced margins offered by the administration. For now, the
center hosts a library, workspaces, auditoriums and communal gardens and organizes
outdoor activities. Can Batlló keeps growing and the people involved keep pressuring
the authorities for more cessions, acting always one step ahead of the administration
and pulling it forward with more proposals. Conquest after conquest, the ultimate
goal of the Can Batlló Platform is reclaiming the entirety of the old factory for
communal use. With a confidence supported by their great capacity to take direct
action, they see in the standstill an opportunity to protect and restore an element of
built heritage that is also part of the neighbourhood´s landscape and their collective
memory.

case studies

--------------
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Benimaclet Urban Gardens

---------------------------------Description
Neighbour-led reclaiming
of vacant land awaiting
urbanization
Location
Valencia (Spain)
Initiative
Spontaneous citizen
action, progressively
articulated
Type of space
They reclaim uncultivated
land awaiting the
execution of an
urbanization plan
Type of innovation
Picking up Benimaclet´s
agricultural tradition, they
propose new modes of
bottom-up action
Web
huertosurbanosbenimaclet.
org
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Benimaclet was a farming town that was absorbed by Valencia´s growth, losing its
municipality and becoming a neighbourhood in a big city. However, it has managed
to retain a strong identity defined by high levels of social cohesion and the memory
of its not-so-distant agricultural past. Benimaclet is also located in one of the edges
of the city that haven´t been finished in the framework of the General Urbanization
Plan. On the east side of the neighbourhood, 200,000 square meters of land face an
uncertain future, waiting for the execution of a Comprehensive Action Plan approved
in 1994.
In the face of this situation, neighbours took the initiative in 2010 and built several
urban gardens in the land covered by the plan in a partially spontaneous intervention.
The agreement by which the owner of the land (a banking institution) would cede
its use took two years to finalize. During that time, neighbour actions intensified
progressively and became more articulated. Working with agility but without
institutional recognition, the initiative managed to revert a situation of prolonged
abandonment in a remarkably short time. With more than 6,000 square meters of
land recovered, the Benimaclet Urban Gardens have become a meeting point for
neighbours, as well as a space of cohabitation and shared work that brings back the
tradition while creating new social relations.
Gaining awareness of the political implications of their actions, the people involved
in the initiative work to not only claim but also improve their neighbourhood with an
aspiration of continuity. Since the Comprehensive Action Plan has recently been
declared obsolete, neighbours have begun to write the rules for a competition
of ideas. The aim of this competition is gathering proposals that outline courses
of action for the urban development of this area, where the urban gardens have
highlighted the need for a transition between the city and the farming land. These
proposals will set the foundations for a dialogue with the municipal government, the
local political parties and the landowners. The neighbour initiative grows stronger
by the day, staying one step ahead of the administration to create a citizen-based
experience that reaches the upper levels of political action and urban planning.

case studies

--------------
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Autobarrios

---------------------------------Description
Collective involvement,
built environment and
shared identity
Location
The project was first
carried out in the San
Cristóbal neighbourhood
in Madrid (Spain)
Initiative
Basurama and Sarah Fdez
Deutsch, in collaboration
with a diverse range of
social actors and private
foundations (Fundación
Caja Madrid)
Type of space
Participative improvement
of the neighbourhood´s
public space
Type of innovation
It reinforces the sense of
belonging and the building of a shared identity,
involving citizens in the
construction and management of their environment
Web
basurama.org/proyecto/
autobarrios
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Subtitled “Strategies to do more neighbourhood”, Autobarrios is a project led by
the Basurama collective whose aim is fostering community initiative in urban
development. The project reflects on the neighbourhood scale, focusing on the public
spaces and the identity relationships that flourish within them.
Citizens’ creativity and autonomy in the shaping of their close environment is
stimulated through three types of outreach work:
Firstly, through applied creativity practices that try to activate participants’ creative
potential rather than pushing for the achievement of a specific result in terms of
design. Here, participants are at the same time builders and users. Secondly, by
valuing local resources. Autobarrios is a contextualized project that works with
preexistent dynamics in order to consolidate them. And finally, through networked
work, understood as the coordination and joint work of different social actors such as
institutions, associations, artistic collectives, companies and neighbours themselves.
The project is designed to be applied in different neighbourhoods, always adapting
it to the needs of each area. The first application began in 2012 in the San Cristóbal
neighbourhood in Madrid. After carrying out initial communication and involvement
work aimed at the neighbours, Autobarrios developed an intervention to dignify one
of the main points of access to the neighbourhood. With the help of young people,
what once was a highly deteriorated space was cleaned, painted and fit with selfmade urban furniture. Afterwards, Autobarrios organized a cultural management
course to teach participants how to manage the space that they had helped transform
in order to keep the project going, since they believe that “space does not end with
the design or physical construction, developing continuously as a social and cultural
production”.

case studies

--------------
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Montenoso

---------------------------------Description
Management of the
commons in the
Communities of the
Galician Communal
Woodlands
Location
Galicia (Spain)
Initiative
Professional – citizen-led
Type of space
Through fieldwork and
technological innovation,
combining the phisical
and the digital planes,
they support the
communities of the
Galician communal
woodlands
Type of innovation
They promote
conversation and update
a long-standing tradition,
sharing their knowledge
with other communal
management experiences
Web
montenoso.net
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Montenoso is a collaborative and horizontal project based on the coordination
between different collectives and communities with the aim of increasing the
visibility and supporting the Communities of the Galician Communal Woodlands.
These woodlands represent an ownership and management mode that breaks away
from the dichotomy between public and private, introducing communal property as
an alternative. The main characteristic of the communal woodlands is that ownership
belongs to their residents and is not hereditary. Thus, the neighbours that live in the
woodlands manage the area as a collective.
Nowadays, Galicia has 64,000 hectares of communal soil, which represents
around 25% of the regional territory. Approximately 150,000 people manage 2,800
communal mounts, an example of self-management whose continuity is based on
the transmission of knowledge from one generation to the next. The Montenoso
project is based on the social dynamics and participative processes of these areas.
Although the phenomenon of Galicia’s communal mounts is still alive, it needs to
be preserved and reinforced. Many groups of woodland dwellers have disappeared
in the last few centuries and communal property is threatened by private interests.
Montenoso works to recover and update traditions and popular knowledge in
order to stop and revert this situation, acting as a platform for the organization and
empowerment of these communities.
The project prioritizes the involvement of local communities and combines it with
the potential of digital systems and other networks. Montenoso develops open
methods and technologies that facilitate communication and work. With these tools,
they also pursue transparency, the dissemination of good practices, joint debate and
coordination between woodland dwellers.
At the same time, Montenoso promotes knowledge exchange with other
experiences linked to the commons. By researching, communicating and looking for
synergies with other projects, Montenoso aspires to introduce in the political agenda
and the public debate the idea of the commons as an alternative way of organizing
our lives.

case studies

--------------
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Bals à Fives

---------------------------------Description
World dance ballroom in
a socially diverse neighbourhood
Location
Lille (Francia)
Initiative
Municipal
Type of space
Salle des Fêtes de Fives,
a historically important
place for the communal
life of the working class
neighbourhood of Fives
Type of innovation
The initiative shows its
commitment with sustainable development
through access to culture,
community involvement
and acknowledgement of
cultural diversity
Web
baf.lille.fr
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Fives is a working class neighbourhood located in the French city of Lille with an
industrial past and a markedly diverse social composition. The neighbourhood hosts
the Salle des Fêtes de Fives, a paradigmatic building that has been central to life in
the area since its construction in 1927. For a long time, the ballroom remained closed,
leaving Fives without one of its main communal icons. With its refurbishment and
reopening in 2004, the municipality tried to give the ballroom its symbolic importance
back through Bals à Fives, a cultural programme that went in accordance with the
neighbourhood´s history and the ballroom’s traditions.
Bals à Fives organizes multicultural dances for professionals and amateurs. Artists
and neighbours share the dance floor and dance to music from different parts of the
world, sometimes leading to apparently impossible exchanges like the tango-punk or
the Bretagne-Magreb nights. The festive atmosphere and the contacts made through
dance become a reflection of the cultural and generational diversity that defines the
neighbourhood. Following the principles of the Agenda 21, Bals à Fives reinforces
social cohesion and communal identity delving into Fives’ history and tradition as a
mechanism for sustainable development.
The activities of Bals à Fives are programmed in coordination with several local
associations, thus involving the neighbourhood´s cultural network. The programme is
backed up by a carefully planned outreach work to foster involvement and facilitate
access to culture for the whole community. In addition to the dance events, there
are shared meals, intergenerational games, health and sustainability awareness
campaigns, traditional products markets and vocational training courses. With social,
cultural and environmental aspirations, Bals à Fives relies heavily on local support,
understanding territorial attachment as an essential driver for the improvement of
community life.

case studies

--------------
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High Line

---------------------------------Description
Transformation of an
obsolete rail track into a
singular elevated park
Location
New York (United States)
Initiative
Private (Friends of the
High Line)
Type of space
The exceptional nature
of a long-forgotten
infraestructure becomes
the starting point of a
success story about the
discovery of unnoticed
opportunities
Type of innovation
Public space managed
by a private initiative that
tries to gather citizen
support by stimulating
involvement
Web
thehighline.org
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The High Line Park in New York has been one of the most discussed projects in the
last few years. However, its photogenic qualities tend to attract all the attention,
bypassing one the keys of its success: the efforts made to turn the park into a shared
icon.
The transformation of an abandoned rail track into one of the most visited and
recognisable sites of New York started off as a private initiative. Joshua David and
Robert Hammond, who call themselves “neighbours” and stress that they had no
previous experience in urban project management, founded Friends of the High Line,
an open and not-for-profit association in charge of gathering support and resources for
the funding and management of the park.
In the book ‘High Line. The Inside Story of New York City’s Park in the Sky’, the
founders share a flawless success story. The care they took to choose the name
of the park is quite significant. Shying away from words that could be linked to the
institutional – such as “association” or “coalition” – or others that could be associated
with critical content (“protection”, “preservation”), they looked for something
“friendly” and “as neutral as possible” in order to attract citizen support without
reservations.
To go beyond the superficial, even though there are still some that look at the park
with suspicion, Friends of the High Line promotes a complete social programme
(guided tours, school activities, workshops for teenagers, cultural activities, etc). The
park´s activities are supported by a large number of volunteers that welcome and give
information to visitors, take pictures every day to document everything that happens
in the park, collaborate in the gardening tasks and help organize activities. Their
involvement helps to create an image of a shared and inclusive mission. High Line is
one of the few examples of a public space with a strong brand built on community
involvement.

case studies

--------------
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Widening participation
LaCol, Architectural Cooperative

When Ciutat Vella’s community asked
for the power to decide on hotel Palau
de la Música’s future, the government
suggested a participatory process1 in
which the only forbidden topic was
the one they wanted to talk about:
the hotel’s functions2. In Barceloneta
associations asked for a referendum
to help decide if Port Vell should be
turned into a port for super-luxury
yachts. Mayor Xavier Trias’ reply was
to claim that the citizens had already
made their decision at local elections
(needless to say, this project was
not in Convergència i Unió’s electoral
manifesto3), and that participation was
not necessary if the government had
a clear idea of what it wanted to do4.
On this note, he added the following
sentence, which perfectly summarises
how most administrative organisations
have understood participation: “What
would we consult the people about? If I
didin’t care whether this piece of street
is a boulevard or a tree-lined street, then
yes, it would make sense to consult the
people”. We don’t participate in what
we want to participate in, but in what
we are allowed to participate in. More
specifically, in both these examples,
we participate in that which doesn’t
interfere with the mafia’s lucrative
activities: in Palau, the corrupt Félix
Millet conspiracy; at the port, the money
in the fiscal paradise approved by the
local authorities5.
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This lack of connection between real and
institutional participation reached a peak in
2011. At that moment a paradox appeared
between the local squares filled with people
demanding participation, asking for “real
democracy”, and the official channels which
experienced record-low levels in the means
of participation that could actually make a
difference (empty or hardly representative
territorial and subject-specific councils,
abstention growing in every election…).
Participation can’t be an exceptional,
decorative or residual action; it has to
influence every aspect of citizens’ lives on
which it wants to make decisions. Each
issue has to have its space and its moment,
but if there is something that doesn’t fit
in one debate and has to go in another, it
shouldn’t be in vain. It should be transversal,
present in every social space and not just
a regional department without any real
influence on politics.
To participate isn’t to have an opinion;
participation implies a transfer of power.
A false participation that doesn’t consider
peoples’ choices or doesn’t honestly
debate what people really want to talk
about generates frustration and mistrust
in future processes. A particular word
can lose its meaning due to misuse, as
has already happened with the concept
of “sustainability”. Participation needs
evaluative mechanisms to guarantee it
is carried out appropriately. Participatory
processes must unite all participants.

1 “Informe de
resultats dels
debats ciutadans”.
Procés de
participació de
l’entorn del Palau
de la Música i el
carrer Ciutat.
2 Procés
Participatiu Hotel
Palau de la Musica.
3 Available in: ciu.
cat/media/56569.
pdf
4 From the article
“Trias diu que la
independència ‘és
la solució decidida
entre tots’”,
Published on BTV,
27 September
2012.
5 In: “Vives sabía
que el dinero de
la marina de lujo
viene de paraísos
fiscales”, published
in El País on 29
May 2014.

Within the “participation stairway”9
we talk of a top floor that isn’t even
integrated into the main structure,
where citizens don’t only control and
decide the course of events, but they
also get involved and make them
happen. This generates spaces that
have their own character (compared to
immunised institutional spaces) that
people identify as their own and that are
constantly adapted to relevant needs. As
these are the same people who created
it in the first place, they know it’s not a
fixed, rigid or immobile structure, and
that it can change. In addition, as it’s not
the first time they do it, they know they
are able to do it again. This refers not
only to the new physical space, but also
to management structures.
These spaces don’t come out of nothing.
They owe a lot of what they know to
“okupa” centres, possibly because many
of their members originally came from

this movement, possibly because the
project itself began with an occupation
(or with the threat of one) or possibly
because online work has led to this
collaboration. In many cases the only
evident difference is the legality of the
projects, but this tiny detail has allowed
initiatives to be more stable and even
allowed them to reach those people who
might not have felt comfortable in the
other type of space.
People who participate in these projects
grow as active citizens, empowered and
more able, with ties to the people around
them. This is just what democracy needs
in order to live up to its definition. Going
back to Palau de la Música, it was the
community’s struggle that opened the
box and discovered the largest looting
and corruption conspiracy in Catalonia.
We live in a country with little democratic
culture and even less participatory
culture. After a short boom in the 70s
we have lived through decades where,
as citizens, we delegated power and
everything seemed to work. Of course,
this wasn’t the case. The camera zoomed
in selectively to ensure we didn’t see
inequalities, waste, corruption… This is
why these new experiences are essential
to the creation of true citizens, not
passive clients, taking participation to a
higher level. Institutions must learn to
recognise the merit of these bottom-up
initiatives and relinquish power. An active
citizen community should not be an
excuse for the authorities to forget their
responsibilities, but should encourage
them to liberate tools and resources,
and transfer them to users. Otherwise
we will end up reproducing the poster
produced in May ’68 that warned: “we
participate, but they take advantage”.

Spaces for engagement

Nowadays we don’t find real
participation in the administration.
Instead, we see it in citizen initiatives
that come from below. For example in
self-managed spaces like La Tabalcalera6
in Madrid, Fábrika de Toda la Vida7,
based in the old Asland factory in Los
Santos de Maimona (Extremadura),
the Luis Buñel8 centre in Zaragoza or
BlocOnze by Can Batlló in Barcelona.
These centres embody the 15M spirit
and manage to take advantage of the
weaknesses of the establishment to
realise a radical form of participation.
Once again we find that they were
possible because, as Trias noted, no
one had ideas on, or interest in, (or
money to invest in) them. They are open
structures where everything can be
questioned and where anyone can have
an impact on whatever they wish to.
Horzontality prevails, as do group work
and decisions reached by consensus in
public assemblies.

6 Self-managed
social centre in
the old tabacco
Factory in
Madrid’s Lavapiés
neighbourhood.
It opened in 2012
after a concession
contract was
signed with the
building’s owner,
the Minsitry of
Culture.
7 Project for
the recovery of
an old cement
works located
in the region of
Los Santos de
Maimona, in
Badajoz (with
a mainly rural
population of
8,245). The use of
part of it’s facilities
has been granted
to a cultural
association.
8 After years of
community action
the Luís Buñuel
centre in Zaragoza
is a self-managed
centre accepted by
the local Council.
9 Sherry R.
Arnstein. “A
ladder of citizen
participation.”
Journal of the
American Institute
of planners (1969).
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Paying attention to the process
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F4 eTOPIA_KIDS,
SummerCamp
Open Source for
children, Etopia.
Zaragoza, Spain
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Paying attention to the process

The changes introduced in the last
few years by the knowledge society
have led to the emergence of new
models of artistic creation and cultural
production. Aspects like the research
and experimentation activities, the
collaborative projects, the fertilization
and incubation dynamics, the integration
of languages and disciplines (artistic,
scientific-technical, etc.) or the
intersectorality have acquired increasing
relevance. In the framework of diverse,
undefined and emergent proposals,
cultural policy needs to be adapted to
achieve the added goal of economic
development.
With the dematerialization of production
in the new postindustrial economy,
the term “cultural capitalism”1 is
introduced to refer to a reality in which
the exchange of intangible goods starts
to surpass the exchange of physical
ones2. Contemporary capitalism seems
to have entered a new phase in which
the economic-productive ecosystem
and the cultural ecosystem, which had
always been separated, tend to get
closer to one another looking for a point
of contact3.
This convergence was anticipated and
discussed in the middle of the 20th
century coinciding with the vertiginous
emergence of the media4, and the
consolidation of the “visual culture”5
led to the rejection of the concept of

“high culture” in favour of mass culture.
These changes had a determining
influence in the configuration of the
public, and consequently, of the classical
institution that acted as the fundamental
representation of the shared identity.
The sum of these factors has initiated
the transit from the museum as a temple
to a new type of cultural institution that
plays a key role in the local, regional and
global innovation systems6.

1 Rifkin, Jeremy.
“The End of Work.
New technologies
against labour: the
beginning of a new
era” (1996).
2 In this same
book, Pau Rausell
reflects on the
same topic in
the article “On
the relationships
between culture
and urban
development”

The change of pattern is particularly
evident in the way the creative process is
regarded. While the non-market cultural
centers (those in which we think when
we talk about a traditional museum)
have focused on the final phases of
this process (distribution, consumption
and preservation), now the attention is
shifting towards the preceding phases,
which include training, conception,
creation or production. These analyses
focus on the roots of the creative
processes, considering that it is more
fruitful to invest in the initial work than to
concentrate exclusively on the results.

3 Brea, José
Luis. “El tercer
umbral: estatutos
de las prácticas
artísticas en la era
del capitalismo
cultural”. No. 3.
Cendeac, 2008.

Thus, there is an increasing number of
centers that do not fall in any closed
category, in which dissemination mixes
with creative research. Most of these
proposals originate in the public sector7.
Trying to overcome the traditional cultural
center, these institutions incorporate
functions that were not part of cultural
policies until very recently, such as

6 Loroño, Andrea
Estankona.
“Fábricas de
creación, la
capacidad
performatica
de la cultura
visual: imagen,
imaginación e
innovación en la
ciudad global.”
AUSART 1.1
(2013).

4 Horkheimer,
Max, and Theodor
Adorno. “La
industria cultural.
Iluminismo como
mistificación de
masas.” Dialéctica
del iluminismo
(1988).
5 Mitchell,
William J. Thomas.
“Interdisciplinarity
and visual culture.”
Art Bulletin 77.4
(1995): 540-544.
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creative economy, science, society or
technology. Given the seminal nature
of these new creation centers, their
specific functions tend to be vague and
ultimately depend on the spirit of their
managers and the appropriation modes
of their users. In this undefined area
we can find projects like Radialsystem
V (Berlin), Wiels (Brussels), KAAPELI
(Helsinki), La Friche Belle de Mai
(Marseille) or Le 104 (Paris); or in Spain,
Intermediae (Madrid), Medialab-Prado
(Madrid), Etopia (Zaragoza) and LABoral
(Gijón).
The concept of Creation Factories8
emerged on the basis of some of these
ideas. In Spain, the governments of
Barcelona and the Basque Country
have launched specific programmes to
promote these factories, with results
that have been deemed particularly
relevant at the national level. The
centers grouped under this umbrella
tend to combine different phases of the
creation and production process with
other aspects related to dissemination
and distribution. Many of these spaces
distinguish themselves through their
direct support to creators, offering them
services and resources for the execution
of projects that would have otherwise
faced many difficulties to see the light.
This is the case of Hangar (Barcelona),
which was included in Barcelona´s
Creation Factories programme years
after its opening. The center was set
up by private actors that belong to
the same creative sector it serves,
subsequently becoming an example for
administrative action.
As we were saying, beyond making
creation and production possible, this
kind of centers also play a key role
in dissemination, trying to create a
public that is open and sensitive to
other languages. However, despite the
crisis, or maybe because of it, the most
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institutionalized actors keep creating
eclectic spaces related to creation such
as La Expositiva (Granada)9 or Las Naves
(Valencia).
In the context of these mixed and
production-oriented spaces, new
identities and approaches try to address
the current demands for democratization
under the impact of new technologies.
An example would be the multiple
evolutions of the concept of “Lab”,
covering the intersections between
design, technology and social sciences.
Between the first Fab Labs and the most
recently formulated World Wide Lab,
there have been new entities such as the
Citizen Laboratory, the Living Lab or the
Hacklab, leading to a complex universe
of categories that require certain
clarification10.
The social value of innovation
materializes in discourses like the Open
Source, the hacker philosophy, the
maker movement or the Do It Yourself.
These movements put into question
the hierarchies that separate creators,
consumers and users, putting production
at the service of social needs and
understanding training as a way of citizen
empowerment. As a representative
case, we have selected Do It Yourself
Institute (Madrid). The principles of
this organization, which works on selfmanaged urban practices11, clearly
represent the practical and collaborative
approach of these proposals.
This section also includes two examples
of public policies that incorporate the
“learning by doing” as a transversal
process. On one hand, EN RESiDENCiA
(Barcelona) is a programme that
promotes the intersection between
the cultural and the education system,
inviting different artists to create
pieces in collaboration with high school
students. The programme fosters the

7 Carrillo,
Jesús. “Las
Nuevas Fábricas
de La Cultura:
Los Lugares de
La Creación Y
La Producción
En La España
Contemporánea.”
In Propiedad
Intelectual, Nuevas
Tecnologías
Y Acceso a La
Cultura. Centro
Cultural de España
en México, 2008: 3
observes “certain
institutional anxiety
about the model
(of traditional
cultural center),
sensing a new
wave in the official
imagination of
contemporary
culture and the
role of art in it”
8 Cultura,
Observatorio Vasco
de la. Estudio
Fábricas de
Creación, 2010.
9 Creative cospace (laexpositiva.
com)
10 Sangüesa,
Ramón. “La
tecnocultura y su
democratización:
ruido, límites y
oportunidades
de los Labs
Technoculture and
democratization:
noise, limits and
opportunities
concerning
Labs.” Revista
Iberoamericana de
Ciencia, Tecnologia
y Sociedad.
11 More
information on this
topic can be found
in the article by
Ramón Marrades
“¡Urbanismo
Punk!” Eldiario.es,
2014.
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students’ interest for contemporary art
while offering creators specific creation
environments. Lastly, the FAROS
network in Mexico DF is an example
of an internationally renowned cultural
policy with clear social goals. Working in
marginalized areas and in communities
at risk of social exclusion, this project
understands training and culture as
high-value resources in the prevention of
social problems.
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Etopia

---------------------------------Description
Global center for
creativity, innovation and
entrepreneurship
Location
Zaragoza (Spain)
Initiative
Municipal (Zaragoza
City Council) in close
collaboration with a
public-private entity
(Zaragoza City of
Knowledge)
Type of space
The center occupies
a prominent place in
the Digital Mile, a new
creative district designed
to promote the culture of
knowledge and innovation
Type of innovation
It is openly oriented
towards infomal
experimentation, blurring
the lines between art,
learning and production
Web
etopia.es
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The Spanish city of Zaragoza is known for its high degree of industrial specialization
and is also regarded as one of the technological innovation powerhouses at the
national level. In order to accelerate the diversification of its productive fabric and
promote technology-based creativity, the city developed the Digital Mile, a large
urban district created to promote the culture of knowledge and innovation. Etopia
Center for Art & Technology, a large-scale building (16,000 square meters) especially
designed to facilitate innovation processes, is one of the central elements of this
plan.
The purpose of this “global center of creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship”
is promoting a culture of innovation that facilitates the creation of companies and
employment opportunities in sectors related to the digitalization of culture and
society. Etopia promotes specialized entrepreneurship, training in open source
systems, experimentation in arts and technology, participative urban design and
digital empowerment. The center is clearly market-oriented and is based on a publicprivate management model that seeks mid-term self-financing through the services
provided. Etopia’s desire to improve the city stems from a deep urban analysis led by
an expert committee.
Etopia´s philosophy connects it with other recently established cultural innovation
centers such as Intermediae, Medialab-Prado and LABoral in Spain or the Ars
Electronica Center in Austria. Trying to connect projects that work on the same field
from different parts of the world, these centers are conceived as a link between
companies, universities, citizens and creative sectors at the local-global level, blurring
the limits between art and technology, technocrats and entrepreneurs, creators and
citizens and learning and doing.

case studies

--------------
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Hangar

---------------------------------Description
Visual arts research and
production center
Location
Barcelona (Spain)
Initiative
Private with public-private
backing
Type of space
Offers context, infrastructures, services and
specialised resources for
research, creation and
artistic production
Type of innovation
The center caters to the
specific needs of an important sector within the
local creative fabric. The
initiative was launched
from within the same
sector and received public
backing
Web
www.hangar.org
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The Hangar center was founded in 1997 by the Catalonian Visual Artists Association
(AAVC) and is managed by the AAVC Private Foundation since 2003. Designed to
meet the requirements of the visual arts professional sector, the space offers creators a series of services and resources adapted to specific production needs.
Despite its private nature, Hangar is guided by public criteria and is clearly service-oriented. The center was created to address the historical demand of artistic collectives
for workspaces adapted to their specific needs. Currently, Hangar is part of the Creation Factories programme, an initiative launched by the Barcelona City Council. Its
budget includes pubic subsidies, private sponsorships and self-generated resourses,
which allows the center to offer its services at considerably low prices.
Headquartered in Can Ricart, a restored industrial building in the Poblenou neighbourhood, this 2,600 square meter space is highly versatile, open to both artistic
production and artistic research. On one hand, it assists and accompanies creators
throughout all the phases of the production process, offering services that range
from preliminary advice to comprehensive project production or rental of specialised
equipment. Hangar offers individual studios, shared workspaces, laboratories and
spaces for residencies. It also hosts and develops artistic research projects, organizes knowledge transfer workshops, offers mobility scholarships and promotes international exchange programmes. The result is a highly specialized and at the same time
flexible and dynamic center, oriented both towards specific artistic experimentation
and a broader exchange of production modes and mechanisms and creative experiences.
Although the center is open to all kinds of artistic practices, it pays special attention
to visual arts and interdisciplinary projects. Launched as a private initiative and based
on an efficient collaboration between public institutions and professionals, Hangar
has become a reference in the visual arts, a creative sector of historical importance in
Barcelona and Catalonia.

case studies

--------------
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Las Naves

---------------------------------Description
Creation center that
builds bridges to connect
with the local creative
community
Location
Valencia (Spain)
Initiative
Public (Valencia City
Council), managed by a
private foundation (VEO)
Type of space
The center recovers an
old industrial building
and is part of a larger
urbanization project, only
partially executed (Grao
Comprehensive Action
Plan)
Type of innovation
Las Naves acts as a
creative pollination space,
offering institutional
support to grassroots
creativity and generating
its contents through the
support of local talent
Web
lasnaves.com
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The recovery and transformation of these old wheat warehouses into a space for
artistic creativity is linked to the Grao Comprehensive Action Plan, a partially executed
large-scale urbanization project that aims to turn 400,000 square meters of soil near
Valencia´s port into a new sustainable neighbourhood.
Las Naves was designed to become a reference for cultural creation in Valencia,
gathering a comprehensive uses programme that make it one of the best equipped
cultural centers in the city. The large-scale building has several spaces dedicated to
specialized production (television sets, rehearsal rooms and recording studios), as
well as workspaces, multipurpose rooms, a multimedia library and an auditorium that
will open soon, thus finalizing the restoration process.
Aware of the difficulties associated with its location, in an area far from the city
centre and still under development, Las Naves have defined their lines of action and
have worked to become a focal point for the local creative community. The center
facilitates access to its infrastructure, opening itself to external proposals and paying
attention to the changes in the existing supply and demand.
Las Naves is managed by VEO, a private cultural foundation created under the
sponsorship of the local government. The foundation´s goal is turning the center
into a pollination center, offering local creators a space that can accommodate
their ideas and their needs. Several associations related to design, advertising or
communication have already set up their headquarters in the center. Las Naves also
organizes courses, activities and exhibitions that fall between training, leisure and the
development of the local creative industries.
Nowadays, while the Grao Comprehensive Action Plan remains in a standstill, Las
Naves are the main center of activity in the area. In contrast to the importance of
the hardware (buildings and infrastructures) that drove the urbanism that made it
possible, Las Naves have chosen to orientate their actions towards the value of
software (users and ideas).

case studies

--------------
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Do It Yourself Institute

---------------------------------Description
Space for collaborative
learning through practice
and joint work
Location
Vallecas, Madrid (Spain)
Initiative
Private (Todo por la
Praxis) with crowdfunding
(Goteo)
Type of space
Experimentation center
with self-construction
strategies through
different training
itineraries
Type of innovation
Oriented towards
research-participationaction, the project is
based on the “learning by
doing” and open source
philosophies associated
with several citizen-led
initiatives.
Web
institutodoityourself.org
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The Do It Yourself Institute (IDYS) is an initiative launched by Todo por la Praxis, a
multidisciplinary collective that promotes micro-architectural and micro-urbanization
processes with a longstanding experience in collective construction and the
development of citizen-based urban processes.
IDYS is a space for shared learning in a context of experimentation through action.
Based on principles similar to those of the “maker” philosophy, the institute is
conceived as a laboratory for self-construction and collaborative design. The center
acts as a workshop and as a school, allowing its users to develop instruments or
prototypes (furniture, ephemeral architecture, portable devices, structural systems,
etc.) on the basis of the open source philosophy in order to facilitate knowledge
exchange and collective construction. Through IDYS, Todo por la Praxis tries to
promote a city model based on free participative design, fostering self-management
and self-production practices.
The institute offers complementary training to architecture, design and creative arts
professionals, as well as to the general public. The goal is connecting the work of
professionals with the work carried out by neighbourhood associations, citizen-led
initiatives, urban gardens, vocational training centers, cultural centers, cooperatives
and other social actors. The project has also established contact with several national
and international networks, acting as a connection point.
In its first stage, IDYS has been carried out in Intermediae, a space for the production
of projects based on shared learning within Madrid´s Slaughterhouse (Madrid City
Council). The tools necessary for the workshop were bought with the funds raised
through a crowdfunding campaign in the Goteo platform.
By way of introduction, Todo por la Praxis organized the Do It Your Fest in June 2014.
This event featured open workshops related to three citizen-led initiatives from
Madrid: Montamarta Neighbourhood Space, Seco Social Center and Palomeras
Communal Garden. The second edition of this event took place in October 2014 and
included workshops in the Antonio Grilo self-managed vacant plot, in the Malasaña
neighbourhood. Based on the working methods proposed by IDYS, these workshops
brought together external participants, neighbours, social actors and a group of
experts and tried to find ways to impact directly on the improvement of the lived-in
environment.
case studies

--------------
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EN RESiDENCiA

---------------------------------Description
Artist residency
programmes in public
high schools
Location
Barcelona (Spain)
Initiative
Public policy carried out
through a public-private
initiative
Type of space
The residencies are
carried out in education
centers, turning
classrooms into spaces
for creativity and artistic
research
Type of innovation
It highlights the
intersection between the
cultural and education
systems, offering
both sides a space for
experimentation and
learning
Web
bcn.cat/enresidencia
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The programme “Creators IN RESIDENCE in Barcelona’s high schools” works in
the intersections between the cultural and education systems, putting high school
students in touch with artistic production through hands-on work with a creator.
Using education centers as a working stage, different artists are invited to create
a piece specifically designed to be developed jointly with high school students
throughout a school year during school hours, facilitating the involvement of the
whole educational community (teachers, parents, students from all levels, etc.) The
aim is getting high schools to actively become centers for culture and creativity,
helping students discover the processes involved in contemporary art through their
own experience and offering artists special situations and contexts in which to
experiment new forms of creation.
The programme’s activities extend beyond the classroom. Several art centers,
museums, creation factories, civic centers and cultural platforms connect with the
programme in specific moments under the coordination of several independent
groups related to culture and art, thus strengthening the links with the city’s cultural
fabric. Actors involved in the initiative include Barcelona’s Joan Miró Foundation,
the MNAC, the Beckett Hall, el Graner, el Mercat de les Flors or the MACBA. Each
residence has its own blog, and when the project comes to an end, its processes and
results are presented to the public in a biannual collective exhibition.
The programme EN RESiDENCiA was launched by the Barcelona Culture Institute and
the Barcelona Educational Consortium, designed and developed in cooperation with
the A Bao A Qu association in the framework of Barcelona´s Strategic Culture Plan.
From 2009 to 2104, the programme has organized 39 residences in 29 public high
school in the city, with the participation of 800 students, 78 teachers and 39 creators.

case studies

--------------
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FAROS

---------------------------------Description
Network of centers that
promote creativity and
the reconstitution of the
social fabric
Location
Four different locations
(Oriente, Milpa Alta,
Tláhuac and Indios
Verdes) in Mexico DF
(Mexico)
Initiative
Public (Secretary of
Culture, Federal District
Government)
Type of space
It decentralizes culture
in the city, working in
marginalized areas
Type of innovation
Based on the equity
principle, it promotes
social inclusion through
training and creativity
Web
farodeoriente.org
farotlahuac.org
faromilpaalta.org.mx
faroindiosverdes.info
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The Arts and Crafts Factory Network in Mexico City (FAROS) is a model of public
intervention that promotes creativity and the reconstitution of the social fabric.
Based on the equity principle, the programme is launched to address the need
to decentralize culture in the city, bringing it to areas that have been separated
– physically, economically and symbolically- from conventional cultural circles.
FAROS organizes workshops and actions under the principle of “learning by doing”
to facilitate prevention, cohesion and social inclusion of the population at risk of
exclusion. It pays particular attention to children and youngsters, contributing to the
fight against family violence, unemployment or drug addiction.
Nowadays, the FAROS network works from four locations in the outskirts of Mexico
City, where there are great difficulties to access cultural products and services.
These headquarters are a combination between an arts and crafts training center,
a high-quality cultural space and a public square that facilitates contacts within the
community. The centers offer around 150 quarterly workshops on topics such as
crafts, artistic initiation, human development or ecology. They also promote hundreds
of activities designed for the whole community (concerts, theatre, children´s games,
cinema, conferences, etc.) and host spaces for citizen use such as libraries, digital
classrooms, workshops, play centers or exhibition rooms. All the facilities and
activities are free for all. Thus, access to culture is offered as a close quotidian act.
FAROS’ work is based on activities and processes linked to specific contexts, serving
as a way to acknowledge and highlight the value of local practices and reinforcing
people´s sense of identity and belonging. The community is involved in decisionmaking and content design, which prompts them to acknowledge their cultural rights.
Ultimately, the aim is promoting citizenship construction processes through culture
with the help of training public policies as a way of preventing social exclusion.

case studies

--------------
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Conversation with Guillermo Arazo,
programming and comunications
coordinator of Las Naves

Las Naves, in Valencia, perfectly embody
the passage from a ‘ready to use’
centre for cultural activities henceforth
referred to as a cultural centre (subject
to a previously agreed programme
and specific uses), to another type
of creative space that appears as an
infrastructure at the service of its users.
Invariably from the perspective of the
creative process, Las Naves witness the
convergence of formative, professional
and leisure activities. Moreover, they
find themselves at the brink of their
second stage of life, despite their young
age. They were inaugurated in 2011 and
were initially connected to Valencia City
Council’s Youth Department. However,
a couple of years ago, Las Naves came
to depend instead on the Department
for Innovation. We now talk to the
man in charge of communication and
programming at Las Naves, Guillermo
Arazo, about the centre’s trajectory and
his personal views.
Econcult At the present time we can
see how an important part of cultural
politics is overcoming the traditional
tendency of lingering in the diffusion
and guardianship aspects of culture,
to pay greater attention to the creative
process. New modes of creation are
being articulated and institutionalized,
such as talent nurturing, applied
production or the dynamics of
collaborative work. These new models
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weigh on the initial phases of creative
production, having a limited effect on
the final result. From the point of view of
people who experience this new playing
field first hand, how do you understand
this change of template? It may be too
soon in your experience to have an
opinion, but we would like you to help us
better understand your motivation.
Guillermo Arazo To explain the change
we could start by analysing funding issues.
We are coming from a time when cultural
centres were used to generous subsidies
and to the power of attracting compelling
acts. With the arrival of the economic crisis
however, they have had to face a completely
different situation and have seen themselves
forced to adopt a new mindset. In light of
the new situation, some centres have turned
to commercialisation, looking for content
that will lead to sales and keep them afloat.
Meanwhile, some of us try to come up with
new ways of working that seek answers to
this changing scene.
Until now cultural politics have been very
impulsive. Luckily, the days of ‘eventism’ and ‘blabla-ism’ are over, as is the
disproportionate concern over media
reactions. Cultural tendencies are now
defined less from above and more by
social groups that are developing a need
for representation that was previously
inexistent. At Las Naves we try and find
answers to these dynamic demands that

We are very interested in the
changes to the management of
cultural institutions, whose directors
are becoming a particular type of
manager with a predisposition for
anything proactive or innovative,
integrating the artistic with the
economic vision and directing them
towards the creation of public value.
We also agree with the territorial
component of your discourse, and
the insistence on the value of existing
talent and social dynamics. As a
starting point it sounds ideal, but
it is hard to believe that you have
overcome the market pandering that
characterised the management of
previous cultural policies, which were
generally speaking neoliberal. What
are the conflicts that appear as a
result of the change of focus you are
proposing? Aren’t you risking falling
into the trap of overly ambiguous
objectives?
It is true that the curator who decided
what to exhibit on the basis of restrictive
guidelines has given way to a more
permeable type of management
that seems more permeable to the
environment. For example, my work
is closer to tracking than selecting.
Everything happens as a result of paying
attention to the important things that
happen outside the centre, and an

attempt to incorporate them.
On the other hand, each cultural centre
works differently. As I was saying earlier,
the lack of funds was an unexpected
shock for everyone. We come from a
time when a lot of space was built for
culture. After the rush for the containers,
we know suffer a notable lack of content.
This is generating a considerable amount
of uneasiness.
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are coming from below, and we aspire
to shape them so we can turn them into
elements of development. We want to
be a catalyst for existing creativity so
that, at the same time, we can direct it
towards the social interest. To do this,
we pay particular attention to what is
happening on a local level. We try to
understand what people need, and to be
up to date with the good things that are
happening in Valencia, recognising local
talent. All these considerations are part
of our resources.

We must not hide the fact that success
is now measured just like everything
else in the capitalist model. The most
tangible rewards are still financial, which
are also those that most concern the
private sector, and in the media, which
tend to be linked to administration. In
any case, everything is still measured by
numbers. We are still restricted by old
parameters. It is often difficult to explain
to managers why you have invested in
one project or another. Even if you are
convinced of the value that the project
brings, we don’t have formulas that make
it visible. It is possible that administration
has an essential role to play in redefining
the objective and methods of evaluation.
Today’s world demands we treat culture
differently than we did ten years ago and
that needs to be laid out in our cultural
policies.
Going back to the subject of content
and containers. We are trying not to
be overwhelmed by the anxiety to fill
space, without caring what we fill it with,
purely against horror vacui. We want to
commit to the people that work here, to
ensure it is a large working laboratory
in which everybody is learning. We
want to create links, contact with the
people who are working with us, feed
off their suggestions and help them
become reality. Our aim isn’t content,
but to be able to build a way of working
that incorporates different actors and
generates cross-cutting benefits.
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You’ve mentioned administrators,
individuals, the local creative fabric.
Earlier you said that your task as
a centre was linked to acting as a
catalyst, and finally you highlighted
the need to build ways of working
that coordinate different actors. The
multiplicity of agents seems, once
again, an interesting starting point.
However, its application in practise is
still far from the result it appears to
promise. Initially, the consideration of
surpassing direct public management
as the only alternative opens up an
attractive range of mixed possibilities.
There are some very interesting
management models, such as
Astra Gernika’s model for shared
management between citizens and
the administration. But we are under
the impression that participation on
behalf of various agents introduces
conflicts of interest that are difficult to
manage.
It is all quite true, and it is no less
true that the most popular mixed
management model is currently the
public-private one. Against this model
everything else, with slight variations,
consists of isolated experiences that
are yet to be incorporated into the
wider picture. We can admit that the
large budgets that the administration
was managing until recently, made
public management lose sight of
the cost of things. In theory, private
management has the ability to improve
public management by working on a
different scale that pays more attention
to specific accounts.
On paper, and up to this point, we
could accept this argument. However,
as you are already anticipating,
involving the private sector introduces
a new series of parameters. Without a
doubt, the trickiest one is the interest
in an immediate financial return.
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The businessman thinks about profit
wherever he may be. In a cultural
centre it is very difficult to obtain shortterm profits and that is something
they often find difficult to understand.
Administration also engages this
approach, as it too seeks short-term
returns, although of a different nature.
Looking for public and private benefits at
the same time makes it difficult to work.
Very often, the centre’s original aims and
ways are completely lost as activity takes
its course.
Many formulae can emerge, but
the basic pieces have not yet been
established. For example, a privately
managed centre can receive significant
amounts of public funding. Does this
make it a public centre? Or is it still a
private centre? People talk of mixed
models as if a space for common action
has appeared, but what is actually taking
place is a clash of interests that is always
moving between the cost-effectiveness
of culture and its social value.
Culture has always moved in a world
of dualities. In our study, we have
insisted on the separation of creative
processes according to their degree
of institutionalisation. Institutions are
now abandoning orthodox positions
and seeking rapprochement with that
other core creative activity. We always
doubt if institutionalisation doesn’t
run the risk of discouraging initiatives
that owe their vitality to just that lack
of recognition. It often happens, for
example, with the step from graffiti
to urban art. At Las Naves you move
along this line, which seeks to bring
different positions closer together,
as we commented earlier. Where do
you find the relationship between the
more institutionalised occurrences
and those that are essentially creative?
What do you think the different levels
can offer each other?

Institutions can provide resources for
raw occurrences, and not just financial
ones. We make material loans, we lend
spaces, develop media campaigns,
assess, look for opportunities… When
the time comes to collect and support
this type of initiatives, which tend to
appear all around the territory and have
a reduced local presence, it is important
to give them a specific space, even in a
physical sense, to help them make their
work visible. Our centre aspires to be
a platform for these dynamics of social
innovation. You could say we seek to
legitimise them, whilst the traditional
museum has always focused first and
foremost on legitimising itself.
Support and recognition from institutions
has the ability of incorporating those
subcutaneous movements into the city’s
mental map. Getting people to know
them, to understand them in the context
of what is happening around them, to
feel them as something common. Too
many things happen in a city for them
all to reach the general public without
this institutional account. At the same
time dealing with institutions is, for
many, seen as conspiring with the devil.
There is still a fear that going through
institutions turns you automatically
into the object of political or market
interest. This is something we owe to
many of the cultural policies that are
being practised, and that aren’t being
explained with the new focus in mind.

The fear of selling a message or turning
an idea into a project is excessively
exaggerated.
Concerning this discourse of raw
creative processes, what, specifically,
does your work consist of?
We are a connectivity centre. Our work is
to establish connections; between ideas,
suggestions and people. First, we help
ideas develop, give them shape and turn
them into a sustainable product. Then,
we select markedly different projects
that can nonetheless be easily linked.
Web design, video edition, illustration,
advertising, different artistic disciplines…
The common elements are discovered
during the work process. Sometimes
these connections occur naturally, just
by sitting next to each other. This is the
third stage, it is important to build an
appropriate working atmosphere, and
I’m not just talking about the physical
space. Personal interviews with creative
employees are an essential factor, even
more than the project on the paper. We
particularly value a predisposition to
collaborate with other people and we
try to encourage this type of dynamic.
We don’t want to be a type of usable
co-working system where people come
to work to share costs, pay their own
part and leave. We want to work as a
collaborative space in the deepest sense
of the concept, and we are trying to build
this framework.
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I honestly believe in the relationship
between the two. I believe each level
strengthens the other. Both sides
have to overcome their mistrust and
realise this. Raw creativity is an existing
resource that is yet to be explored and
have its potential realised. Our field of
work is that of creative industries. We
believe creative processes can be turned
into elements of development and we
are researching ways of doing this.

This increased value of human capital
makes us question the relationship
between people and culture.
Previously, the individual has often
held the position of a spectator but
now we try to make him a participant.
We went from elitist culture to talking
about the democratisation of culture
and now the horizon seems to hold
a democratic culture. The most
advanced positions speak of citizen
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innovation, unravelling the separation
between creator and ordinary people.
However, we perceive great difficulty
in establishing the practical sense of
these great theoretical suggestions.
Rather than overcoming the obstacles
that appear when relating people to
culture, aren’t we just moving them
around?
I think that the work we are doing in
these centres still has some rough
patches. The problem of access to
culture happens at the lower end of
the chain, we are at a more advanced
stage. Before reaching us, one has to
have a certain level of cultural education.
Many of the attempts that try and bring
the people closer to culture are simple
changes of names or labels, whilst they
continue to do exactly the same as they
did before. I think more work needs
to be done to get people interested in
culture, because culture is already there.
It’s not about increasing or diversifying
the supply.
Education is one area where there
definitely needs to be more work done
on this subject. In your selection of
case studies you have included EN
RESiDENCiA, I think it is a project of
huge importance. Culture and creative
processes have an enormous potential
to support the learning process and
are elements that have been forgotten
in education programmes. As with all
education, work in the classroom has to
be backed by external experiences. The
education system should look for better
connections with the cultural system.
These things are decisive in defining
how culture is presented to citizens.
I used to participate in VEO, a
performing arts festival that took
place in public spaces. The pedagogic
programme was one of our most
important tasks. We went to primary
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and secondary schools to present
our projects and seeing the students’
reactions was incredible. The children
would say, “I don’t believe that this is
theatre. It is the first time I’m interested
in theatre”. They had a very restricted idea
of what theatre is -a stage, a stand and
galleries- that discouraged their interest.
When they saw that there were actually
other types of initiatives, their prejudices
crumbled. It is crucial that people get
to know contemporary art and culture,
because they are a fundamental part of
the world we live in.
We now want to talk about form,
which brings us back to the basics.
Space as a context is a very important
element. When we talk of immaterial
concepts such as talent, ideas,
creativity or an enabling quality, it
seems like the more formal type
of resource is subordinated. Has
the importance of content become
separate from that of its container? We
believe that context, understood not
just from a material viewpoint, is able
to encourage creation in new ways.
We are interested in what you mention
about working with new forms. Soon,
the auditorium will be inaugurated, after
a long wait for its construction. We are
now trying to imagine ways in which we
can use the auditorium so that it’s not
restricted to pre-established functions.
We would love to use the particles of
creativity that are currently floating
around Las Naves to fill the space. We
would love for our creative workers to
take over the space and revolutionise the
basics by proving that their way of using
the auditorium is different from the use
for which it was designed.
In all this we must also consider the
question of market supply. We are
coming back to the view that the
crisis encourages opportunism whilst

Indeed, the urban aspect of
public policies has generally been
considered from a perspective that
focuses on infrastructure. When a
need was identified, it was adapted to
a building’s construction plans. When
we had to fill buildings that were
already built we often saw that need
was flexible whilst form was rigid.
For example, Las Naves is one of the
best equipped cultural spaces in the
city. As you have already noted, your
attention is now directed towards
attracting people and building bridges
with local creative material. It’s like
trying to balance two plates on the
same scales.
It would be useful to explain the
trajectory of our centre to clarify what
you are saying. Initially, although it was
always linked to contemporary creations,
the project had a more formative focus.
Las Naves were originally part of the
Youth Department and it was only a
few years ago that they were passed
over to the Department for Innovation.
This, together with the creation of the
Collaborative Space, is shaping the
programme’s change of direction. The
centre’s functions are changing from a
vertical structure (training and formation)
to a more horizontal one (networking).
It is true that the available space is
large and offers significant flexibility,

but it is also true that physical space
always conditions the programme. The
change from training to networking may
not seem radical as far as content is
concerned, but it shapes physical space
towards needs that are completely
different to those that were initially
envisaged.
We have rehearsal rooms, recording
sets, printing workshops, computer
design rooms… Spaces that were built
with the first stage in mind but that we
continue to use as resources. However,
the germ that focused our work was in
the collaborative work space; a bright,
large and well-light room with a nice
atmosphere.

Paying attention to the process

uncovering opportunities. There are
many traditional theatres in Valencia.
Do we really need one more? We are
more interested in finding a distinctive
proposal, one that can really bring
something new to the table and doesn’t
simply reproduce old models by force
of habit. Finding a niche in the market
is another concept that has been
significantly reviled. A niche in the
market can also be a niche of social
needs.

The redirection that we are describing
was based on the fact that as the
centre’s work progressed needs came
to light that were initially hidden or
overlooked. We became aware of the
potential of local creativity and decided to
direct our work towards it. In this sense,
I think it is wonderful that we did not
submit to the ideas the space was built
with, but were capable of redirecting our
own work.
At the same time, it is true that despite
having a large amount of space we
sometimes face problems when
coordinating the content we now
manage in the physical structure. As you
say, space is extremely rigid compared
to needs. The worst part is when you
get an interesting proposal that is simply
unfeasible in the given space. However,
in general creative proposals are quite
able to rethink their form and adapt to
different contexts. In this sense they are
a very malleable filling material.
Exploring the idea of a container
further, we are very interested in
how the activity of your creation
centres seeps through your doors,
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even in the more literal sense,
seeking relationships with nearby
surroundings and the city. The
Tabakalera case in San Sebastián is
paradigmatic, as they work in the
environs without even a building to
provide shelter. We understand that
cultural centres can be development
motors with a significant impact
on the local level and that is why
we think it is very positive not to
concentrate activity only in the
interior, but spread it out into urban
surroundings.

in, and works collaboratively. A group
of different types of association, from
neighbourly to cultural and artistic, work
together in the neighbourhood to develop
the centre’s programme. They have
some very interesting ways of working.
For example, one is called Fent Ciutat
and it sparks debates that generate very
valuable ideas for Valencia. However, not
being in the institutional circuit means
that their work does not get the visibility
it deserves. We are contacting them in
an attempt to act as an amplifier for their
message.

I completely agree; cultural centres are
an essential part of the urban account.
Think about Las Naves: we are in the
middle of Poblados Marítimos, a district
that has an extremely rich cultural
background, a very strong identity and
a way of life that has of historic value
but is also very contemporary. I think
this material is very interesting to work
with. At Las Naves we are putting a lot
of effort into connecting with the urban
network that spreads around us. The role
of cultural centres crucially reinforces
these social links, meaning we can’t stay
disconnected from them. We would like
people who come to Las Naves to find
a reflection of what happens in their
own surroundings, we don’t want our
representation to be restricted by space.

We agree that this type of citizen’s
initiative is very interesting, but they
can’t take over the role of public
policy. This subject is recurring in our
study. The institution has the ability
to strengthen raw movements, but at
the same time and paradoxically, we
continue to separate powers and find
it difficult to consider the institution
as a social representation. Following
this thought and now that we are
discussing surroundings, we would
like to ask a question specifically
related to Las Naves. On one side
you have Marítimo, but at the back
you have the emptiness of PAI del
Grao. We have dedicated a chapter
of our work to experiences that use
creativity to recover empty spaces
and that find immediate solutions to
problems in the face of which urban
politics is stuck. Being on the frontline,
Las Naves could have an important
presence in the debate about what will
happen to these spaces now that they
are waiting for a reply.

Cultural centres can round off a
neighbourhood’s story, evaluating its
virtues, strengthening urban identity
and catalysing existing dynamics. We
aren’t just material resources; we can
also contribute the know-how. Cultural
centres are able to incorporate their
surroundings into the city’s mental
map, without ceasing to be a important
component of notoriety.
I have recently heard people talk about
a very interesting centre. It is called
Tres Forques after the area it is located
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The idea is very interesting and we
have thoroughly considered it. The noman’s-land that is behind us limits our
possibilities. We have thought about
what our role could be in resolving that
situation, but we are moving in a world of
complex powers.
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“Eight hours of work, eight hours of
leisure and eight hours of rest”. Even
though many continue to use this
historical equation to ponder their life
balance, they only seem to get it right
in a superficial level. In today’s society,
with the emergence of a generation
of flexible, educated and precarious
urbanites, the separation between the
time for work and the time for leisure
tends to become blurred.
This phenomenon becomes even more
interesting when one considers the
bridges that are being built between
the cultural and the productive system.
According to the idealistic German
aesthetic, arts were the expression
of the free and freeing forces of men,
in contrast with the idea of work1.
The current scenario represents
a diametrically opposite way of
understanding the relationship between
work and art.
This is also related to the fall of other
frontiers, such as those that existed
between the public and the private,
the individual and the collective,
competitiveness and collaboration,
the institutional and the civil. In the
midst of this growing hybridization, we
are witnessing the emergence of the
“culturentrepreneurs”2, actors who,
trapped in the paradox of a system
that acts according to rigid standards
in which they do not fit and a market

that excludes them, create their own
spaces of relation and interaction where
the frontiers dilute, in the margins
and in between the lines of protocol.
Through their participation in informal
conglomerates and extensive networks,
the “culturentrepreneurs” invent their
own ways of organization to gain access
to power structures.
This context has led to the rise of the
theory of the “third space”. Coined
by sociologist and urbanologist Ray
Oldenburg3, the concept of the third
space is defined in contrast with the
first space (the domestic, the family)
and the second space (the professional).
Oldenburg considers that these “third
spaces” are essential for democracies,
civic commitment and the generation of
a sense of identity and belonging in the
21st century.
If we analyze the new spaces for
creativity from this perspective, we
can see that their logic is contrary
to the paradigms of hierarchization,
specialization and segmentation typical
of the economic-industrial system. These
new spaces determine new formulas
based on horizontality, networked action
and cross-fertilization of knowledge and
practices. Generally speaking, the third
spaces gather dense communities that
share, exchange, cooperate, capitalize
knowledge and enjoy the use of the
commons – that which is between the

1 Rosental &
Iudin. Diccionario
Soviético de
Filosofía. Ediciones
Pueblos Unidos,
1965.
2 Bastian Lange.
“Berlin’s creative
industries:
governing
creativity?.”
Industry and
Innovation, 2008.
3 Ray Oldenburg.
The Great Good
Place: Cafes,
Coffee Shops,
Bookstores, Bars,
Hair Salons and
other Hangouts
at the Heart of
a Community.
Marlowe, 1999.
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public and the private –, at the same
time respecting the autonomy and
accepting the centrality of “human
subjectivity”. In these contexts, which
constitute catalyzers for creativity and
innovation, the economic, social and
cultural dimensions are difficult to
distinguish, as they feed one another
and configure themselves as a group.
When working time blurs, so does
working space4. Taking Oldenburg’s
theory a step further, Florida highlights
the need for a “fourth space”. These
fourth spaces would share with the
third the dialogue, the involvement and
the informal connections. However, the
third spaces seem to work as escape
valves for the tensions generated in the
family and professional environments,
while the fourth spaces would seek
conciliation with new ways of working.
In Florida’s words, “A Starbucks is a
great place to chat with a colleague.
But is it the same if you want to talk
about an important project while hearing
other conversations and when your
competitors listen in while drinking their
own cappuccinos a few meters away?”4.
The case studies that we have included
in this section incorporate these
proposals to varying degrees and from
different approaches. The business
initiative Estratègia Comboi captures
these new pulsations and directs
them towards vacant commercial
spaces, trying to inject dynamism into
the city and diversify its productive
activity. The project, promoted from
the public policy sphere with a public/
private management model, gives
users a certain margin to make
decisions, focusing on their needs and
progressively delegating the collective
management of the space to them.
Going beyond the franchise model, the
project tries to build small communities
of collaborative work intertwined with
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the urban tissue.
Another unusual example among those
which are occasionally classified under
the label of co-working is Casa Netural.
Located in a traditional house in a small
Italian town, the space operates as
a working space in close relationship
with its environment. Fostering the
engagement of the local community,
Casa Netural promotes dynamics of
productive, social and ecological recovery
in a rural context.
These new dynamics also contribute to
the updating of old models. In Sevilla,
Rompemoldes recovers the traditional
artisan courtyard through the use of
contemporary architecture. The revision
proposed by this municipal initiative
extends to a number of factors related
to use and management. The courtyard
that unites the 20 house-workshops
hosts different activities organized by
the artisans, who have the opportunity
to establish contact with the city
and publicize their work among the
community.
Third spaces imply a change in contents
and processes, but also in styles. In
these spaces, procedural formalism
is replaced by sociability and an
informal spirit, as seen in examples
like Sugarhouse (London) and Mabos
(Dublin). In both spaces, built and
managed by groups of creators and
artists, work mixes with leisure, fostering
interaction and surprise. In contrast with
planned spaces that limit movement
according to a given programme, the
magic of these examples lies in the fact
that they leave space for the unexpected
as a source of opportunities.
The last case study of this section is
Madrid Sweet Home, a project that
organizes artistic research residencies
in private homes. The programme
expands the traditional function of artistic

4 Richard Florida.
“The fourth
space.” Publicado
en el diario on-line
The Daily Beast
el 6 de Julio de
2006.
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residencies, aimed at activating the
rhythms of creative process by liberating
creators from the responsibilities and
commitments of daily life. Setting aside
this model, based on individual work
in a workshop, Madrid Sweet Home
adapts the concept of residencies to
a new generation of “millennials” that
understands mobility, flexibility and
experiences as essential values of their
life and their work.
We would like to finish this introduction
with a warning of sorts. As Jaron Rowan
states5, the melody that lies beneath
this discourse, filled with concepts
like personal autonomy, creativity, the
pleasure of working, self-fulfillment or
independence, goes hand in hand with
a neoliberal side that implies permanent
precariousness, self-exploitation and the
appropriation of cognitive value by the
big corporations6.

5 Jaron Rowan.
Emprendizajes en
Cultura: Discursos,
Instituciones y
Contradicciones de
la Empresarialidad
Cultural.
Traficantes de
Sueños, 2010.
6 Lauzirika y
Rodríguez treat
the problem in a
direct way in “Arte
y trabajo.” Áreas
Emergentes e
Innovaciones en
el Sector Cultural
y Creativo Vasco
(2014).
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Estratègia Comboi

---------------------------------Description
Access to vacant
commercial space,
fostering collaborative
work dynamics
Location
Burjassot (Valencia, Spain)
and Xàbia (Alicante,
Spain)
Initiative
Private (Estratègia
Comboi Association), with
support from the local
authorities
Type of space
It reactivates a dispersed
urban resource with high
availability and a strong
influence on street-level
activity, focusing on
historical centers
Type of innovation
Coordination between
social actors to
join efforts. Special
management framework
that offers improved
conditions for all the
parties involved.
Web
estrategiacomboi.com
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Our cities have plenty of free spaces that can be used intelligently and productively
if the right incentives are given. Estratègia Comboi is an urban and business initiative
with a two-fold goal: fostering entrepreneurship activity to diversify local economies
and invigorating the city through the reactivation of unused urban resources.
Through the construction of a singular strategic framework, Estratègia Comboi
facilitates access to vacant commercial spaces so that they can be used as coworking areas, generating collaborative work dynamics with the help of experienced
professionals. The use of these commercial spaces increases their value, and the
urban space and existing businesses benefit from a growing dynamism on the
streets.
To date, Estratègia Comboi has been applied in Burjassot (Valencia, Spain) and Xàbia
(Alicante, Spain). In both cases, the intervention was focused in the town´s historical
center. Due to their physical, social and symbolic structure, the historical centers,
as opposed to the segregated areas in the outskirts, constitute invaluable spaces
of opportunity to stimulate synergic relationships with other activities, as well as
visibility and conciliation. The project articulates decentralized business incubators,
scalable according to demand, interlinked with the urban fabric and open to street
life.
Estratègia Comboi is based on a flexible contract that makes renting price conditional
to occupation and introduces the value of improvement and maintenance of the
space as a return. The owners have the right to terminate the contract whenever they
receive a better offer. In contrast with the typical rigid contracts, often chosen out of
habit, this initiative proposes agreements adapted to each specific case.

case studies

--------------
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Casa Netural

---------------------------------Description
Co-working space in a
rural context
Location
Matera (Italy)
Initiative
Private (Casa Netural)
Type of space
Set up in a traditional
home in the center of a
small town, its work is
closely linked to the local
reality
Type of innovation
It gives a social and
ecological sense to the
concept of co-working,
working as a community
to diversify productive
activity and contribute to
the development of the
local environment
Web
benetural.com
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Located at the heart of the small town of Matera (Italy), Casa Netural gives a social
and ecological sense to the thriving concept of co-working. In contrast with most
of the initiatives of its kind, generally developed in medium-sized or big cities, Casa
Netural is located in the rural context, defining itself as a shared working space in
which to design and carry out projects that facilitate productive recovery and the
sustainable development of the territory. The approach of Casa Netural addresses
problems such as depopulation and the abandonment of the rural milieu, but at the
same time has confidence in the untapped possibilities of these territories, usually
marginalized from the creative debate.
Casa Netural is explicitly committed to the territory. It recovered a modest home built
in one of the traditional neighbourhood courtyards typical of the region and turned
it into a working space open to visitors and local population alike. The space, closely
linked to the community, tries to be a diversification focus for local development,
acting as an opportunity to generate ideas and launch projects to retain and attract
talent. For that purpose, Casa Netural is also offered as a co-living space for those
who wish to live and work there temporarily.
Casa Netural has also promoted initiatives that disseminate and transform the
realities of the immediate environment such as communal gardens, guided walks or
workshops for residents. This working space is partially funded by an association of
people that participate actively in the project.
The experience of Casa Netural in Matera is designed to be exported to similar
contexts. On the basis of the knowledge accumulated, Casa Netural launched at the
beginning of 2014 the proposal Casa Netural Diffusa, asking public administrations
and private initiatives to offer available spaces to set up similar initiatives.

case studies

--------------
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Rompemoldes

---------------------------------Description
Rompemoldes brings
together different artisans
in a common working and
living space, reinforcing
the visibility of their work
Location
Sevilla (Spain)
Initiative
Public
Type of space
New building with twenty
workshop-houses under a
special subsidized regime.
Type of innovation
Revisits the traditional
artisan courtyard model
from the perspectives
of use, design and
management
Web
rompemoldes.com
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Rompemoldes opened its doors in 2012 In Sevilla´s historical center, in a
neighbourhood with a strong artisan tradition called San Luis. This space revisits the
use and management of the traditional multi-family courtyard house from a design
perspective to offer the city´s artisans a space adapted to their professional needs.
This simple and modern-looking building subsidized by the local government hosts
twenty workshop-houses laid out around a central courtyard that opens up into the
street through a passageway. The City Council allocates these units, renting them out
to individuals that fulfill a number of conditions, such as having a certain amount of
income, being registered as self-employed or being included in the regional artisans
registry.
Bringing artisans together under the same roof and with a common identity
generates synergies between them, reinforcing the visibility of their work and
updating the sector´s profile. In Rompemoldes, traditional craftwork meets with
new forms of handicraft, bringing together disciplines such as ceramics, restoration,
bookbinding, musical instrument making, sculpture, fashion, jewelry or gastrosophy.
Artisans imagine and invent the way they live, organizing its use and management.
In Rompemoldes, artisans also sell their work and build relationships with the
public. In order to strengthen this social aspects, the residents organize concerts,
exhibitions, conferences or theatre performances in the courtyard, eliminating
intermediaries in the relationship with their clients and offering the space to the city´s
public life.

case studies

--------------
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Sugarhouse

---------------------------------Description
Privately-owned space
that performs the
functions of a public
amenity
Location
London (UK)
Initiative
Public-private
Type of space
Shared workshop with
dynamic and changing
uses that opens part of its
activities to the public
Type of innovation
Combination of the
private and the public,
linking technical work
with everyday life and
the individual with the
collective
Web
sugarhousestudios.co.uk
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Assemble is a young London-based collective whose efforts are aimed at bringing
urban design closer to life in the city. This group of architects and designers has
created a workspace that reflects their principles and acts as their best calling card.
Sugarhouse Studios is a space for collaborative work and activities that bring together
technical work and citizenship, private and public, individual and collective, work and
leisure.
Supported by public agency London Legacy Development Corporation, Sugarhouse
Studios is part of the urban development process articulated around the new Queen
Elizabeth Olympic Park. Closely connected with its environment, Sugarhouse Studios
is a pilot experience that attempts to develop privately owned spaces which are open
to their community and carry out functions that are typically associated with public
amenities. Since its opening in the spring of 2012, the spaces have been constantly
filled with street-oriented activities, nurturing a vibrant and dynamic environment that
has had a definite impact on its surroundings. In the last two years, the space has
temporarily hosted a café and a pizza joint, a summer cinema, workshops for children
and artistic exhibitions.
Sugarhouse Studios is also home to a growing community of artists and designers
that is currently made up of 39 members. In order to accommodate all of them, the
building has undergone several extensions. What once was an abandoned industrial
space has been transformed through a series of low-cost interventions that have
maintained the flexibility of the interior space. The workspaces are not physically
divided, which gives occupants the freedom to adapt them according to their needs.
Very different from the quiet and orderly atmosphere of other shared workspaces,
the environment at Sugarhouse Studio resembles a slightly disorganized and noisy
workshop. Setting itself apart from the static and “ready-to-use” nature common
to institutional amenities and from the standard imposed identity of the co-working
franchises, Sugarhouse Studios focuses on manual and practical work, prompting the
users to make the space theirs and experiment with it.

case studies
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Mabos

---------------------------------Description
Unpredictable workspace
and activities managed by
a group of artists
Location
Dublin (Ireland)
Initiative
Private
Type of space
An old bicycle workshop,
one of the last preexisting
spaces in an area
immersed in a radical
urban transformation
process.
Type of innovation
It worked as a space
of freedom in a strictly
planned environment,
opening the door to
unexpected uses and
fostering community
interaction.
Web
mabos.ie

Launched autonomously by a group of artists, Mabos was a space difficult to fit in
any category that attempted to reimagine what it means to work and live in a city
today.
Mabos worked as a shared working space, carried out workshops and open
seminars, organized unpredictable theme parties and events and launched
neighbourhood initiatives to improve the inhabited space. Simply put, Mabos was a
place where “good things happened”. They called it “experimental leisure”, referring to
a kind of work/leisure based on interaction, participation and shared enjoyment. One
of the main aims of the Mabos group was to build a community, with the conviction
that their work was reinforced by meeting different people, contributing to public
enjoyment and stimulating citizens’ involvement.
Sometimes, the unclassifiable nature of their work conflicted with the strict local
regulations, which forced them to create a members club in order to give access to
the public. They counterbalanced the administration’s stiff manner reading between
the lines of all regulations to give room to spontaneity. For example, since they
were not allowed to sell alcohol, once in a while they organized parties in which
participants were invited to bring their own and share it with others.
Mabos was located in an old workshop owned by Grand Canal Docks, a recently
redeveloped area in Dublin that suffers from the same loss of human scale of all the
large urban developments. Among modern new buildings with a markedly iconic
design, there remain small anonymous constructions that haven’t been reached by
the renovation drive. In these practically unseen spaces, Mabos found the perfect
opportunity to offer what this kind of areas often lack: places of freedom where the
unexpected happens.
In the summer of 2014, faced with the restart of the sector’s transformation process,
the company that managed the land decided not to renew Mabos’ rental contract.
This serves an example of the frailty of spontaneous and temporary intiatives when
there is a chance of greater returns in the short term.
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Madrid Sweet Home

---------------------------------Description
Cultural research residencies carried out in private
homes
Location
Madrid (Spain)
Initiative
Private (hablarenarte:
and FelipaManuela), with
public support
Type of space
It uses private homes
as residence spaces,
stimulating close contact
between the visitors and
the host city
Type of innovation
Strengthening the relationship between life and
work, the programme
fosters international exchange of experience
Web
cargocollective.com/
sweet_home
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“A residence for artists is not only a place that hosts creators who decide to temporarily separate themselves from their usual context. Above all, it is an experience
that transcends the walls that gives it shelter and expands the universe of those who
enjoy it”.
Under this philosophy, the artistic production space FelipaManuela and the independent platform hablarenarte: launched a series of unsual cultural research residencies
with the support of the Subsidies for Contemporary Creation granted by Madrid´s
City Council.
The residencies of Madrid Sweet Home are carried out in the homes of local cultural
actors. In addition to accommodation, each host offers the possibility of introducing
the international guest into the city’s cultural fabric. The programme attempts to build
a very intimate network for knowledge exchange and collaboration to generate mutual benefits for the local resident and the visitor.
In its first edition, hosts from Madrid and foreign cultural agents were selected in
two open calls, pairing them up according to their interests. Between September 1
and December 31, 2013, the international guests, coming from Budapest, Boston,
Brussels, Buenos Aires, Medellín and Sao Carlos, spent two weeks in Madrid carrying out artistic research and getting to know the creative scene with the help of local
artists and cultural managers. The programme covered the accommodation costs of
the host, while the guest covered the travel and living expenses.

case studies

--------------
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The space of the millennials
Ramon Marrades, urban economist

If we try to define the economic
characteristics of a generation (how it
faces the job market, its consumption
patterns, its location preferences – where
to work, where to seek entertainment), it
is difficult to separate trend from situation,
decisions from that which cannot be
chosen. Even so, this reflection attempts
to analyse some of the distinguishing
elements of the ways the so called
millennials1, in a state of permanent crisis
since adolescence, live and work.
We hear repeatedly that the current
generation of young European adults
will be the first to live, on average,
worse than their parents. While this
statement might be true in strictly
financial terms, its value fades when
we look at their consumption patterns
or the richness of the intangibles they
enjoy. We, the millennials, are also the
first generation that aspires to achieve
a good quality of life with middle or
even low incomes. Our way of life is
defined by the consumption of cultural
and technological goods, living abroad
for a time – the benefits of the Erasmus
programme have been enormous,
strengthening the badly damaged
European integration – and the wealth
of a diverse and multicultural personal
and professional life; a way of life built
on three pillars: mobility, experiences
and flexibility, at least for the growing
number of young people that have gone
through higher education2.
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We can lead this life thanks to a budget
adjusted by the reappearance of nonconsumptive and immaterial forms of
leisure, the fall in the prices of items such
as clothing, technology and plane tickets,
and, more importantly, because the
largest investments traditionally made
by young families – a house and a car –
have disappeared from the equation. In
2014, only two out of ten young adults
between 16 and 29 years old could
afford, as long as they did so as a couple,
to buy a property3. The relative financial
insecurity prevents us from embarking
in these kinds of large investments, but
at the same time, it allows us to have
unprecedented opportunities. What
needs to be determined is whether the
descent in the acquisition of properties,
for example, is due to an increase in the
propensity to rent or a consequence
of the current economic situation. The
fall in the use of private vehicles is
related to both individual preferences
(also, indirectly, influenced by the
choice of location, either in the city
or in the suburbs) and socioeconomic
and urban structure factors. The
trend that seems unstoppable is the
increasing humanization of cities, with
the subsequent reduction of private
traffic: due to sustainability reasons,
use of public space, preference
to cover distances on foot or on a
bicycle, the choice to live in the central
neighbourhoods4, proximity shopping,
etc.

1 The Millennials,
or the Millennium
Generation,
are those born
between 1980
and the end of the
20th century.
2 According
to the most
recent Eurostat
data, 37% of
young people
between 25 and
34 years old have
undertaken a
university degree,
well above the
European average
of 26%.
3 According to
the Emancipation
Observatory 5 of
the Spanish Youth
Council, 2014.
4 In Valencia’s
case, for example,
the only district
that grew in
population
between 2010 and
2013 is Ciutat Vella,
a historical area of
the city full of old
houses without a
garage and with
a high density
of commercial
premises.
(Statistics Office,
Valencia City
Council).

I will use the term civic participation to
define that which is encouraged by the
availability of spaces, both symbolic and
physical, where people can interact.
More importantly, it means making an
active use of these connections to do
and create collectively. These kinds of
relational spaces stimulate the exchange
of knowledge and ideas that trigger
transformation processes. In a way, they
are similar to what urban sociologist Ray
Oldenburg called ‘third places’5: nonspecialised neutral spaces beyond home
and the workplace that help level out the
different backgrounds and interests of
those who gather in them. For example,
the neighbourhood post office, the
busy streets, the bar terraces or any
other place where citizens meet in a
relaxed environment. In these spaces,
conversation is one of the main activities
and the atmosphere is festive; they are
easily accessible places that attract a
number of regulars who become part
of them, giving them character. As
epicentres of a highly mobile generation
that alternates self-employment with
work by project, these spaces serve
as intersections located somewhere
between work and leisure that facilitate
vital networking.
Civic participation is intrinsically
linked to creativity, because it means
rethinking, transforming and using

empty obsolete spaces (from old offices
to unused parking lots) or improving
traditional public spaces with new
uses and activities. The confusion
between work and leisure generates
collaborative and participative spaces
which, at the same time, trigger
deeper urban transformations. Jennifer
Dulski6 asserts for example that worklife balance is a thing of the past: the
constant overlapping of production
and reproduction can generate mutual
reinforcement without the need to
renounce one or the other.
For young citizens, using the city is, now
more than ever, the most powerful tool
of public participation. Our generation
wants to start new businesses, do
postgraduate degrees, develop ideas or
find work in specific places. The choice
of location is increasingly important for
the most mobile: the youths with high
human capital, also known as knowledge
nomads, who bring experiences and
knowledge from one place to another,
transforming the concept of “brain drain”
into a phenomenon better described as
brain circulation7. For them, the physical
and social characteristics of a given place
(the low social entry barriers, the sense
of belonging to a community, the cultural
offer, etc.) cannot be dissociated from
professional opportunities.
Professional opportunities mean being
able to add value to a city. When
the economic activity generated is
deeply rooted in the territory and
imbricated into the community and is
therefore difficult to delocalize, we are
talking about economic participation.
Urban improvements do not only
mean facilitating encounters but also
promoting the physical localization of
projects, studios and offices. Affordable
commercial premises and unused
industrial heritage spaces (from Berlin
to Belgrade) will lead to economic

Working and living

Flexibility, partly imposed by working
conditions and partly fostered by
investment patterns, is coupled with a
new relationship, possibly more intense,
with the territories that we inhabit,
combining the productive and the
reproductive. Most of the factors that
govern our goals and aspirations circle
around the availability and perception
of participation spaces in their broadest
sense, beyond the traditional framework
of political and institutional involvement,
including social and economic aspects.

5 Ray Oldenburg.
The Great Good
Place: Cafes,
Coffee Shops,
Bookstores, Bars,
Hair Salons and
other Hangouts
at the Heart of
a Community.
Marlowe, 1999.
6 Dulski, Jennifer.
“There’s no such
thing as work-life
balance”. Fortune.
14 de octubre,
2014.
7 AnnaLee
Saxenian. The
New Argonauts:
Regional
Advantage in a
Global Economy.
Harvard University
Press, 2006.
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participation if they are transformed and
used by new economic activities.
Economic participation can also be
promoted through the appropriate
regulations – for example, simplifying
procedures – or making public
investments in sectors with local returns
(often in sectors with high participation
of young people), from culture to
technology.
To sum up, the intersection between
a generational change of preferences
and the current economic conditions
has a significant influence on a flexible
(precarious), educated and mobile
generation which, in the midst of a
growing confusion between work and
leisure and with increasingly vocational
professions, has an interdependent
relationship with the territory that it
inhabits, transforming the city and
participating in it through its use.
Although this is a biased analysis,
focused on those who are privileged
enough to have a high level of human
capital, it helps us understand the
rise of the collaborative economy, the
growing importance of the intangibles
and the re-emergence of the historical
centres as factories of the future where
creativity cohabitates with consumption,
production and leisure.
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This section is a small stop along the
way. A pause to take a breath, recapitulate and evaluate. The landscape that we
have drawn so far insists on a change
of paradigm, an expression that we
might be overusing, inflating emerging
dynamics. In ‘Dublinesca’, Vila-Matas
reminds us that all generations thought
that they were in the verge of an apocalypse, living an unprecedented time full
of determining changes1. The existence
of turning points, or even breaks and
discontinuities, is undeniable. However,
those changes of direction are always
linked to the past, no matter how weak
that link is. Culture is, after all, a derivative construction.
Therefore, in this section we will propose a series of revisions of previous
models on the basis of the ideas laid
out in the first chapters and the case
studies that we have included in each of
them. Through the examples gathered
in this section, we propose six changes
of perspective in spaces that have been
culturally “approved” by the institutional
narrative.
The cultural center and its
context
We have talked insistently about the
need to overcome the impenetrability
of the container. Instead of thinking in
space as a limit, we propose the idea
of sphere. While limits are drawn with a

continuous line, spheres are demarcated
by dotted lines that allow exchanges and
reinforcements between both sides. This
can be understood in a physical sense,
but also in a conceptual one. Culture
and creativity, understood as tools for
development2, cease to be trapped in the
aesthetical and incorporate values associated with social, economic and political
aspects. The case of Tabakalera in San
Sebastián is quite illustrative. The project
was launched when the building that was
supposed to act as headquarters was not
even finished, and the work to establish
links with the territory started immediately. This case shows that cultural centers
can be strong drivers of development for
their context beyond their doors or even
without them.
The University for the city
The assertion of “learning by doing” profoundly affects the foundational Academia, in which students learnt a normalized
and canonic body of knowledge. Practical
learning and hands-on training point to
the possibility of orienting the formative
process towards direct action, expanding its scope beyond the ways of the
education centers. Universities can be a
powerful source of ideas and projects for
the city. In contrast with the segregated
campus model, there should be universities that belong to the heart of the city,
symbolically and, if possible, physically.
The urban sciences institute Strelka,

1 Vila-Matas, E.
Dublinesca. Seix
Barral, 2010.
2 See the
introduction
to the chapter
“paying attention
to the processes”
which stresses
this change of
approach.
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located in Moscow, represents this mentality. When it comes to fostering talent
and encouraging creativity, universities
cannot remain stagnant.
From resources to facilitation
Public amenities have been developed
and allocated according to a “conscious”
programme. However, in the previous
sections of this publication we have
included examples of projects that
work on the basis of “unconscious”
dynamics, with veiled potential or needs
that are difficult to define beforehand.
Naquerant Espais works with under-used
public amenities, understanding that
lack of use as an opportunity for users to complete the building. We also
covered this mentality, which consists
in sounding the existing dynamics in the
territory and give them space to catalyze
their development, in our conversation
with Las Naves3. Pre-established uses
programmes have to overcome the fear
generated by the lack of definition. The
key is going beyond terms such as “flexible”, “diaphanous” or “multifunctional”
to allow demand to define part of the
offer (Tobacco Factory).
Citizen involvement
Here we refer once again to the idea,
already presented in the third chapter, of putting “involvement” ahead of
“participation”. The participation ladder4,
which establishes apparently isolated
categories, can be even understood
as a ranking to measure the degree of
participation, associating it with a mark.
Participation is a means, not an end.
Bottom-up initiatives are demonstrating
distinguishing capacities; they come
from the bottom, not asking for permission but demanding it. As pointed out
by LaCol in “Widening participation”5
and Sergio Martín in “Seizing Space”6,
decision spaces should not just regard
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them with condescension and let them do.
The construction of participation spaces that
is taking place at the grassroots level should
be appreciated and supported by the administration. At the national level, the case of
Astra Gernika, a social center managed by
citizens in communication with the administration, lets us hope that it is possible to
overcome tensions.
Street-level administration
To achieve this, it is essential to establish
closer and more horizontal relationships
with citizens in order to overcome the
delicate dichotomy between the drifting
of the submerged State and the do-good
citizen action that covers the spaces left
behind. We have already stressed the
agility to respond and the wise use of the
economy of means of spontaneous and
non-institutional practices. However, when
they achieve a certain scale, horizontal
organizations seem to require some form
of hierarchy. The administration must be
understood as the highest representation
of the public, and therefore, it should work
alongside civil movements. The experience
of Ecosistema Urbano in Dreamhamar is an
excellent example of the visibilization of the
achievements of an urban policy defined in
close cooperation with the citizenship.
Open dialogue
The institutional does not aspire to be
socializing or democratizing, but social and
democratic7. Value propositions come from
different fronts, and the decision spaces
need to dilute to become permeable to
this situation. Thus, intimate knowledge,
multiplicity of voices and open dialogue
are highlighted. It is necessary to build
frameworks that encourage these dynamics.
The case of Talking Transition in New York
is particularly interesting. The initiative
was launched by some of the city’s most
powerful foundations which, acting as a
“good lobby”, tried to give voice to the

3 Fourth chapter
of this publication,
“Paying attention
to the process”.
4 This model
follows the
following
sequence: A.
Right to public
information B.
Right to express
opinions C. Right
to participate in
decision-making
and D. Right to comanagement
5 Third chapter
of this publication,
“Spaces for
engagement”
6 Second chapter
of this publication,
“Reactivations”
7 Padró, C.
“Critical
museology as a
way of reflecting
on museums as
areas of conflict
and exchanges”.
Zaragoza
University
Publications
(2009). Cited in
Loroño, A. E.
“Future Factories.
New spaces for
cultural production
and innovation in
the urban creative
ecosystem”
Emerging areas
and innovation in
the Basque cultural
and creative sector
(2014).
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community through a large open and
celebratory event that aspired to bring
the concerns and ideas of common
people to the higher levels of decision
making.

Tabakalera

---------------------------------Description
Cultural project that
works under the understanding that its capacities go beyond the mere
infrastructure
Location
Donostia (Spain)
Initiative
Municipal
Type of space
The project started before
restoration work was
finished, working in the
empty building, in other
locations and even on the
street
Type of innovation
The activities of this cultural center transcend its
doors, forging links with
its context
Web
tabakalera.eu
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Tabakalera started back in 2001, at a time when the Guggenheim Bilbao model had
a great influence on Spain’s cultural and urban policies. Donostia then decided to
open a contemporary culture center with the potential to become an international
landmark. The search for a distinctive identity lengthened the process, tracing a
meandering and complex path that at one point even generated doubts about the
future of the project.
In 2006, Tabakalera decided to regroup in the face of difficulties and launch the
project with no more delays. Activities started in a building that was not even
finished. This in-between period was understood as an opportunity to test the project,
raise its visibility in the community and forge links with the city. Following the same
philosophy, when restoration works began in 2010, Tabakalera started promoting
projects using different buildings around the city as temporary headquarters and
carrying out its activities in the public space.
The value of the cultural project was highlighted through action, reflecting on the
importance of its contents and its relationship with the context beyond the building
that would act as container. Progress in the restoration works of the main building,
which in the future would bring together everything that had already happened,
was perceived as an exciting manifestation of a shared aspiration. The interior
of the building was toured by groups of visitors and the restoration works were
disseminated through videos and pictures.
The efforts to stimulate citizens and gather their support were not intended to
seduce but to involve, insisting on the idea of the creation center as a social
element that combines specialized cultural project with the promotion of citizen
creativity, establishing links between the institution and its context to seek mutual
reinforcement.
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Strelka

---------------------------------Description
Postgraduate institute
dedicated to urban
sciences
Location
Moscow (Russia)
Initiative
Private
Type of space
Strelka plays an important
role in the reactivation of
the area in the framework
of a larger urban
restructuring project
Type of innovation
Private initiative with
social purposes that
stresses education
and talent attraction as
instruments of urban
development
Web
strelka.com
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Established in 2009, Strelka is a non-governmental institution dedicated to the study
of cities that proposes a highly innovative approach to learning. Aware of the urgent
need to promote an urbanism committed to quality of life and urban sustainability in
Russia, the institute works to change the physical and cultural landscape of Russian
cities.
In order to achieve this change, Strelka places great emphasis on the development of
valuable human capital. As a proof of this commitment, the students not only do not
pay fees, but also receive scholarships to study at Strelka. During winter, the institute
carries out a nine-month postgraduate programme with the participation of forty
international professionals from the fields of architecture, design, social sciences
and other disciplines related to the city. The institute has attracted first-class teaching
staff, including renowned professors and guests lecturers such as Rem Koolhaas,
Saskia Sassen or Jan Gehl.
With its multidisciplinary and experimental spirit, Strelka liberates itself from
academic constrains, blurring the lines between disciplines to promote new ways of
working in an increasingly complex urban context. The institute’s teaching approach
is based on participative learning, individual responsibility, joint work and hands-on
training in specific projects.
In addition, Strelka wants to be a space for citizens. The institute wishes for
Muscovites to visit the center naturally to know the work that is being done,
participate in its community or simply eat something in its outdoor terrace. Every
summer, Strelka´s courtyard hosts a series of open activities, from conferences to
debate forums, workshops or film screenings. Located in Bolotny Island, where an
old chocolate factory is being transformed into a great creative cluster, the Strelka
institute has had a tremendous impact on the reactivation of the whole area.
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Naquerant Espais

---------------------------------Description
Mediation between
administration and local
residents to reactivate a
public amenity
Location
Nàquera (Valencia, Spain)
Initiative
Municipal, with external
technical advice
Type of space
It works to activate a
recently built and underused public amenity
Type of innovation
Reactivation process
divided into different
phases, with the
progressive incorporation
of local residents and
under the supervision of
the local administration
Web
strelka.com

The Naquerant Espais experience sought the activation of an under-used public
amenity. With the support of the municipal administration, the Paisaje Transversal
studio coordinated the articulation of a process based on a call to citizen involvement.
Only one of the five levels of the Multipurpose Building in Nàquera (a 6,000-people
town in the Spanish region of Valencia) has a designated use, hosting a library.
Even though it was designed as a dynamic and versatile multifunctional building, it
ended up being a cold container devoid of content. Today, neighbours look at it with
detachment, because they consider it to be a symbol of the wasteful spending that
caused the economic crisis.
In this situation, the reactivation process started with an approach to the context:
bringing citizens together, determining public support, identifying problems and
needs and making an inventory of available resources. On the basis of this analysis,
subsequent work was organized in three phases: identity, programming and
management.
The identity phase was aimed at changing citizens’ perceptions, reconstructing the
image of the building in a collective way to stimulate identification and help them
establish a connection with the infrastructure at a more personal level. There were
collective conversations about the possible uses of the building, graffiti actions for
youngsters and workshops on the improvement of the building´s environment. The
programming phase tried to offer the building for citizen use, identifying emerging
dynamics and interests to facilitate their development. These interests were used
as guideline to set up a calendar of more than 65 activities, 24 of them annual. The
management phase included the promotion of an operational model that guaranteed
the continuity of the project. With that aim in mind, a citizen-based leading group was
set up and the City Council was brought into a joint management framework.
The process, with a cost that amounted to 0.2% of the funds invested in the
construction of the building, turned out to be a useful tool to activate the investment.
At the same time, latent citizen energies were identified, stimulated and then
incorporated to the efforts of the local administration.
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Astra

---------------------------------Description
Citizen-led management
of a municipal building in
cooperation with the local
authorities
Location
Gernika-Lumo (Vizcaya,
Spain)
Initiative
Public, managed by a
citizen platform (Astra
Koordinadora)
Type of space
An old armament factory,
bought by the City
Council and transformed
into a social creation
to respond to citizen
demands.
Type of innovation
Direct participation
of citizens in the
management of the
public domain
Web
astragernika.net
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The Astra factory is part of the memory of Gernika, so it should belong to the city´s
residents. That was the understanding of the group of people that occupied the
building in 2005, demanding that the factory that had exported armament for 80
years was transformed into a public social and cultural center.
That mobilization prompted the Gernika-Lumo City Council to buy the previously
privately owned building and started a participative activation process called the Astra
Project. Promoted by Astra Koordinadora, an open group of citizens and different
social collectives, the Astra Project is a pioneering proposal at the national level that
attempts to encourage society´s direct participation in the management of the public
domain.
Since the City Council agreed to cede the management of the space in 2012, Astra
Koordinadora works as an assembly to decide what interventions are necessary
and what uses will the spaces have. Paying attention to the value of the journey, the
group has established different protocols and decision-making, action and evaluation
tools. An interesting example is the Astra Commission, a space shared between
representatives of the Koordinadora and the municipal government that promotes
dialogue between institutions and citizens, joint monitoring of the project and
management transparency.
Stemming from a broad vision of culture, Astra´s principles are based on the creative
capacity of individuals and society as a whole. With the understanding that there
is nothing more innovative than the social, Astra´s activities are guided by the
dissemination of ideas and shared knowledge, social action and the democratization
of the public sphere.
The Astra center is included in the Factories of Cultural Creation Programme,
promoted by the Basque Government. The space is available for any proposal,
individual or collective, as long as it has a cultural and social use. Astra provides users
with material resources (instruments and spaces) as well as immaterial resources
(information, contacts, etc.) related to specific creative activities - such as theatre,
plastic or visual arts – or linked to its general philosophy, such as collaborative work,
the promotion of critical thinking or social work.
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Dreamhamar

---------------------------------Description
Participative redesign of
an old square
Location
Hamar, Norway
Initiative
Public (Coordinated by
Ecosistema Urbano)
Type of space
Technical work was
carried out in the area that
was being redesigned,
promoting actions that
impacted directly on it
and demonstrating the
capacity of the process
Type of innovation
The Physical Lab served
as a link between
administration and
residents, bringing
public policies closer to
citizens in a symbolic and
effective way
Web
dreamhamar.org
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Instead of offering citizens a finished square ready to use, the City Council of
Hamar (Norway) opted for a progressive and participative intervention. That was the
beginning of Dreamhamar, a networking and participative experience led by Madridbased studio Ecosistema Urbano conceived to redesign the old Stortorget Square.
One of the most representative and symbolic actions of this project was the decision
to concentrate all the joint work in a small historical market. The Bazaar building was
thus transformed into the Physical LAB, which opened the doors of the technical
work to local residents throughout the five months of the project, literally and
explicitly.
The office was used to disseminate the work that was being done at all times, giving
updates and catalyzing the project´s development. Residents were encouraged to
imagine the square that they would like to have through training or creative activities
(workshops, conferences and exhibitions) as well as through citizen-led actions such
as painting the square, installing portable landscaping elements or making a collective
use of the space as a dining area or summer cinema.
With this process, the studio hoped to help citizens understand the need to improve
a space where change would have otherwise been traumatic – the square had been
used as a parking lot for years –, making them aware of their capacity to transform
their immediate environment, communicate the administrative work and make it
transparent and show the desirable returns that any participation process should
have.
Encouraging collective brainstorming, the square’s final design was decided through
a dynamic and constantly evolving process that brought together different actors
and institutions. The experience was connected with the global context through the
Internet, allowing people from all over the world to follow the project and participate
in it at all times. This initiative, a pioneering experience in the visualization of the
achievements of a public urban policy designed from the citizens’ perspective, was
also offered as a space for collective learning.
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Talking Transition

---------------------------------Description
Dynamic event aimed at
preparing the change of
municipal government
Location
New York (EEUU)
Initiative
Private
Type of space
Operating at different
scales and combining the
physical and the virtual,
the initiative tried to
cover the whole city and
reach as many citizens as
possible
Type of innovation
It gave voice to citizens,
inviting them to
participate openly in the
political discussion to
influence the decisionmaking process
Web
facebook.com/
talkingtransition
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Promoted by ten of the most important foundations of New York city under the motto
“An open conversation about NYC’s future”, Talking Transition was a dynamic even held
from November 7 to November 23, 2013 that tried to turn the period between the
election of the new mayor Bill de Blasio and his inauguration – days in which, generally, the composition of the cabinet is decided behind closed doors – into an opportunity for all citizens to express their hopes for the new mandate and their opinions
about the priorities that should define the city´s political agenda.
For two weeks, these conversations were promoted from a tent installed in Lower
Manhattan. At the same time, mobile units toured the five districts and a team was
in charge of covering the areas with the highest footfall. Online participation was
facilitated through the use of social networks. Anyone could drop by the tent and fill
in an electronic survey, write in a wall set up to allow citizens to express themselves
or record a video to explain the problems of their neighbourhood or point out possibilities that were yet to be explored. The aim was gathering good ideas for New York´s
development and, at the same time, identifying the most recurring concerns, giving
voice to those that experience the city day by day.
Talking Transition was animated through several events in different formats proposed
by participant organizations. The events covered a wide range of topics (access to
housing, working condition or the situation of homeless people, among many others), and the only conditions was that the activities had to stimulate interaction and
debate. Business people, specialists, scholars and members of the local government
took part in these conversations along with more than 50,000 citizens.
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In conversation with Raúl Oliván, Social
innovation expert

We are talking to Raúl Oliván (Zaragoza,
1980). Oliván’s story follows a slightly
unusual trajectory that spans from social
activism to public administration. He
studied advertising and social work and
began to get actively involved in student
movements at a very young age. Soon
after his twentieth birthday he decided
to sit the exams for a job working in
Zaragoza’s City Council, where he is now
a civil servant in a job that has allowed
him to work in citizen participation,
employment and entrepreneurship
projects. There were some who at first
saw this transfer to the establishment
as withdrawal from his previous path.
However, Oliván’s trajectory had
continuity and coherence, building on
the experience of both sectors. We talk
to him about the new social dynamics
that are becoming visible in our day and
about how institutions look for answers
to this changing scene.
Econcult Your career path has
moved from social activism to the
administration. We would like you to
describe how that move took place
and why. Today, after accumulating
a range of experiences, how do you
perceive the dichotomy between what
is social and what is institutional?
Raúl Oliván When I was 15 I lived
through a time of social agitation caused
by cuts in education. That’s when my
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fellow students encouraged me to become
a student leader. Only eight years later,
when I was 23, I found myself at Zaragoza
City Council in a position of responsibility. I
always used to joke that they had let the fox
into the henhouse. I suddenly found myself
on the opposite side of the trenches, with
the keys to the arsenal and the barracks.
So I started to practise what I had learnt
from the activist environment within the
administration. After a few mistakes, I began
to see that the transfer of experience from
one area to the other was not as smooth as
I had at first thought it would be. But it is
without a doubt that I believe my previous
path was and still is of crucial importance.
There are certain things I can understand
more easily thanks to my experiences on
both sides. However, I am increasingly
uncertain about where the boundaries lie
between one side and the other. I do believe
that we are now at a time where new
game rules are about to be defined so that
social and institutional relations can develop
harmoniously. In line with this, I think the
discourse about the ‘fourth sector’ is very
interesting. It refers to an intersection
between the private, the social and the
public. Some of us are already working
around this discourse.
Regarding the relationship between
society and the administration we
identify two tendencies that are largely
contradictory. These consider how citizens

It is true that since the 90s those
governments who have been more
neoliberal have seen the third sector
as an opportunity to transfer social
responsibilities and other problems
onto others, a tendency that continues
to develop. On the other hand, there
is a historically ingrained mistrust
of public administration and private
businesses in the social sector- a
sector that has always been present.
Activist movements also tend to have
great self-management capacity,
something that deepens the disregard
for institutions. To all this we can add
how the administration has traditionally
treated social movements with certain
arrogance, even regarding them as an
enemy or competitor.
I trust that this situation is changing.
One side must learn to value the abilities
of civil society and the other needs to
recover trust in the administration, to reconquer it as our main common asset.
The picture you paint describes
hierarchical and unidirectional
institutional action. This has been the
tendency of a divided and technically
oriented institution that often forgets
the citizen. To deal with the need to
build channels, you suggest the idea
of an ecosystem.

That idea comes from the North American
context, where it has spread extensively,
particularly in universities. There are some
things I don’t agree with in those models,
particularly the weight they attribute to
financial and closed clusters. Beyond that,
I believe our context has magnificent raw
material with which it can build ecosystems
for social innovation, understood as a space
of convergence as described before.
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understand the role of institutions. On
the one hand, there is a perception
that institutions don’t live up to their
competencies. When people assume
that institutional action won’t deliver,
spontaneous citizen movements
emerge that highlight these holes.
At the same time, people maintain
the belief that social institutions are
responsible for solving all problems.
When there isn’t an answer, do
nothing policies tend to grow in
certain sectors.

There are various essential aspects that
make these ecosystems work: firstly, new
surroundings introduce different perceptions
of time. Our society relates to real time, one
moment has fundamental value. Working
times must adapt to these new speeds.
Secondly, I think that physical space is
necessary to configure these ecosystems.
We are social beings, we need touch and
love, and we can’t live exclusively on a virtual
plane. In this sense I think the growing
recovery of built up and abandoned spaces
to which you have dedicated this study is
very symbolic. Thirdly, an ecosystem is a
network where minimal agents can act, that
is to say, humans. As in every other system,
an ecosystem has sets and subsets, such as
companies, administration or associations.
Fourthly, these ecosystems call for new
rules of the game. These rules will have
to be based on aims like transparency,
horizontality or mutual recognition. Most
importantly, ecosystems will have to focus
on action.
I would like to finish this description
with a graphic simile that presents these
ecosystems as a large laboratory where
atoms collide at great velocity. Colliding
particles generate micro-fissions that in this
case, become new alliances, new initiatives
and new processes.
We agree wholeheartedly with the
suitability of these surroundings.
However, there are those that argue
against this model, warning of the
possible appearance of an underground
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government. The administration’s
loss of power would only be on the
surface. What would actually happen
is that some of its decisions would
pass to less visible spaces, leading
the administration to abandon its
basic competencies to delve in places
where financial benefits are of prime
importance. The underground state
hides the administration’s role in
these activities, emphasizing the role
of the market. Some highlight the
insistent support of entrepreneurs
as a clear example of this, accusing
it of aiming to turn culture’s latent
value into an economic value, thus
occupying the space that appears
after the State abandons its cultural
duties.
I think this is an interesting analysis.
It is true that a link has been forged
between unlikely allies and I insist
that the citizen’s disregard for public
administration reveals a space that
certain interest groups can take
advantage of. In this sense, we
should be very aware of the value of
public policies and these should be as
transparent as possible.
Concerning the idea of the entrepreneur,
an archetype has appeared based on
very ideologically marked content and
inspired by ideas such as the culture of
effort or meritocracy. From a broader
perspective I understand that an
entrepreneur is any person that faces
challenges with determination. To me
whether a person has organized a
cinema festival, is a community leader
or has created a business to make a
living are all secondary features. We
would do well to free the concept of
an entrepreneur from the ideological
burden we have given it, and replace it
with a broader definition that could bring
us closer to the term. After all, I believe
entrepreneurs are of fundamental value
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in every community.
One of the recurring conflicts in the social
economy you describe is how to measure
the success of entrepreneur-driven
initiatives, especially if we understand
that they don’t just seek financial costeffectiveness. There is an unresolved
dilemma related to the indicators that
measure cost-effectiveness. There are
some that can only embrace the market
effects of initiatives, and others that try
to delve into the benefits of added-utility,
such as social well being or human, social
or cultural capital.
Indeed, the way to measure those intangible
returns is yet to be defined. Nevertheless I
trust that little by little – and it’s a task that
should be lead by the administration- it
will begin to be considered more seriously
by the ‘added-value’ generation. The
administration’s contracting policies can’t
continue to depend exclusively on whoever
has the best financial solvency, or whoever
offers the lowest budget. We have to find a
way to look beyond that.
The value of private resources and
endogenous dynamics is also mentioned
in the social economy debate. We are
seeing many interest-based initiatives
appear that relate to their context and give
it value, relating to the culture of an area
and therefore difficult to relocate. Applied to
the thriving idea of a creative economy, this
territorial support and evaluation of human
capital is an essential resource in a sector
that is highly resistant to the one we could
otherwise develop.
There have been times when I have halfjoked that creative processes are the
only thing that China and India can’t copy
from us. I don’t believe in the short cuts
that some people talk about, a type of
reindustrialization based on the German
model or new means of production, because
I think we are probably a bit late for all that.

Having said this, it is true that creative
economies propose a series of values
that are quite interesting for a country
like ours. Essentially, they provide
employment for highly qualified people
and they do this quite intensively.
Almost 100% of the money you invest
in a creative activity has a direct impact
on employment. I believe that is very
valuable. Above all, we must take note
of the contradictions and be critical.
Magnifying the strength of creative
economies and not admitting their
shortcomings has served as an excuse
to withdraw support for the sector
during the crisis.
I would now like to consider what you
were saying about human capital. One of
the ideas that I usually talk about is that
of ‘the economy of non work’. Even with
the exodus that we are experiencing – a
problem that isn’t talked about enough in
political circles-, this country has about 6
million people who are unemployed. The
current economic system will take years
to absorb that number of job-seekers.
We have to think about where we can
direct the workforce whilst it is stuck in
inefficiency.
As we have already noted, many

unemployed citizens have realised that
the administration has no answers to their
situation and have started doing things
on their own. That is where many social
economy and creative innovation initiatives
were born, such as informal collaboration
networks. These new management models
review those that existed before they were
armed with sophisticated management
tools created by new technologies. This
expression of resilience is wonderful and
probably the only positive aspect of the
crisis.
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Regarding the discourse of creative
economy as an alternative I am an
optimist, although moderately so. The
promotion of the resilience of creative
economies has become somewhat
idiomatic. If we stop to analyse the state
of the creative fabric that surrounds us,
we will realize that we should focus on
survival more than resilience. People
are working in precarious conditions
and often depend on support form their
families, becoming independent later
and depending on tight and irregular
incomes. They can’t even count their
survival as a success, because they had
no option but to survive.

In this scene the administration has
been left behind, self-absorbed in old
development models, based on construction
and infrastructure. But there is also a
different type of administration, one that
is just budding, that absorbs the new
social logic and realises that conditions are
favourable to a public policy that configures
the ecosystems we were discussing
before, sustained more by software than by
hardware.
Building on this thought, on this
emerging scene that you mention,
we have two questions: What has the
administration got to learn form active
citizenship? And, what competitive
advantages can the administration
contribute when acting as a catalyst for
this spontaneous participation to turn it
into an element of public development?
From the administration’s point of view, we
should focus on citizens actions that lead
to quick success. With just a few resources
they manage to have immediate impact.
The administration needs to review its
reaction times, which tend to be slow and
costly. Too often we find that by the time
we have found a solution the problems have
changed.
On the other hand, the main advantages
brought by the administration are scale
and muscle. There are projects that can’t
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be realised without significant support,
whether on the level of infrastructure,
budget or people. This is quite evident.
Concerning hierarchies I agree that
the model of the administration can be
improved, but I don’t think the decision
making assembly paradigm works either.
We are aware that there are plenty of
intermediate terms between each of
these ideas. From the administration,
for example, I am interested in open
government initiatives or transparency
portals. Above all, I think we need to
organise ourselves and adopt specific
structures. Especially when we are
dealing with large scale and complex
problems.

practise, occasionally invading the space of
public administration, makes us question if
we aren’t making the mistake of confusing
the public with the collective.

You mentioned muscle and scale.
As you said, in this relationship
intermediate management models
can be built that go beyond direct
public provision. There are examples
such as shared management,
committees, private businesses with
a vocation for social services and
management through objectives,
amongst others. How do you see
this change in the management of
institutions?

There is something else that worries
us about the free inertia of these
citizen activities that are separate from
institutions, and that is the risk that they
could increase inequalities. It is true that
some valuable things are taking place,
but it often happens that they emerge
from wherever the qualified individuals
are and from personal interest. The
more general and weighty problems are
omitted in education. Aren’t we being
seduced by these ideas and exaggerating
the importance of some of the initiatives?

I have to admit that I am still doubtful
about these issues. I don’t think that
the best management practise is that
of direct public management but I don’t
think that purely private management is
any improvement on public management
either. On the other hand, the fourth
sector that we mentioned earlier does
seem like an interesting idea. Even
if, as we said before, it is unexplored
territory. It is true that many new
management models are appearing, but
at the moment they are no more than
theoretical.
The confusion between roles, a scene
of complex participation, where different
agents put different competencies into
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This is where the problems we were
discussing before reappear. A public
administration that doesn’t embody its
competencies as it should and a citizenship
that grows in confidence and adopts
apparent autonomy, which distances the one
from the other. A neglected space appears
between them. This space is the public
interest. The solution is once again to find
a way to accommodate both parts. It won’t
work if each goes its own way, we have to
find spaces where they can converge.

I completely agree with that. I think we
are too focused on sensationalist projects.
If success generates a story it can have
valuable side-effects, such as raising
awareness, pedagogy and inspiring others.
Even so, you are right to say that staying on
this superficial level can lead to the neglect
of more basic public activities. There are
contexts where the citizen action that we
are referring to can generate much greater
results than the administration, but we can’t
lose perspective. I am referring once again
to the notions of muscle, hierarchy and scale
that we were talking about when discussing
the role of the administration.
On the other hand, regarding institutional
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action we are concerned that it will
only take on that superficial side
of what has been learnt form the
processes of bottom-up spontaneous
creativity. They are seductive
features, very easy to translate to
city marketing for example. People
are already talking about ‘hipsters
economics’ or the death of cool
cities, where Berlin and more
recently Leipzig have been clear
reference points. How can we avoid
falling into biased politics that are
counterproductive in the long term in
this context of creative economy?
I believe in a model of sustainable
develop in which every citizen
participates. This model would have
significant social and political strength.
Once the foundations are laid for this
model we can move on to developing
policies based on creativity, but not
before.
Having said this, many people are
debating the notion of gentrification,
even though I believe we all agree that
it is not a desirable result. The debate is
biased and exaggerated, conservative
in the worst sense in that it only talks
about substitution and it doesn’t try to
understand the depth of the dynamics
of exchange and transformation that
are taking place, especially in long-term
gentrification processes. I think we
are wasting a lot of time talking about
gentrification and we end up turning
valuable initiatives into suspects. Even
I, not at all under suspicion of being
a speculator, have been accused of
encouraging gentrification in one of my
projects, whose aim was simply to take
people to a neighbourhood through
streets that where hardly ever used.
Streets that, by the way, are still rarely
used. Only 1% of the necessary work
has so far been done. We still have the
other 99% to do.
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A large part of the content of this
publication centers around the duality
between initiatives of social origin – in
some ways spontaneous and fragile
when they are not properly supported,
although with great transforming effects
in the small scale – and initiatives
promoted from spaces of authority –
State, institutions and other decisionmaking actors capable of providing
muscle and scale, despite being tied
up to structures that are too rigid to
assimilate external logics.
Although this separation has always
existed, in this document we have
highlighted the benefits of bringing
these two stances closer. As evidenced
by the case studies presented, we
move in a scenario where action
comes from different sectors, fields
and levels. Accepting this situation, it is
necessary to delve in the construction of
channels and spaces for convergence.
The opportunity is related to the
way in which our social and cultural
relationships have changed in the last
two decades.
Having overcome compartmentalization,
the current general orientation
is the exchange. In the mid 20th
century, elitism gave way to
cultural democratization. Today, this
democratization is progressively
separating itself from the paternalist
mentality, understanding the social as

the true driver of innovation. The new
communication technologies and the
Internet have had an essential role in
these phenomena. Internet not only
grants us an extremely easy access to
a vast amount of information, but also
allows us to participate in it, educating
us to build that information collectively.
The costs of participation have dropped
dramatically. In this sense, the example
of Wikipedia is quite telling. This
ensemble of knowledge, built collectively
and in constant evolution, put an end to
the old printed collections, updated with
supplementary volumes for a couple
of years only to become inexorably
obsolete.
Internet has blurred the lines between
experts and users, which has also
affected the separation between
disciplines. The work of ZEMOS98
centers around the conception of culture
as a cross-construction. Focusing on the
ways in which media relate with cultural
production, this young team based in
Sevilla has been working for more than
15 years, delving into the changes of a
period experienced from the field. The
ZEMOS98 Festival is one of their most
well-known initiatives. The constant
evolution of its format and its broad
thematic spectrum in its 16 editions
constitute a very clear manifestation of a
very particular way of understanding and
studying contemporary culture.
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This non-specialization that penetrates
cultural discourse reinforces the voice
of the individuals and groups that fall in
the margins of official discourses. New
technologies have not only become
referents for the management of
non-hierarchical initiatives or tools for
vindication. Their fundamental value lies
in proposing open spaces for debate and
exchange. Iconoclasistas (Buenos Aires)
uses the term “agit-pop” to describe
some of their guidelines. Their approach
puts the dominant discourse into
question and points to a social culture
of popular origin, going beyond the
mere resistance through opposition to
create spaces for plural encounters that
acknowledge dissent and try to manage
conflict.
Close knowledge acquires greater
importance, replacing blind faith in
scientific methods. The approach
proposed by Jane’s Walk, reinterpreting
the ideas put forth by urban planning
expert Jane Jacobs more than a
century ago, encourages common
citizens to be a part of the urban
discussion, understanding the city as
a large collective construction in which
everyone should participate.
In a context where specialization is
apparently disappearing, the figure of
the expert redefines itself, adapting its
competences to the new situation. Once
again in the urban environment, we
incorporate Urbego as one of our case
studies. The members of this network
of European urban planners reimagine
their profession from the present,
building a multidisciplinary framework
that focuses on analysis, mediation
and advice. Generating bidirectional
exchanges between the local and the
global, the members of Urbego act as
qualified actors in an exchange network
that encompasses multiple agents and
situations.
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On the other hand, there are initiatives
based on the fostering of encounters
– between actors, disciplines or
contexts- as a driver for innovation. Such
is the case of 180 Creative Camp, an
international itinerant festival that brings
different artists and creators to the same
city for several days and encourages
them to work together, interacting
with the context. The proposal not only
facilitates encounters between large
numbers of creators, but also injects life
into the city. The work carried out in the
camp highlights existing opportunities,
the involvement of the community helps
citizens become aware of their ability
to transform their environment and the
call for creativity reinforces the urban
discourse. This example is similar to the
socio-cultural activation festival ElCASC.
Celebrated annually in the town of Villena
(Alicante, Spain), this event includes
different multidisciplinary workshops in
which students, coordinated by a tutor,
intervene directly in the improvement of
the historical center.
To close this chapter, we highlight
Smartcitizens as a synthesis of most
of the ideas enunciated. The project,
which started as a one-off exhibition
that compiled different examples of
good practices, took an interesting
step forward when it became a 2.0
platform. This platform is designed as a
space for the encounter and exchange
between different initiatives promoted
by citizen intelligence, facilitating their
acknowledgement and support

ZEMOS98

---------------------------------Description
Cultural experimentation
and social innovation
festival
Location
It started in the town of
Viso del Alcor (Sevilla,
Spain) and moved to the
city of Sevilla in its fifth
edition.
Initiative
Private (ZEMOS98)
Type of space
Space for the
multidisciplinary
confluence of different
fields related to
cultural production and
communication
Type of innovation
Overcoming the classical
perception of culture
as a specialized and
compartmentalized field,
ZEMOS98 propose a
collective and derivative
version based on the
commitment to society
Web
zemos98.org
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ZEMOS98 is a team that researches, programmes and produces contents related
to education, communication and audiovisual creation. Their proposals and activities
explore how, where and why knowledge and culture are produced, seeking a
transparent and critical approach to the sociocultural function of communication,
digital and audiovisual culture and, ultimately, contemporary thought.
The group understands that we live in a networked society and pursues the
construction of convergence spaces, weaving relationships and generating microcommunities that overcome the traditional separation between disciplines to talk
about a derivative and transversal cultural production.
The ZEMOS98 Festival is one of their most renowned and representative proposals.
Already preparing the XVII edition, the festival is an essential reference in the field of
cultural experimentation and social innovation at the national level. First held in the
town of Viso de Alcor in Sevilla (Spain) as an audiovisual festival, the project has been
continuously evolving, showcasing ever-changing formats and contents.
The festival, almost impossible to define in terms of its thematic interests, has
addressed topics such as urban culture and collective intelligence, the television as a
communication medium, digital culture, participative communication, the commons
or the feminist economy. The event has been attended by creators of international
acclaim such as DJ Spooky, Geert Lovink, Wu Ming, Peter Greenaway, Eclectic
Method or Jesús Martín Barbero. In its latest edition, held in April 2014 under the
title “Remapping Europe”, the festival focused on the media´s representations of
migrants.
To reject any kind of rigidity, the festival organizers have abandoned the international
call for short video pieces – the call was the symbol of the first editions, receiving
around 700 pieces from 50 countries every year – choosing to include concerts,
exhibitions, presentations or workshops in different locations and variable numbers.
The festival has even transcended its annual nature to provide context to other
projects such as the Copylove line of research or the multitude of works published
under the festival´s umbrella.
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Iconoclasistas

---------------------------------Description
Collective mapping
workshops
Location
The initiative started in
Buenos Aires (Argentina)
but does not have an
exclusive location, since
it has been implemented
in several places in Latin
America.
Initiative
Private (Iconoclasistas),
with the participation of
different social agents
Type of space
The workshops bring
together different actors
from the same territory,
avoiding specialization
and stimulating the
exchange of points of
view
Type of innovation
It promotes a critical and
collective approach to
the representation of the
territory as a power tool
Web
iconoclasistas.net
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The Argentinian duo Iconoclasistas have initiated a line of work and research around
the idea of the map as a power tool, mainly represented by their collective mapping
workshops. In contrast with official representations of the territory, elaborated and
distributed by dominant powers in a unidirectional and unchallenged way, the critical
collective approach proposed by the mapping workshops generates knowledge and
experiences exchanges, highlighting common points of view and discrepancies,
identifying problems and opportunities and organizing disperse account in a
common medium that blurs the outlines of the single hegemonic representation.
The workshops, which avoid specialization and emphasize the value of quotidian
knowledge, are attended by students, citizen organizations, social agents, artistic
collectives, communication professionals and anyone interested in reflecting
collectively on the territory.
To stimulate different ways of understanding and signaling space, participants
are encouraged to use different kinds of languages (icons, symbols, collages,
sentences, drawings, etc.), liberating themselves from the official code. Cartography
becomes thus permeable to the subjectivity of territorial processes, symbolic
representations and citizen imaginaries. During the workshop, critical creation
is activated through conversation and exchange of points of view, fostering the
listening process, sharpening the sense and focusing work in a common space. The
specific methodology used in the workshops is constantly changing, which makes it
susceptible to contextualization and allows participants to feel that they are in a space
for creation and debate that never closes in on itself.
Mappings are considered as a medium, not as an aim. They are a medium for
collective reflection and the socialization of knowledge. These practices attempt
to bring down the barriers between participants by giving them a common goal,
disseminate new ways of interpreting the environment by revealing hidden realities
and ultimately, create territory. What these workshops try to underline is that the way
in which we build a territory and live in it is determined by the way we imagine it and
represent it.
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Jane’s Walk

---------------------------------Description
Walks for citizens guided
by citizens as a tribute to
Jane Jacobs
Location
International network that
started in Toronto and
now encompasses more
than a hundred cities
Initiatives
Private and not-for-profit,
with organizing groups in
each city
Type of space
Guided walks take place
all around the city, with all
sorts of approaches
Type of innovation
Brings people closer
to their city and makes
citizens gain awareness
of their protagonist role
in the city and the importance of inhabited environments.
Estimated costs: Low
Web
janeswalk.org
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Jane’s Walk is an initiative launched in 2007 after the death of the influential urbanist
and activist Jane Jacobs. Every year in the first week of May, the time when this beloved figure was born, more than a hundred cities all over the world organize simultaneous walks for citizens guided by citizens as a tribute to the thinker and a collective
celebration of the city.
The ideas that Jacobs began to formulate in the beginning of the 1960s prevail today
due to the sheer naturalness of her approach. According to Jacobs, the only true cities are those that are made by and for people. This simple statement is an invitation
to abandon an urbanism hijacked by the technical apparatus to rethink the city from
the perspective of those who live in it and experience it.
Guided by this philosophy, the walks are conceived as an open space to get closer
to the city and discuss it without prejudice. Anyone can propose a walk, because
“everyone is an expert on the city where they live”. This openness also means that
any approach is valid, from the educational to the blind exploration. The walks are
designed to be a conversation between their participants rather than a master class
from those who guide them, an opportunity for everyone to learn something new and
at the same time share their knowledge. There have been walks guided by children
who showed the others their favourite places to play, by technicians who explained
and discussed with the other participants the prospects and opportunities of their
neighbourhoods, by “stalker patrols” who explored the outskirts of the city or even
by people new to the city who shared their first impressions and at the same time
got to know some of their neighbours. In 2013, more than 1,000 tours were organized in six continents.
The aim of the walks is to invite people to know their city, understand how and by
whom it was built, develop their critical thinking, prompt them to vindicate their
right to participate in the decision-making process that shapes the urban project and
encourage them to think about the city they want and articulate proposals to make
those thoughts a reality.
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Urbego

---------------------------------Description
Platform of young urban
planners
Location
Global
Initiative
Private
Type of space
It works as an international professional network,
bringing international
teams to different countries to provide expert
advice
Type of innovation
Underlining the importance of technical knowledge, they try to guide
the future of their profession in a moment of
change and confusion
Web
urbego.org

Urbego – which means “city” in Esperanto – was established in 2012 by members
of the International Federation for Housing and Planning. It works as a platform for
young professionals (below 35 years old) that carry out their activities in the fields of
planning and urban development.
One of the most important aims of this platform is reflecting on the future role of
urban planners, trying to develop a common direction for the whole profession in a
moment full of changes that have caused confusion about their responsibilities and
competences. In a clear and straightforward manifesto, which they promise to review
every year in an effort to guarantee the constant reflection and critical mentality that
defines them, the members of Urbego enumerate decisively the key challenges that
they want to address. To sum it up, their main aspirations are reacting to a changing
urban scenery, reevaluating urban planning approaches and, above all, rethinking the
city.
This last aspiration is at the center of their understanding of their own profession.
“Few people know what an urban planner is, and we will change that. The experience
of urban planners has always been imagining urban space. Our first commitment is
to make that clear, communicate it, highlight it and make it undeniable”, reads the
manifesto.
Avoiding ambiguity, Urbego offers quick responses to specific urban challenges,
applying their methodologies in situ through projects and workshops. Weaving local
alliances with representatives from civil society, governments, organizations, professionals, scholars and other interested parties, Urbego proposes solution-oriented
approaches with a certainty that only expert knowledge can give.
The platform is still growing and developing. Current members include artists,
architects, designers, economists, sociologists and urban planners from 15 different
countries.
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180 Creative Camp

---------------------------------Description
Creative event that brings
together different artists
to work in the same place
Location
Itinerant-international,
although it was first held
in Portugal. Preferably
organized in small to
medium-sized cities
Initiative
Private (Canal180), in
collaboration with the
governments of the host
towns
Type of space
The artistic interventions
are carried out outdoors
to facilitate interaction
with the context and the
community, injecting
dynamism into the host
town and celebrating
public space
Type of innovation
It works as a call for
creativity, fostering
direct contact between
artists and allowing them
to work together in a
singular environment
Web
creativecamp.canal180.pt
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180 Creative Camp is an international creative event developed by Canal180,
a Portuguese television channel dedicated to art and culture. The event brings
together dozens of artists from different countries and fields such as music, design,
video, photography, urban art or architecture, facilitating direct contact between
internationally renowned creators and challenging them to explore the limits of their
artistic disciplines.
The aim of 180 Creative Camp is promoting collaborative work, stimulating the
intersection between different artistic fields and offering participants the opportunity
to interact with the community where it takes place. When the 180 Creative Camp
was conceived, it was decided that it should take place away from the large urban
centers. The events needs to provide creators with space and freedom to facilitate
their work, as well as a certain closeness that allows them to explore and interact
with the context. Medium-sized towns with a tightly knit social fabric or a compact
and manageable urban layout are considered as perfect stages for the event. So far,
there have been 180 Creative Camps in Vila Nova de Cerveira, Abrantes, Guimarães
or, for the first time outside of Portugal, in Lecce (Italy).
The two editions held in Abrantes (2013 and 2014) were the result of a partnership
between Canal180 and the local government. The event is welcomed by residents
due to the excitement that it generates and the numerous open activities that it
proposes, injecting dynamism into the host towns with a varied international artistic
offer. In its 2014 edition, the 180 Creative Camp attracted 20 budding talents and
20 consolidated artists from 17 countries to this Portuguese town of only 18,000
inhabitants.
In the long term, as the initiative consolidates with each edition, the idea is
establishing a network of creators and towns reinforced by the dissemination
work carried out by Canal180, a channel devoted to supporting and offering new
opportunities to the international artistic community.
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Smartcitizens

---------------------------------Description
Exhibition and 2.0
platform focused on
citizen intelligence
initiatives
Location
Delocalized
Initiative
Private (Paisaje
Transversal in
collaboration with
lacasinegra) with public
support (Centro Centro
and CENTAC)
Type of space
It started as a physical
exhibition held in Madrid,
which then led to the
creation of a 2.0 platform
in which contents were
shared and disseminated
Type of innovation
Citizens were given
a prominent place in
the smart city debate,
highlighting social
innovation.
Web
smartcitizens.cc
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Under the premise that “there are no Smart Cities without Smart citizens”, this
initiative was launched as an interactive exhibition that delved into the concept
of Smart Cities focusing on citizens’ collective intelligence and the new social
organization models. The exhibit showcased more than fifty projects from around the
world, but mainly from Spain, in which collective intelligence was used to improve
the lives of urban residents.
The dissemination of good practices was supported by a series of interactive
devices (following of the contents generated by the campaign in the social
networks, recording of video-answers, blackboards for shared dialogue, etc.) With
these elements, the exhibition ceased to be unidirectional, seeking to stimulate a
participative reflection about citizen intelligence, a question that because of its very
nature needs to be addressed collectively and does not admit univocal answers.
The possibility of interaction also demonstrated a commitment with accessibility,
another one of the main pillars that sustained the project´s interpretation of a smart
city. Since smart cities are defined by their capacity to connect agents and actors,
share information and generate information networks, these networks should be
made available to all citizens regardless of their conditions.
Because of this second principle, Smartcitizens followed network and free culture
logics. All the content showcased in the exhibition, held in Madrid, became P2P,
allowing any user to freely reproduce it, improve it and expand it. Taking the
exhibition as a starting point, Smartcitizens became a process that derived into
#SmartcitizensCC, a 2.0 platform that helps to catalyze connections. Bringing
together a large user community, the platform is a stage for collective learning about
the ways in which cities can be made more livable and sustainable by tapping citizen
potential.
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Networks, emerging practices and
change of period
Paisaje Transversal, Urban Innovation
Office

Let us imagine. Let us think that
another world is possible. Let us not
only think it, but dare to build it. Where
to start? It’s not an easy task, but it’s
not impossible either. Its immensity
and complexity torment us, paralyse us
and make us think that an otherworldly
transformation is not possible. “And yet,
it moves”. That budding (r)evolution, as
longed for as it is necessary, is already
taking place. In the micro world as
much as in the macro world. Locally
and globally. In neighbourhoods and in
the European Parliament. And this is
where new platforms emerging from the
Internet boom and knowledge exchange
mechanisms are producing crucial
results.
Over the past three years we have
witnessed a wave of incessant protests
and blossoming movements and
organisations around the world. From
Egypt to New York, from Island to Brazil,
through Greece, Turkey, Mexico, Israel,
Túnez, Rumania and, of course, Spain.
Millions of people have spilled into
the streets to defend their rights and
demand greater democracy and social
justice. Although every protest had
a more or less local origin, and even
though some of them emerged as a
result of specific problems created by
urbanisation –the one in the Gamonal
neighbourhood in the Spanish town of
Burgos, for example, or Gezi Park in
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Istambul-, the relationships and parameters
established between them over different
networks enabled the us to understand
these protests as a global event, a reaction
not just to the financial crisis but also to
the capitalist system that caused it. This
is illustrated by the ‘global change’ slogan
behind which hundreds of people around
the world took to the streets on October 15,
2011.
This myriad of protests has brought with it
a tide of proposals that allow us to begin
to imagine the creation of an alternative
scene. This publication collects a good
sample of them, but there are many more1.
These are initiatives and projects that are
born from the new range of possibilities
offered by the digital age, and they cover
various fields (culture, politics, urban
design, territory, environment, economy,
etc). They have a tendency to become
hybrids or cross-cutting, and they make
use of the possibilities offered by new
digital infrastructures both to make their
knowledge viral and accessible, sharing
knowledge to create communities around
their processes.
Not in vain, Internet and social networks
are making learning and solidarity possible
as elements to be shared amongst
the different national movements and
initiatives, multiplying their effect through
a concentrated use of collaborative
digital tools and the expanded creative

1 There are
many platforms
and maps that
cover alternative
initiatives, projects,
processes and
practices. In
Spain we can
highlight, amongst
others: Mapunto!,
Smartcitizens,
Arquitecturas
Colectivas
or Vivero de
Iniciativas
Ciudadanas.

Consequently, it would be erroneous
to interpret the proliferation of protests
and proposals as a spontaneous event,
or one seen exclusively as a reaction
to the effects of the crisis on different
countries. It is advantageous to change
perspectives and try to understand the
transcendental dimension of the time
we live in: a change of period. Internet,
social networks and digital tools are
changing how we communicate, how
we gather information and how we
relate to one another. They are also
changing the guidelines according
to which we work and live our
lives. And let’s not talk about family
structures, where the sole authority
once concentrated in the father is far
from clear and unequivocal. All these
situations are driving a profound change
in society from multiple perspectives:
cultural, social, urban, environmental,
economic, political, etc.
Recognising the difficulties of trying
to put forward a cyber-optimistic
argument, it is also impossible to deny
the possibilities and disruption the
Internet brings to how we carry out
and understand politics and culture. We
are not dealing with a simple tool that
allows us to do usual activities more
comfortably and simply. It is not a new
hammer with which to hammer in nails
more quickly. The Internet is not a Fax
machine. The Internet is a door to a new
way of living and relating to others. It
is an invention on the same level as
other revolutionary milestones in human
history, such as the Gutenberg Press or
Watt’s steam engine.

To understand this comparison, we
have to pay attention to how these two
technological advancements changed
socioeconomic relations and introduced
new agents that later became responsible
for the following revolutions (in France and
Russia). If the Gutenberg Press enabled
the universalization of knowledge and
illustrations, the steam engine transformed
economic structures. It allowed the working
class to rise in the social scale, and with it
the movements and political parties that
represented it. The Internet is also changing
relations with political power, where new
ways to make and understand culture are
emerging, oriented towards the radical
transformation of the relationships and
space of established power.
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communication strategies they develop.
This is how movements and initiatives
are formulated and spread, using
the new means of communicating
and building relationships that digital
mediums enable.

In this way the Internet allows us to recover
– thanks to its sharing, collaboration and
active expression features – a debate
about common interests, overcoming the
debilitating dichotomy between State and
market. It is precisely this new socio-political
state that empowers us to overcome the
19th century logic that so torments us, and
progress towards more emancipatory and
collaborative studies.
As we already know debates on common
interests, henceforth referred to as
commons, and P2P (peer to peer), have
acquired central importance when it comes
to conjuring new otherworldly scenarios2.
Nevetheless, there is always the risk that
all these thoughts and debates won’t fully
translate into active structural change.
Maybe because they don’t relate to
practicalities due to a lack of tools that allow
them to progress and amplify their effects,
or maybe because they fall prey to their own
fears. This is why the next section presents
a series of ideas that allow us to reflect and
work on the change of period in which we
find ourselves.

2 Michael Hardt
& Antonio Negri.
Commonwealth.
Ediciones Akal,
2011.
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The Time Scale
“We are going slowly because we are
going far”. This has been one of the most
popular mottos in the different protests,
tides and waves in Spain over the last
few years. It is a slogan that emerges
as a reaction to those who criticise the
slow progress in attaining the goals set
by protests. But what really agitates
the situation is the general confusion
concerning the time scale, which
impedes accurate readings of these
movements.
Some have tried to compare the
speed of information exchange and
data transmission networks to the
time scale of social dynamics and
political transformations. If the basic
unit of temporal change of the first
case is measured in seconds, even
milliseconds, the second case requires a
larger scale that covers lustrum or even
generations. Some authors3 claim that
large transformations in social networks
usually take the span of one generation
to develop. As a result, the full effects of
the process that began four years ago
will take another decade to arrive, for
example.
The Processes of Becoming
Hybrid
Nowadays two main situation-mixing
processes are taking place, neither
of which was possible before digital
networks and the Internet. These have
given way to hybrid realities where
traditional dualities or epistemological
divisions are surpassed.
On the one hand, the reality we inhabit
has overcome the duality between
digital and analogical. We live in a hybrid
space, configured as a constant loop
between what is physical and what
is digital. This is how the dynamics
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that develop in each sphere influence one
another, allowing for retro-feeding crosssections that alter the guidelines that define
our way of life and how we relate to one
another.
On the other hand the distinction between
the local and global scales is no longer clear.
The scene seems to be mutating according
to a global logic that relates to both at the
same time. We are witnessing how various
processes begin to develop within the
tension of what is hyper-local and what
is hyper-global. This event transcends the
ecological idea of ‘think global, act local’
to give way to a new and complementary
thought process; ‘think local and act global’.
The last five years have been sown up with
a net of nodes and hyper-local situations
spread around the globe that have slowly
began to establish links and relationships
on a hyper-global level. These links act as
neural connections would in a great brain
hive that was planetary in scale, gradually
establishing routes and protocols that
enable information sharing and transfer of
knowledge from a P2P logic.
The problem is how to make a tool out of
this global network that enables us to build
a global alternative to the current capitalist
system. For this, it is necessary to continue
to create links between the nodes and to
strengthen those that already exist, so that
the haze of local initiatives can gradually
solidify, just like when carbon reaches
a certain temperature and pressure and
becomes diamond.
Keeping the chemical metaphors going,
it is also crucial to improve the deposition
mechanisms. In other words, how can we
make a network that remains in a gaseous
state suddenly become solid.

3 Tomás R.
Villasante.
Redes de Vida
Desbordantes.
Fundamentos para
el Cambio desde
la Vida Cotidiana.
Los Libros de la
Catarata, 2014.

To finish, we would like to mention
five concepts that we believe mark the
difference between the period change
we are living through and previous ones.
The concepts have been outlined as a
series of adversities with the purpose of
evidencing the tension and oppositions
present in the current system’s features.
Procedural vs objectual
Procedural logic doesn’t establish a set
goal or a known path to attain a specific
goal before setting out. Instead, this
path is built collectively, procuring the
most efficient solution at every moment
to the different vicissitudes or conflicts
that may arise. Thus, any transformations
yet to come will be the product of
situated methodology, tools and
knowledge rather than pre-established
aims. The idea is to understand that the
means are more important than the
end, and that solutions and changes are
built collectively, considering what the
software movement has called Beta
Permanent: successive approximations
(beta versions) to the definitive
version, developed through a collective
intelligence.
Qualitative vs quantitative
Quality against quantity. The parameters
that concern more intangible situations
become more relevant compared to
cumulative logic. Concepts such as
well-being or reductions begin to set the
guidelines in a planet where resources
are becoming scarce.
Subjective vs objective
Change will arrive through participation,
social creativity and everyday life.
For this, we have to understand
that the everyday is a political motor
for change and take advantage of
the transformational power of our

relationships and networks in daily life.
Strengthening the nodes and links that we
were talking about before also strengthens
the subjective links that cultivate care,
affection and emotions, advancing our
emotional intelligence.

Exchange spaces

5 Dichotomies of the Change of
period

Collaboration vs competition
Capitalism finds its raison d’être not only in
accumulating, but also in the competition
that leads to accumulation. However, when
the time of building the common good
that determines the nature of changes in
paradigms arrives, collaboration sets the
rules, defining new ways of consuming
and producing. As a result of this we
see new initiatives emerging that are
oriented towards sharing and collaborating,
participating in the construction of
communal projects that improve the quality
of life of the majority, and not just a few.
New ways of deciding, doing and being that
also make new words appear, such as P2P,
coworking, crowdfunding or car sharing.
Network vs centre
Against the hierarchical and centralising
logic of capitalist management and control
systems, we can appreciate how distributive
logics and the idea of the Internet as a
new paradigm from which to mobilise
transformations are taking priority. This is
happening through nodes that are articulated
through links that produce alternative social,
political and territorial models.
Evidently, these ideas don’t try to establish
a definitive conceptual framework, but we
hope that through them we can begin to
build and understand new imaginations that
will allow us to consolidate the change. And
although the future will never be how we
imagined it, we have a whole world to win.
Ithaca is just around the corner.
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F8 Linnahall, Tallinn. Former host the
Olympic Winter Games, Moscow 1980.
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In a competitive post-fordist
environment1, cities not only act as
leaders of their hinterlands, but also
compete with one another for new
citizens, new added values, public
funds, investments of constantly moving
capital, infrastructures for physical or
symbolic connection and events that
distinguish them and help them become
a global center of attention for a certain
period of time. Thus, the governance of
cities becomes a complex exercise that
tries to fix in a mobile and accelerated
world all the dimensions related to
the circulation of the relationships
established between the representative
and participative citizenship, the city as
a space for production and generation
of added value and the city as a
vortex of consumption and attraction
of fluxes. In addition, this exercise is
carried out in a context where the rest
of the urban centers are also seeking
competitive specializations. These
strategies are not only economic, since
they are also related to the manipulation
of the symbolic dimension and the
construction of identities2.
Undoubtedly, this scenario generates
a certain feeling of vertigo. However,
we can structure the concepts to
avoid becoming disoriented. The
cultural dimension, understood in a
comprehensive and transversal way
in the framework of the global city,
is determined by three essential

vectors: the first one is related to
economic competitiveness (connectivity,
innovation, human capital, dissemination
of knowledge, etc.); the second one to
the city’s cultural brand in a restrictive
sense (quality of the urban environment,
architecture, lifestyles, cultural offer,
etc.); and a last one related to the social
articulation of the network of agents that
define the city (their governance style
and their citizen planning model).
The relationships between urban
environment, innovation and creativity
have already become the subject of
a differentiated field of study that has
verified its theoretical formulations
through practice3. In this sense, after
a fruitful period of decontextualized
projects determined by an effort to
outline an identity for that global city
that seemed not to have one4, the
present is reoriented by evidence that
globalization and the growing importance
of localization are compatible aspects5.
In contrast to the predictions of Thomas
Friedman, who in the mid-2000s foresaw
the loss of importance of distance6,
geography has acquired renewed
prominence7.
Thus, contextualization and the tapping
of endogenous strengths become vital.
A period of grandiloquent international
positioning strategies, which failed
when they were separated from the
creativity and innovation dynamics that

1 F. W. Lever.
“The post-fordist
city.” Handbook
of Urban Studies
(2001).
2 Brenda S. A.
Yeoh. “The global
cultural city?”
Urban Studies
(2005)
3 Pau Rausell
realiza ese
ejercicio el artículo
que cierra este
apartado.
4 Rem Koolhaas.
La Ciudad
Genérica. Gustavo
Gili, 2006.
5 Philip McCann.
“Globalization
and economic
geography:
the world is
curved, not flat.”
Cambridge Journal
of Regions,
Economy and
Society (2008)
6 Thomas L.
Friedman. The
World is Flat. A
Brief History of
the 21st Century.
Macmillan, 2006.
7 RodríguezPose, Andrés,
and Riccardo
Crescenzi.
“Mountains
in a flat world:
why proximity
still matters for
the location of
economic activity.”
Cambridge Journal
of Regions,
Economy and
Society 1.3 (2008):
371-388.
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were already unfolding in the territory,
gave way to a new scenario where the
more sustainable and efficient way for a
city to differentiate itself is discovering
what makes it unique and working
on the basis of this material8. Under
this prism, and without attempting to
be excessively thorough, below we
enumerate a series of trends that merit
attention.
On one hand, we detect successful
models in public policies that seek social
cohesion and economic development
objectives with an urban perspective by
catalyzing social innovation processes
through public spaces and cultural and
mobility infrastructures. Thus, Medellin
has become an indisputably important
example of a kind of culture-based social
urban planning. Decisively promoted
by the administration, this strategy
has proved its capacity to generate
improvement in the economic and
environmental spheres, among others.
When urban policies put citizens back in
the center stage and introduce quality
of life as their main objective, the city
recovers its human scale. Culture
as a planning subject encompasses
resources that only recently have been
taken into account to foster creativity
and innovation. Here, we are referring
to the livability of public spaces, the
diversity in leisure activities, sociability
or youth cultures. These resources tend
to be pre-existing and easy to tap. An
example is Ciclovía, which gives back to
the public space its condition of space of
confluence of everything that happens
in the city with a gesture as simple as
cutting certain areas of the city to traffic
and offering them to citizens for their
own enjoyment.
Secondly, creativity and innovation
processes that use culture as a resource
in an effective way are sensitive to their
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collective and dynamic condition. In
the past, we have too often made the
mistake of limiting culture to promotion
and external visibility, presenting the
city as a large window display rather
than a living environment. The success
of Tournefeuille is probably based
on the fact that it works on culture
from the perspectives of the territory
and the community. Taking cultural
activities beyond the doors of the
cultural amenities and inviting citizens to
participate in them, this medium-sized
town has become a decentralized cultural
pole in the Toulouse metropolitan area.
Another important trend, to which
we have already referred on multiple
occasions throughout this publication,
is the emergence of a proactive and
transformative citizen participation. The
once static structures of neighbourhood
participation have adopted heterodox
forms of encounter, amusement and
change (we talked about this with Can
Batlló or the promoters of the Benimaclet
Communal Gardens). Tallin is a clear
example of the accentuated dichotomy
between a city planned from the top and
that which surfaces from the bottom in
between the cracks of the official project.
The situation demands the introduction
of the debate about the scale of
planning, seemingly pointing towards
the benefits of seeking a balance that
“grants freedom from the bottom while
being strategic at the top”.
Also, civic participation is increasingly
aware of its political importance and
demands its own participation space.
València Vibrant, Fuel Vancouver9 or
SF.citi10 are “good lobbies to change
the city”11. Through an open dialogue,
these “lobbies” try to act as a platform
for projects that seek to improve urban
environments, understanding that living
in a certain place cannot be separated
from whatever we want to do in it.

8 Estal, D.,
Marrades, R.
y Segovia, Ch.
“Identidad
urbana” La Ciutat
Construïda (2014)
9 Not-for-profit
social enterprise
that promotes
large-scale social
events that serve
as a platform
to discuss
current social,
environmental
and technological
changes
(fuelvancouver.
com)
10 Acronym of
‘San Francisco
Citizens Initiative
for Technology
and Innovation’.
Organization
created to
reinforce the
presence of the
technological
community in civic
action (sfciti.com)
11 Journalist
Voro Maroto used
this expression to
define the initiative
Valéncia Vibrant
(eldiario.es/cv,
May 14th, 2014)
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To conclude, the European programme
URBACT offers a framework to support
sustainable urban development.
Fostering the transnational exchange
of experiences, the project works
in different fronts to address the
challenges of the modern city, trying
to identify problems in a collective
way to generate responses and tested
methodologies that incorporate all the
agents that operate in the urban sphere.
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Medellin

---------------------------------Description
Overcoming violence in
drug trafficking through
public policy and citizen
activity
Location
Medellin (Colombia)
Initiative
Local-citizens
Type of space
Latin American
city undergoing
transformation and using
culture as a tool
Type of innovation
Cultural policies for social
cohesion and to put an
end to violence
Web
medellin.gov.co
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In 2014 the Columbian city of Medellin was host to the World Urban Forum, the
United Nations open assembly on cities and urban development. Beyond the event
itself, which works like a great UFO that settles on the city for a few days before
leaving it with ambiguous results, what’s really relevant are the details of a metropolis
under brutal transformation: the energy within the citizens, articulated through public
policies, has the potential to overcome the most adverse situations. The feeling of
belonging, of love –why not call it that?-, for the place one lives in is the essential
breeding ground for social innovation, an innovation that is inseparable from the
territory on which it develops. Until the beginning of the nineties, Medellin was the
capital of drug trafficking, the fiefdom of Pablo Escobar: one of the most dangerous
cities in the world. Nowadays it has the institutional power to welcome an event as
large as the Forum, with its corresponding bustle, welcoming thousands of visitors
form around the world. Medellin’s metamorphosis has happened hand in hand with
a marketing process that was so potent (it was declared 2013’s most innovative city),
that many compare it to Barcelona.
Although there is still a long way to go before inequality, safety and mobility are dealt
with, Medellin’s model can’t but be considered a success. The key is in the urban
policies and citizen ability that collectively overcome adversity. Firstly, as architect
Gustavo Adolfo Restrepo –the man responsible for the 2008-2011 Development Plan
designed by the city’s local authorities- pointed out during the World Urban Forum
itself, “works weren’t carried out where the tourists go, but where people needed
them”. This brought about participative processes that transformed citizen’s wishes
in shared spaces, thanks to “participation that catalyzed the citizens’ dreams, that is
the city’s true signature”. Secondly, culture has been used as a pretext, rather than
as a competitive position like in the great European museums, instead local realities
are applied to cultural and sports infrastructures, making them available for use,
creation, and citizen appropriation. Thirdly, the relation between transport and parity
achieved by introducing imaginative solutions, was understood from the beginning as
a ‘metrocable’, or the escalators in the Lomas communes, to increase the cohesion
within the spontaneously built city. Although there is still a lot to improve, the path is
set. Medellin proves Joseph Stiglitz’s theory: cities shouldn’t choose between parity
and growth, both elements are mutually strengthening.

case studies

--------------
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Open Streets Project

---------------------------------Description
Roads without cars for
the pedestrians’ enjoyment
Location
The trend originated in
Bogotá (Colombia) and
quickly expanded throughout the world
Initiative
Public, with the participation of numerous actors
Type of space
It proposes the temporary
interruption of traffic in
certain areas of any given
city to allow pedestrians
to enjoy them
Type of innovation
It promotes sustainable
mobility, community life,
and the enjoyment of
the urban space. It also
injects dynamism into the
city.
Web
openstreetsproject.org
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In the mid-70s, the Colombian city of Bogotá launched Ciclovía, an initiative that
would become a reference for modern urban planning. Given the lack of meeting and
leisure spaces in a city dominated by the intensive use of vehicles, the City Council
decided that every week it would close certain areas to traffic to allow citizens to
enjoy them. Today, the initiative is widely accepted by the residents of Bogotá. Every
week, 1.5 million people ride bicycles, skate, jog, dance, eat, meet or simply walk
around the city. In addition, the streets become the stage for activities organized by
social groups such as games, sports, concerts, theatre or poetry recitals, generating
a kind urban landscape full of life.
Following Ciclovía’s success, the initiative expanded quickly throughout America, kicking off a trend that has become global. Closing roads to traffic temporarily and handing them over to pedestrians is extremely simple, low cost and much less traumatic
than it is often believed. Such a small action can radically transform life in the city.
When the status quo of private vehicles is contested, public space – designed as an
infrastructure – recovers its role as a cohabitation space. Thus, the initiative allowed
participants to experience the city on a human scale, reinforces social cohesion and
shared identity, stimulates civic participation, promotes sustainable mobility and
reactivates the streets with something as basic as the use and enjoyment of the city.
The results are transversal, impacting on people’s health, the environment, society
and the economy.
To support this budding movement, Alliance for Biking & Walking and The Street Plans
Collaborative launched the Open Streets Project in 2010, advising and encouraging
groups interested in embarking on similar endeavours. Through an interactive website, cities share explanations, advice, mappings and news about the development
and dissemination of the Open Streets initiatives.

case studies
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Tournefeuille

---------------------------------Description
Decentralized cultural
pole in the urban area of
Toulouse
Location
Tournefeuille (Toulouse,
France)
Initiative
Municipal
Type of space
Through a differentiated,
high quality cultural offer,
the town has acquired a
certain notoriety in the
Toulouse urban area
Type of innovation
Culture-oriented urban
development, territorial
attachment and citizen
participation
Web
mairie-tournefeuille.fr

In the 60s, Tournefeuille was a small rural town inhabited by only 1,000 people.
Following Toulouse’s urban development, the town grew exponentially, becoming a
dormitory town for the capital. With a population of 27,000 people, Tournefeuille´s
presence was diluted in a metropolitan area of more than a million people.
Faced with the risk of getting stuck in this role of servitude, Tournefeuille, with an
ultra-urbanized habitat and a weak business presence, the town decided to make a
name for itself using cultural economics. Adopting the guidelines of the Agenda 21
for Culture and the UNESCO declaration on cultural diversity, the French city designed
a sustainable development strategy with social, economic and environmental
aspirations.
Tournefeuille´s cultural policy is based on the links between art, citizens and territory.
With an unconventional programme that stimulates the active participation of the
local population, the city acts as a great urban laboratory, differentiating itself and
earning a prominent place in Toulouse´s cultural landscape.
The cultural offer comes from unusual sources such as L’Usine, a large artistic
center that uses public space as a place for action, the Utopia cinema, with a film
programme focused on social issues, or Le Phare, a concert hall with unclassifiable
programmes linked to different citizen group. Every season, this cultural offer reaches
its peak in the Nuits Euphoriques, an event that inundates the city´s streets with art
and culture for several consecutive nights.
Tournefeuille is trying to surpass the metropolitan space, opening itself to the world
and specifying its commitment to cultural diversity. In the framework of the territorial
cooperation programme Interreg, the French city worked with the Spanish towns of
Huesca (Aragón) and Olot (Barcelona) in the project ‘City 3.0, future cities laboratory’,
a mechanism of experience transfer based on the mutualization of cultural resources
and artistic partners through which they have been acting collectively since 2009.
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Tallin

---------------------------------Description
Formal and non-formal development in the post-socialist city
Location
Tallinn, Estonia
Initiative
Local - Business
Type of space
Industrial, maritime and
historic districts under
reconstruction
Type of innovation
Co-existence between
culture as a pretext for
top-down policies and
culture as an agent of
bottom-up policies
Web
telliskivi.eu
kultuurikatel.ee
rotermann.eu
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Estonia’s capital city, Tallinn, is a good example of what has been called post-socialist
urbanism. Since the collapse of the Soviet Union the city has experienced suburbanisation, segregation and gentrification. It has developed a Central Business District
(specific regulation for a central area of the city to attract offices and commerce),
various shopping centres and other strategies aimed at the use of private transport.
It has also used culture and events as regeneration tools. But the imitation of other
Western capitals has not managed to eliminate all socialist urban traits. At times, this
produces unexpected developments.
The tension between its soviet inheritance and European constructions, between
Russian influence and a Nordic identity, come to the forefront in the use of culture for
urban regeneration. The ‘museumification’ of the urban centre and passenger traffic
at the port make Tallinn a perfect destination for cruise-passengers, who take over the
city centre during the day, hardly coming into contact with the local network. Real estate development, the arrival of French-like cafes and fashionable foreign multinationals, in the Rotterdam Quarter for example, have been veiled by claims of creativity.
At the same time, the appropriation and handing over of spaces to the true creative
class (producers as well as culture and innovation consumers) has generated much
slower developments, where the participation of citizens and entrepreneurs is crucial.
In the old sailor district of Kalamaja, which means “fishermen’s house” in Estonian,
characterised by traditional woodwork architecture, we find Telliskivi Loomekinnak
- the largest centre of creative industry in Estonia - where start-ups, not-for-profit
organisations and local produce shops and cafes have access to joint space and
management of activities at affordable prices. Relying entirely on private investment,
the centre began to work whilst the old railway underwent a renovation process,
allowing different uses to be tested. In Linnahall, closer to the sea, we find KultuuriKatel (which includes studios, exhibition galleries, concert spaces, bookshops, etc.): a
creative space that uses a large industrial area in a transitory manner, conditioned by
the constant intervention of future urban development.

case studies
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València Vibrant

---------------------------------Description
Platform for action
and debate around the
opportunities of the city
of Valencia
Location
Valencia (Spain)
Initiative
Professional/Citizen
Type of space
They call themselves
a lobby, acting as a
proactive and pluralistic
platform that aspires to
gain decision-making
capacity
Type of innovation
They gather the points of
view of different citizen
sectors, hoping to find
and develop ideas that
improve the city
Web
valenciavibrant.es

Valencia is one of the main Mediterranean cities and the third biggest city in Spain
after Madrid and Barcelona, with more than 800,000 inhabitants. Currently, the
city is still trying to recover from a political period marked by a strong emphasis on
the promotion of large cultural and sports events (America’s Cup, F1, etc.) and the
construction of powerful icons that were completely disconnected from the context
(City of Arts and Sciences). The wrongful use of public funds and the high debt put
an end to that urban development strategy, which has proven unable to promote an
economic reorientation.
Despite all that, Valencia still possesses a series of ineradicable virtues. The good
climate, the density of the urban weave, the moderate prices, the conjunction of
history and modernity and the idiosyncrasy of its people are endogenous traits that
make the city a very attractive place to live (for example, Valencia is the European city
with the highest number of Erasmus students every year).
In this framework, Vibrant was born as an initiative promoted by a group of young
professionals that claim to have chosen to stay in the city despite the difficulties
posed by the current scenario. For them, the quality of life, the rich social interactions
and the inspiring environment are reasons enough to invest their efforts in the
Mediterranean city. Acting as a space for debate and a platform for the promotion of
new initiatives, València Vibrant has been described as “a good lobby to improve the
city”, a platform to make good ideas become a reality.
The lobby was presented during a meeting in La Rambleta cultural center. The event
gathered a series of professional experiences from the local creative sector and
facilitated dialogue between groups and institutions that generally do not engage
in any kind of discussion. Professionals from a wide variety of sectors, political
representatives and young entrepreneurs participated in the dialogue as innovation
agents, but also as citizens, discussing Valencia’s opportunities from different
perspectives and with a proactive spirit.
The positive energy generated through the first event is maintained and renovated
through small-scale meetings in which València Vibrant puts forward ideas about the
city and its opportunities. With the motto “Enough talking, let´s act”, the participants
in the project are already planning the launching of concrete initiatives to improve the
city.
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URBACT

---------------------------------Description
European programme
for the promotion of
sustainable urban
development
Location
It covers the 27 EU
countries, Norway and
Switzerland
Initiative
Public (European Regional
Develoment Fund)
Type of space
URBACT is an open
collaborative network that
so far incorporates 500
cities
Type of innovation
The programme
addresses issues
related to the present
of our cities, fostering
experience exchange and
collective learning
Web
urbact.eu
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URBACT is a European programme launched in 2002 to promote sustainable urban
development. At the core of this pragmatic initiative is the development of projects
designed to address specific problems. These projects, articulated in different lines
of work related to the main challenges faced by cities today, cover a wide range
of topics such as social housing, employment opportunities for young people,
disadvantaged neighbourhoods, sustainable production, creative industries, urban
technological innovation or city marketing.
Seeking comprehensive solutions, URBACT studies the economic, social, cultural and
environmental dimensions of urban development. In order to do that, the programme
encourages coordination between different social actors, calling on public authorities,
technicians, institutions and citizen representatives. In each city, a URBACT sets
up a Local Support Group that facilitate the involvement of different agents. The
participation of local actors and the expert supervision guarantee contextualized
quality results. These results are incorporated into Plans for Local Action, which give
continuity to the initial work.
URBACT’s work is based on learning. Although the main aim is achieving
contextualized solutions, they also try to generate effective methodologies that could
serve as a reference for other cities with similar issues. These methodologies are not
conceived as ready-to-use recipes. In fact, they are presented as effective solutions
for specific situations that can be used as a source of inspiration and learning.
Another one of URBACT’s pillars is knowledge exchange. This exchange takes
places in a transnational contexts, in European-level networks that allow cities to
establish links, learn from one another and work together. Thus, one of the tasks in
which URBACT invests great efforts is the dissemination of the work done and the
knowledge acquired. Through its website, the programme regularly distributes a
large amount of materials produced during the projects. A través de su página web,
el programa distribuye con regularidad una gran cantidad de material producido en
su desarrollo. By the time the second call for projects (2007-2013) came around,
URBACT had already involved 500 cities from 29 countries and 7,000 active
participants.
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On the relations between culture and urban
development
Pau Rausell, Econcult

Traditionally, there has been a widespread and limited vision about the
cultural dimension of urban space that
considers it a symptom of its economic
vitality. Thus, the cultural exuberance of
Pericles’ Athens or the Venice of the Renaissance have been generally considered as a byproduct of the economic and
military control that these cities exerted
over their areas of influence. Similarly,
in a modern interpretation, Greenwich
Village would be an almost involuntary
– and sometimes bothersome – residue
of Wall Street, just as the Soho would be
a byproduct of the City. It could be said
that even though there were certain suspicions about the existence of broader
interactions between culture and urban
development, these took place within
a “black box” in which, beyond a few
generalizations, it was difficult to identify
the cause/effect relationships of these
processes.
In the last few decades, there have been
attempts to conduct a more sophisticated analysis of the cultural dimension of
an urban space and its capacity to participate in the composition of the development recipes. Concepts like “cultural
capitalism”,1 “informational capitalism”2
or “cognitive capitalism”3 contextualized
a reality in which the value of the proportion of symbolic or intangible goods
exchanged in Western economies in
comparison to the ensemble of physical
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goods is increasing. In this new framework, cities cease to be mere spaces
that concentrate production factors to become territories that support meanings,
senses and narrations. In the long term,
these are the elements that determine a
city’s competitiveness.
Recently, there has been a significant
proliferation of theories that focus on the
role of innovation, culture or creativity in
urban development processes. The debate encompasses different fields. Both
the knowledge community – from Academia to think thanks – and policy makers are becoming aware of the increasing
centrality of culture in development
processes. From Amartya Sen’s general
statements to Jon Hawke’s successful
formula of “the fourth pillar of sustainable development” or Richard Florida’s
micro-economic description of cities4,
there is a growing consensus about
the fact that the symbolic dimension of
a given territory and the way in which
cultural and creative activities unfold in
it affect the socio-economic structure
of said territory and its competitiveness
far beyond the ornamental aspects of
cultural activity.
However, despite the abundance of literature and theories that insist on the role
that cultural and creative activities play
in the improvement of the indicators of
urban spaces in terms of development,

1 Rifkin, Jeremy.
“The end of work:
The decline of the
global labor force
and the dawn of
the post-market
Era.” (1996).
2 Castells,
Manuel. La ciudad
informacional:
tecnologías de
la información,
reestructuración
económica y el
proceso urbanoregional. Alianza
editorial, 1995.
3 Scott, Allen
J. “Creative
cities: conceptual
issues and policy
questions.” Journal
of urban affairs
28.1 (2006): 1-17.
4 Florida, Richard
L. The rise of the
creative class:
and how it’s
transforming work,
leisure, community
and everyday life.
Basic books, 2002.

Today, few studies attempt to prove that
specific public interventions can have
an impact on the social configuration
of cities and the ways in which these
activities are incorporated into their productive structure. The “creative cities”
policies have a long way to go before
they can become something more than
handy urban slogans.

leads to urban growth and determines
economic localization processes. These
approaches highlight the importance of
knowledge as a productive factor.
Culture as context
From this perspective, the symbolic
dimension of culture is just a reference
space where different economic processes take place without necessarily establishing a direct relationship with culture.

If we search through the different types
of urban policies, we can identify four
different kinds of approaches to the relations between urban development and
culture. Focusing on the conceptions of
culture, we obtain the following classification:

This idea impregnates urban regeneration
policies that use culture as a narrative
argument that justifies the multidimensional redefinition of cities, either through
the construction of iconic infrastructures
or the organization of large-scale cultural
events. Cultural milestones determine
the rhythm, the way and the model of
urban transformation in its architectural,
urban, economic and social dimensions6.

Culture as subject

Culture as a pretext

This conception embodies the intrinsic
value of culture, understanding it as a
citizen right that requires political mechanisms to satisfy it and guarantee it.

Here, different political or economic processes are concealed by the reputation
and legitimation offered by cultural and
creative activities, generating a hidden
policy that prioritizes publicity and propaganda and puts cultural development in
second place.

From the point of view of development
policies, cultural and creative activities
are a highly productive economic sector
that becomes easily districtualized in
urban environments and offered cities
an avenue for specialization in the face
of the decline of the manufacturing and
industrial activities in the 1970s and
1980s. This idea includes the emerging
concept of the creative city5.
In this section, we could also include the
approaches that, on the basis of Jane
Jacobs’ initial works and Richard Florida´s subsequent developments, insist
in cities’ capacity to define “lifestyles”
(soft attribute) that can attract human
capital (creative class), which ultimately

The urban stage

formulations tend to be excessively
vague. Culture is presented as a contextual variable that envelops everything,
which makes it difficult to determine the
causality of the relationships.

Culture is simplified and turned into an
ornamental and legitimized ritual at the
service of the economic, political and
religious powers. These kinds of policies
have often materialized in a pharaonic
exhibition of the urban scene.
Culture as a resource
In this case, the cultural dimension is an
input in the different productive processes. According to the nature of these
processes, we can establish a series of
categories:

5 Scott, Allen
J. “Creative
cities: conceptual
issues and policy
questions.” Journal
of urban affairs
28.1 (2006): 1-17.
6 Cooke, P. N.,
& Lazzeretti, L.
(Eds.). (2008).
Creative cities,
cultural clusters
and local economic
development.
Edward Elgar
Publishing.
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In terms of social policy, culture can be
understood as the variable stock, accumulated in built heritage or in the form
of symbolic capital (historical discourse,
landscapes, narrations, popular manifestations). This resource can be used as
working material in the tourism market
or as an internal legitimation factor
through the reinforcement of cohesion,
identity and the sense of belonging.
This idea is linked to the second category: city marketing. Here, culture is seen
as a distinguishing brand of urban space.
Like all brands, it simplifies, synthesizes and condenses the meanings of
the complicated reality of cities. Thus,
culture is the central element of the
territorial branding that determines the
global urban hierarchy7.
Lastly, adopting a more transversal
perspective, we find innovation policies.
The cultural ecosystem is understood
as the basic structure of the innovation
system, which encompasses not only
artistic creativity but also social, political,
technological and scientific innovation8.
From the perspective of the implementation of public policies, the approaches
enumerated above result in different
orientations in the management of the
dimension of these policies.
To conclude, and without adding any
further detailed considerations to this
interesting topic, we can say that what
we know today is that the concentration of cultural and creative activities in
a given territory changes the logic and
operation of its economic dynamics in a
way that seems to be much deeper and
much more complex than we had anticipated. Territory ceases to be neutral and
becomes another resource, imbued with
values and meanings. We also know that
the centrality of creativity and innovation
is changing the role of economic organ200

izations and the human resources management model. Thus, we are witnessing the
development of a liquid labor market that
liberates human work and makes it possible
for workers to have enriching experiences
of personal development, while at the same
time fostering negative trends such as extreme instability and self-exploitation. Most
importantly, the cultural field exports to all
other socio-economic fields a series of values that imply an ethical reconsideration and
fit better with the concept of sustainable development. Culture is an indisputable factor
that feeds social and economic innovation.
However, none of these dynamics are independent from our actions and individual or
collective decisions. The knowledge that we
progressively acquire about the relationship
between community and culture, together
with greater levels of governance, should
allow us to increase social control of these
processes in order to maximize the push
towards development models that increase
our levels of freedom through the satisfaction of our cultural rights, economic growth
or the attainment of other social objectives,
and try to limit or control the risks associated with market logics, interest groups,
inertia and ignorance. We need to overcome
clichés about the general goodness of culture and innovation, but also liberate ourselves from paranoiac ideas about corporate
conspiracies and the logics of globalization.
Undoubtedly, culture has the potential to
expand the frontier of possibilities of our
future. Given Europe’s current situation, not
taking advantage of this circumstance in an
intelligent way would be irresponsible.
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